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.CHAPTER 1

ISSUES IN THE MANAGEMENT AND PERFORMANCE OF FIELD AGENT ROLES

. Educational field agents are personnel located outside the boundaries

of client school systems; their objective is td assist clients-0-individuals,

groups, or schools-:in order to enhance each client's functioning as an

educator or educational system (Louis, 1981). Field agents generally have

some organizational base, such as an intermediate or state educational agency

or regional educational laboratory, whose mission includes technical assistance

to local schools and school systems in order to foster school improvement.

Thus, educational field agents regularly move between the organizations

sponsoring and receiving this assistance, and they qualify for a more generic

term in the organizational literature: "boundary spanner."

In this volums,, we explore the nature of the field agent role in edu-

cation. We analyze how the role emerged in a particular federal program, 'how

the nature of the role affected those who performed it, and how the role was

perceived by those who were intended to be its prLmary beneficiaries-,-teachers
.

and principals. Special emphasis is placed upon a variety of role character-

istics which differentiate "boundary-spanning" positions from positions more
.

centrally located in an organization. Most of these characteristics are not

unique to field agents... Rather, they are role dilemmas that ere particularly

salient for all people who must interact extensively with clients located

outside their own organizations. An understanding of these rolePdilemmas

can, however, contribute a great deal to our understanding of how and why

field agents behave in Certain ways and have certain attitudes about their

jobs. Managers of field agents might be especiallyleD9Nerned with the extent

to which the field agentS.' attitudes and behavior affect. their performance,

Or even their survival. in an unusually stressful role. If these attitudes

and behavior can be altered through job design or providing professional

support, then the Implications for role management are increased.

Our approach to these issues is exploratory, largely because the

state of knowledge about educational field agents--often referred to as

."external chlkge agents" or "linking agents"--is still pitifully under-

developed. Hortatory or normative articles based on personal experience or

theory alone seem to multiply rapidly, while more painstaking attempts to

develop comparative, empirical studies of those occupying such roles emerge
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only slowly. (See Louis, 1981, and Paul, 197, for recent reviews of em-

pirical research.) This lack of serious attentiop is rill the more surprising,
voi

when we consider that empirical evidence has, for some time, strongly suppo4-
/

ed thb notion that change agents from outside a school system mai'be highly

important to the school improvement process (see, for example, Louis and

Sieber, 1979/ Emrick and Peterson, 1978vMoore et al., 1977).1

The lack of interest in research. on the field agent rolemay stem,

in part, from thb profound skeptic sm of some federal policy makers about I.

the value of such roles in school provement (Chabotar et al., 1980). Aside

from concerns that federal sullor of change agents may look like "federal

.meddling," some members of Congress and others in highly plied positions
e

within the Department of'Education tend to believe that materials development

is more important than technical assistance. And, as one congressman recent-
.

ly commented, "We paid for the materials (through Title I and other federal

programs). If they want these linking agents, they should ipay for them

themselves" (personal interview, 1980). However, such a view is short-

sighted. Studies of school change programs have found that external change
,

agents are of importance in a range of activities, from organization develop-

ment (Miles et al., 1978) to lementation oficarefully packaged exemplary

programs (Stearns,. 1976) to radi al school reforms (Moore et al., 1977).

It makes little sense, then, to continue to develop programs, packaging, and

marketing strategies, while ignoring or neglecting the human conduits and

catalysts that may significantly affect both diffusion and sound impleme nta-

tion of exemplary practices.

In gen eral, lack of research interest in the role of field agents

in education is all' the more inexplicable when the relative attention given

to similar roles in non-school settings is uncovered. The notion of boundary-

spanning roles has captured the attention of organizational psychologists and

management researchers Box a number of years. By now, the.empirical bases

for understanding what af4ects role performance of salesmen, public relation s

specialist's, organization development practitioners, and others who have

substantial responsibilities for managing external relations have been well

establis4ed. Indeed, the empirical, lit9rature on boundary- 'spanning roles has

become extensive enough to warrant a substantial chapter in a recent annual

review of organizational research (Adams, 1976). This literature is deeply

...
2
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connected both with' change practice, and theory And with the more abstract

theory ofirole design and performance.

In this volume, we take the value and impact of external change

agents in education- as given tiiig to justify the field

agent role, bur objective is to contribute to an immediate need to understand

how and why field agents behave in cetta.0 ways and have certain
.

attitudes
.. ..--.-

their jobs. In addition, the felationship between field agents'
,e

behavior and attitudes and their relationships with client-schools is exam-
s . .

fined. In sum, we seek to know miresabouto the occupant of educational bound-

ary- spanning roles, both as an individual and as an actor in a complex

universe of local schools.

This volume also seeks to addresd policy concerns ItAighlights

factors that can be affected either by individuals in field agent roles by
4

those select,elect, manage and support field agents. In particul thr e

general questions serve as the report's organizid4 focus:

How do educational organizations design Id agent

roles and manage their agents, and h do these
choices affect the'agents' attitudes abbut their
jobs?---

What kindi of relationships do field agents develop
with their clients, and how do these affect their
attitudes and their effectiveness?

What do field agents actually do, and how does\their
behavior affect outcomes for both field agents and sites?

While such inactical questions reflect a managerial perspective, our approach

is also influenced by the existing literature abort the occupants of boundary-
_

spanning roles. 'Thus, we have attempted to examine issues that are often

raised about the nature of the role. In the remainder of this chapter, we

briefly define some of these significant issues, each of which relates to the

questions around which the report is organized.

Definition .!Ind Characteristics of "Boundary- Spanning" Roles
do.

Boundary - spanning roles occur at the margins of educational organiza-

tions, and serves a systegatic means of connecting the school, the inter-

mediate education agency, the regional labOratory, or other organizations to

another organized group in the environment' (Kahn et'al., 1964). A person in

a boundary position is, more than most members of an organization, influenced

1 0 .



both by the people within the agency that employs him of her, and by those,in

the outside organizat ions to which he or she relates. Consequently, the

oCcupants.of such roles are the target of potentially conflicting demands.

Boundary-spanning roles are so cdMmon 0 educational settings that it requires

thought to list more than a few roles that do not have a boun dary-spanning

component. Unlike industri settings, or even most BAN/ice delivery organiza-

tions, schools have constant relationships with a public constituency that

require a great deal of conta t at all levels -- teachers with students and

parents; princip als with teacher unions, PTAs, and other organized constitu-

encies; and district office staff wfth the local governance structues,as
Al

well as the multitudinous social service struc tures 'that articulate with

schools.

However, most roles in educational organizations are designed so

that only a small component of the role involves boundary-spanning activi-
,

ties. Thus, simply engaging in such activities on a regular basis may not

qualify the role occupant to meet the following criteria defining a boundary-

spa9ing role (Adams, 1976):

//
greater distance, psychologically, organizationally,
and.of ten physically from other members of his organil.
nation, and greater closeness to the external environ-
ment and to the agents of outside organizations:

a 4ole which prominen tly involves representing the
. organization to the outside world;

acting as the organization's "agent of influence" over
an external organization.

he above criteria cmore clearly relate to a specific kind of role in which

the emphasis is u n the provision of services to clients in,their own

setting. In this deport we adopt the term "field agent" to refer to an

"extern/1' agentI-located outside of the boundaries,of the client system,

whose objective is to assist clients) --individuals, groups;... or schools- -

to enhance the clients' functioning as educators or an educational system"

(Louis, 1981, 18). A "linking agent" isa specialized fieldiagent, who

focuses on creating ties between the worlds of research and development and

of practice.

41
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Role Dilemmas for FieleAgents: The Natute of Boundary Positions
.

*variety of 'role characteristics differentiate occupants of boundary-
.

spanning positions from those in more central organizational roles. Waymlock's

- a

(1969) classic examination of linkage systems in education mentions only two
,

particular role dilemmas for field agents: role overload and marginality.

However, more recent empirical examinations of the field agent role both in

educational and other, settings have identified a broader set of stresses in

the role. These include:

role conflict;

" role ambiguity and lack of formalizatiod;

marginality;

impermanence of the role set;

multiplicity of strategies for role
performance.

Each of these isdefined briefly below.

Role Conflict. Until the mid-1950s; social science tIeory empha-
.

sized social consensus-about how roles should be performed (Gross et al.,

1958). With the "discovery" that role odcupents were subjected to a variety

o/conflicting expectations, however, much research attention was turned to

articulating different ways in which role occupant; could experience con.-
- .

4

flictinq demands.

Miles (1976) in a review of the literature has 'defined role conflict

as the "degree of incongruity or incompatibility of expectations in their

performance of an assigned role." "Additionally, role conflict can be ex-

perienced in such diffeient, ways ad: .

. '

"person-role" conflict; defined as a. perceived4ncongru-
ence between the role requirements placed on a focal perr
son and his/her orientations, interests, and values;

"intrasender" conflict, in whch two or more mutually in- '
compatible role expectitiOns are held (or "sent") by one
Of the person's role partners;

. "inter-sender" conflict, in which two or more of theper-
eon's role partners hold-( "send ") opposing role expecte-

',time; and
4 ,-

"role,overload,"10r the extent to whith the various role
expectations communicated to a role occupant exceed the
amount of time and resources available for their accom-
plishment (Miles, 1977).
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. AMbiguitytand Lack of ccIno.addition to tonflict'in

. J

0
rexpectationsu many have noted that field rolesparticularly roles involving

. .

" t ."change agentry"7-tend to be very poorly Louis and Sieber
. . , ...

11979), for example, documeppq some of the.,pr lems.that educational field

agents toad in defining, their role to.potential c'ients. The problem with.. % . ' ,

'explaining thefunctiona .of "Ifkkage" he; also been' noted in,othgr occui41- .

.,

i l' tignal areas 14amilton and Mgthard, 1975). aptaguity 'Is particularly
. .

. - . -a, pibblem in a wq11-developed area like educationg.Where the basic role
. . . , ..

st ructure has existed since the early, part of this century,with tie develop-

ment of the modern schopl dist rict:- . /. .,. .

«,"

AmbigAlityi usuallys usuay compoun4,0 77 lick of formalization, or the
.

absence of formal jab definitions, clearly, definedfeedback and'reView.
.,

proceddres for field activities, and idgntified organizptionallpositions
....
,

whose main component' involvesaprov ding fipld-based services. Because
. . .. . ,.

re.

`

Meld agents,in education are a relatively new phenomenon criteria for
,,

. role definition and assessing,effOtiveness are generall bsent. The
/ l /. t

prevalence of soft-money funding
/
/for field' agent positions can also contrib-

..g. f'
ute to ambiguity. AnuFber d'rstudies outside of education have found that

, ,.

ambiguity and low fo alization lead to role conflict and job dissatisfaction
.

4 (Kahn'et-al., 14641
0

H ugb and RizZo, i97).
..
Marginality. In thi study the term "marginality* is used to refer

to the extent of orgeni'Zeti nal distance between role occupants and
.

.

others to whom they relate. As HiVelock has rieed, linkage 4414 rent)
/ 0

roles are probably iperently marginal: .
.

Matginalit may Well be inherent in the linking role
for strat is reasons.' The linker is necipssarily and
by defin ipn an in-petileener...He can attain partial
members p in either the practice or research world by
overlyoverlapping memberships while not achieving full member'-e
ship.4.(Bavelockr1969,.p.

Tge marginality of an individualkin a boundarY-spanning role has both bene-
e

fitii and costs. On the one hand, it54May allow the,role oecupent to gain

access to the client system more easily (LcuiStand Siegbr, 1979) laid may
e ' , v./ ..., .

- " increase his or. her credibility as "pbjectiveyk On the other.hani, mergin-
g. N-, AI, . sliity may lead to othef formlrof jOb stress, ,such as increased ambiguity and.

t ,1 '' i eve .
.. lack of 'formalization, or even loneliness. * lb (5.11 11141,

tit s
0. /1 6

Y

a
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source of role stress:

Impermanence of

clients. As Miller adh

0-

the Role Sets. Field agents also puffer from another
,

the need to constantly negotiate new 'roles with new
4

Rice (1970) have noted, this aspect of the salesman's

rose accounts for the very high levels of turnover in this type of job. Of

course, as Sieber (1974) points out, halving a multiplicity of role partners,
4

or sequences of role partners, may Also serve to'buffer failures, and stimu-
.

lat'e the role occupants who like change. However, this impermaitence implies

a constant need to negotiate role expectation with near clients "(Louis and

Sieber, 1979)'.

Multiplicity of Strategies for Role .Performance. Field agents are
. .

constantly bombarded with advice about how to carry out their roles, and are

presented with numerous ttpopgies about how the roles could or should be

performed. Thus, even before Ok agents are put.in a position where they

must decide what to do with a client school, they must consider an enormous t

variety of "gade plans.' Should they be "process helpers,* "resource finders,*
.

or "solution givers," using the Butler and Paisley (1976 classification?

How much attention should be given to "front -end" (problem identification)

vs., "back-end" (implementation) roles? (Crandall, 1977) Should they, as

suggested by Organ (1971) learn to be political animals, or, as suggbpted by

the work of'Hall et al. ()975).phould they ptlt their energies into \riderstand-""
'

1

in the toncerns.ot indivi s
.

confronted with change? The question of

of efCtive strategies for .gents .is among the most hotly debated, and
. .

.
1%

yet remarkably few empiriciI data addresp the strategies that are actually
. ,

adopted .(see Madey,.1979, and*Decad et al., 180), much less the impacts of
. .

. these strategy choices (Cotton et ale,-1977)..

F

Effecti6 Field A egts: The Relative Im..rtance of Trainin Su- rt

and Selection

Once it is agretd that the role has certain inherent dilemmas, the

. question of how to manage role stress for field agents arises. Some have

claimed that, in addition to the content information educational field

'agents may need, a key requirement for effective functioningis.training

'in 'the management of various aspects of the role (Havelock, 1969; Crandall,

1977).4 Oft has seen assumed that training is an apPropriate mechanism for

Clarifying roles, for providing the analytic skills to help agents choose

AN.

7
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effective strategies" in. a given situation, and for generally helping4to

legitimize the role. In addition, training is also Considered a vehicle

,,for developing needed consultation and other skills.

Others, however, have contended that a support system may be more.

important, since regular communication and feedback may reduce marginality

and the daily stresses of role conflict (Louisfand Sieber, 1979). In addi

Lion, it has been argued that on-the-job socialization is probably more

effective than formal training in learning a role as complicated and poorly

defined a§ that of a field agent.

The relative importance.of training versus support may, nevertheless,

be a moot debate. Some have argued that effective field agents have particu-
.

lar personality and skill profiles that allow them to thrive within the set

of role characteristics described earlier. In this view, what-is generally

perceived as damaging role stress can be a positive experience for some

people who enjoy challenge, being in positions that require objectivity,

having many role partners, and so forth-(see Sieber 1974). Others have

suggested (in personal com munication) that older educators make better field

agents, because they have fewer-problems with a marginal role and have

greater legitimacy as advisors than teachers fresh from a few years of

classroom experience. Thus, there are a variety of arguments suggesting that

it is probably bet ter not to invest too much in the training and support of '

field agents, but simply to select the individuals who can be happy and

effective in the job.

Overview of the Volume

. )
. I

In the remaining chapters of this volume we explore the role character-
.

istics and role management issues mentioned above. The volume is divided into

five parts. The first consists of this introductory chapter and Chapter 2,

in which the reader is introduced to the specific group of field agent**who

were thesubjeCts of our investigation.
y.

Each of they next three sections consists of two chapters1 , one of

which analyzes survey data obtainect.from the field agents about their role,

and the second of which presents a car& illuminating some of the issues

explored in the quantitative analysis. Part II focuses on the organizational

context in. which the field agent is located. It explores the wars in which

8
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the designand management of.the field agent role can affect the role occu-

pant's job attitudes isOth as sense of efficacy) and perceptions of job-
.

, related stress. The anelpial'focuses on techniques that are typically used by

managers to affect the role pea:al:Ice of their employees: employee selec-

tion (for certain personal characteristics)9, job design, on-the-job training,

and personal and task-related support.. -

. . Part.III is concerned with the quality of-relationships between

field agents and schools encl.:the attitudes which agents have about the best

ways to achieve change in schools. The agents' relationships with schools

(for example, the degree of influence ftvents'have over local decisions and
,

activities) and perspectives op change (fqr example, a political orientation)

are examined In relation to the agents'. job attitudes and perceptions of
.

job- related-stress, as well.bs to measures of field agent effectiveness,

including the agents' perceptions of program success at the school level, and

client assessments of the quality of agent performance.

'Part /V looks more closely at the specific roles performed by field ,l /

agents and the activities in which they engage, relating these to both field

agent effectiveness and Sob alt s In addition, potential influences on

field agent roles and activities are xamined--namely, personal characteris-

tics, job design, the training and sub rt structure, and the agents' relation-

ships yith client schools: Figure 1-1 rises the organizational and

'conceptual frametenrk for the analyses in this volume.

Corresponding to pedifferepi foci of the three analytic sections,

the Cases presented in this volume are written from several d fferent perspec-
.

tives and emphasize different aspects.of the relationships tween field.

agents, their supervikort,. and clients. Each case stands alone and is /

primarily intended as a Means for bringing to life the concepts d iscussed in
1

I a

the analytic sections of the volume. While --the eases themselves are
.0

00. primarily descriptive, each one is followed by an epilogue which summarizes

the highlights of the Case, focusing particularly on the issues introduced in

' the quantitative, nalyeis: .

Finally, Part t consists of one chapter, in which the findings of

both the quantitative analysis and the case studies are briefly summarized,

along with implications kfcthe design and management of field agent roles.

9
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CHAPTER NOTES

r

1. Despite the recent dates on these publications, -their findings have

been in circulation since the early 1970s.
1

,1
s

2. Another report of the RDU study (Louis, Rosenblum and-kolitor, 1981)

documents the impacts of RDU field agents in site schools.

3. Two of the three cases 1Cha ters 6 and 8) were adapted from much

Longer case studies prepared by in ependent. researchers and not originally

intended for this volume. The o iginal case studies generally included a

much more complete analysis, c forming, howe'ver, to the authors' own

conceptual frameworks. In' g neral, these analyses are excluded from the
.

edited case studies,presen in this volume.

e

F
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CHAPTER 2

FIELD AGENTS IN THE R&D UTILIZATION PROGRAM

The subjects of our investigation were field agents in the R&D

Utilization (RIM program, which was supported by the National Institute of

d&cation for a three-year period, 1976-79. In this chapter we describe the

backgrounds and role characteristics of the RDU field agents, as well as the

nature of the data base for the analyses in this volume.
. J

N

1

Tfie Emergence of the RDU Field Agent Role

Prom 1976 to 1979, the National Institute of Education funded a

major demonstration program designed to help local schools improve their

curricula and their staff development practices. This effort, known as the

R&D Utilization (RDU) program, was deeply affected by emerging theories about

how best to create linkages between resources outside of the school district

and the school personnel who might benefit from using ttiem. The program

design did not requiie the extensive use of field agents to help coordinate

resources and guide participating schools through the process of identifying

and solving local probler; nevertheless, each of the seven demonstration

projects that were ultimately funded proposed an assistance strategy which

rather prominently featured such a role.
1 -

One hundred field agents (known

variously Its 'linking agents," 'generalists,' 'coordinators," and 'facili-

tators"] were supported during the course of the program.

The role, partly by coincidence, bpt mostly as a consequence of the

program's focus on knowledge utilization and school improvement, had several

cocoon features across projects. First, in all of the projects, field agents

were expected to provide on-site coordinating and assistance services to

schools.

Seco nd, in all cases, they were physicallyslocated outside an RD17

project office, in a 'host organization" that was physically closer to their

client schools. Ths.host organizations were predominately i ntermediate

service agencies serving one or more school districts within a state; there

were, however, some other adiendies that housed field agents.
2

Problems of

managing the field agent le were compounded both by the nqed to span more

boundaries (agents were een as representatives df their host organizations

lz
29



as well as 'of theprojeot) and by the need to relate to an extra set, of

professiofial colleagues in the intermediate service units that served as the '

'agents' organizational homes.

ThirdO'n all cases, the field agents were viewed as providers orfs
coor6inators of the process assistance that 4chools would need*f they were

to choose%and.implement improved curriculum and staff developmqnt practices.

Process assistance typically involved, at minimum, oxidating school, personnel
. ,

to a rational problem-solving model that sites were expected to use. While

the models vliried slightly among projects, they all adhered to basic features

that have been described by many authors. (See, for example, Paul, 1977;
.

Bennis,Benne and Chin, 1969; Rosenblum and Louis, 1981.) In some cases,

the field agents were also expected either to participate in training

school, staff, or to provide the staff with substantial process consulta-

tion ap they implemented the problem-solving model.

Fourh, agents were not expected to take responsibility for finding

exemplary piograms for the client schoiols to implement. -This function was

performed by specialists located elsewhere,in the project structure. Sown

ever, they were expected to provide schools with assistance in'making deci-

sions from among alternative new p ctices, and to help them locate human

resources that could assist the chools with%implementation.
3

Finally, field agents in the RDU program were all educators, and

almost.all iad had some relatively recent experience working with school

districts, either as independent consultants or as staff of a state education

association. They were, on the whole, much closer to the world of practice

than to the world of research and development-
.

1

Data Sources for Studying Field Agents

Four data sources provided the basis for this report., The:Most

important of these was a thfee-wave mailed survey'which was sent to a sample

of 69 of the 100 fi ld agen

agents in six of th

Thb 69 agents represented the universe of

projects, and a sample of 18 i the Michigan

project. Fifty- three ,f eld agents respondeddlo the first survey, which was
o

tent out in-June 1978 (a return rate of 78%), with a 100% return rate from

fouf of the seven projects. The somewhat lower response rates from the

Michigan and NEA projects were not unexpected, given the very small.. part of

these respondents' jobs represented by their participation in the RDU program.
k
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The second and third surveys, sent out in:January and April of '1979,
.

were completed only by those field agents who responded to the first survey

and who remained in the program (there was sops: ob tuinover in the fall of

, 4979). By the end of the survey period, 43 had r turned all their, instruments.

The surveys were each 13-14 pages long and took respondents approximately 30

to 45 minutes to complete. Copies of the instruments may be found in Appen-

dices AlB and C.
4

A second data source for this'repodt consisted of intensiveeimr

person interviews conducted with 11 field agents during the s n and fall

of 1978, and a follow-up conference with the same group in e spring %f
1979. The interviews lasted about two and one-half rs and were relatively

unstructured in nature. At least one agent from each project was selected

to be in the interview sample. These dgents were selected by staff members

of the Abt Associates research project in conjunction with the project

directors on the basis of their being exemplars of different field agenE

styles. Also, some Iltempt was made to minimize respondent burden by not . ' ,

selecting field agents already involved with case study efforts within each

of the seven projects. The follow-up conference, which involved group
, . .

discussion of agent role managementOasted,for a day and a half.

The primary purpose of the interviews and conference was to orient

elexeseirch staff to the world of the field agent in ways that could not
r .

easily be tapped through survey instrumentation. These data were used in the

study largely to inform the questions that were asked, to assist us in

interpreting survey findings, and to provide insights.for designing the
. '

second and third survey instrumenAp.

1 The third data source consisted of "linkage case studies" prepared
. .

.

by the seven /DD projects, eports to the National Institute of Educa- .

tton, and data collected t Associates Inc. on site visits to schools

involved in the program .

The fourth data source was a mailed'survey of teachers and prin ipals,

distributed in the fall
0,

of 1979. Data thishis survey provided measure

Iof client satisfaction with the agent and he problem-solving process. One
/

hundred and fifty two principals (a 76% return rate) and 594 teachers (48%)

responded to the survey.

14

tik , 4Ilis
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"Analysis Striategies

Because the number of responddnts was relativ ely small, and item

non-response to some questions fur ther redgced the sample available for

analysis, inferentral statistical techniques had limited utility. TherefOre,

our primary strategy has been to describe the fielygents and to conduct

bi-variate correlation analysis. In can instances, the approach has been

supplemented with canonical correlations, in order to test the strength of

relationships between groups of variables.

Who Were the RDU Field Agents, and What Did They Do?

Ppople'became involved as field agents in the RDU program in a

variety of ways. Some assumed the positionipy nature ok their present

jobs--simply adding one more set of responsibilities to an already. full

complement of activities. Others were hired from the ranks of teachers

and administrators to become ell-time field agents--essentially leaving

their old responsibilities behind. And for a'few who were unemployed at

the time, the position was the first suitable job to become available.

For some, the ,field agent position offered the. potential for individual

challenge and professional development, while:for others it was extra work
5

which elicited less enthusiasm.

The field agen ts were highly educatedi of the 53 respondents to the

first survey, :Tut one had an advanced degree beyond the baccalaureate;

70% had achieved a master's degree, and 30% held a Ph.D. Theofield agent

job came at varying times in their carekrsk For some, this was their first

"real" job after obtaining,their most recent degree; for others this would
.

be the last "formal" job prior to retirement.. ,While these extremes did

exist, the average age at the time of the first survey was 41--very much a

mid-career stage in life.

by project, from 34 in the

tq 47 in the NEA project.

The average age of the field agents varied widely

Pennsylvania and the NETWORK Consortium projects

(However, projects with the highest average

. age --NBA, Michigan, and Florida --also show the largest standard deviations,

indicating that their agents actually fell into a very broad age span,,

including both younger and older agents.) Of the respondents who answered

all three 'surveys, there were more male (24) ,than female (19) field agents.

.15
IJ
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Since the seven projects all began at the same time -- though some

were slower in hiring than others--there were no marked differences by

projectlin the number of months' of experience as an RDU field agent. At the

time of the first survey, 16 months was the average length of time in the

position. It should be noted, however, that a number of the respondents came

to this position from backgrounds that were quite relevant--for example, a

few were associatjd wiph National Diffusion Network facilitator projects or

were consultants based in local school distriyts or intermediate service

agencies. Seventy-five percent or the respondents te the first survey had

had experience with other federally funded programs, 65% had had experience
1

with other 'linking roles, and 35% had had experience with ReD'products or

outcomes.
4

Table 2-1 presents the previous teaching and administrative experi-

ence of the RDU field agents, along with their-average age, by project. In

all projects the field agents,had had more experience in teaching than in

adminiqtrative positiqns. Another point worth noting is that teaching

experience varied significantly by project, from an average9pf 2.8 years in

the Georgia project to an average of 10.2 years in the NEA project. In

general, the older, more experienced field agents of the1NEA, Michigan, and

Florida projects heavily weight the average for all respondents. Thus, while

the average number of years in teaching is 7.4, this figure is substantially

higher than the averages for four of the seven projects.

The field agents in our sample varied enormously in their time

commitment to the RDU projects, ranging frpm 1% to a full-time commitment.

The 53 respondents to the first survey fell into three groups of approximately

equal size: 1 -10%, 20-50%, Aid. 80-100%. The average time commitment to RDU

varied
4
significantly across the seven,projects (Table 2-2), with agents in

the NRC, Pennsylvania, and the NETWORK Consortium projects devoting full- or

nearly full-time to the project, while agents in the Michigan and NEA Projects

devoted only 7.2% and 12% respectively. (Again, the standard devi

some projects--Georgia and Ploridi, in particular--are much highe than

others.) Note that agents in the Michigan and NEA p e cts ter expected to

provide similar, though less intensive, services as agents n the other

projects.

r.
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Table 2-I

RELEVANT BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR RDU FIELD AGENTS BY PROJECT

/

.

Age
Avg. S.D.'

.

Average Yeari Experience
.

.

Number of
RespondentsTeaching

School

Administration/
'< Staff

District Level
Adminiitration/

Staff

.

State.or
Regional Units
or Association

.

A t

All Respondents
s

41'
.
44 7.4 . 3.1 1.2

.

- 4.1 53

Rpu PROJECT:

34

34

35

38

.

-43

.

3.5

3.5

6

13.3

11.2

6.0

4.7

2.8

4.8

.

9.8

0

.7

1.2

4.8

.
4.4

0

.5

.7

1.2

1.5

0,

1.0

3.0

.

.8

3....9

/I

AP
1

2

6

'if
-..../,..

4 .

8

Pennsylvania

Network

*...,

Georgia

NRC

.

Florida

Michigan

HEA

45

47

8.6
.

13.8

7.8e-
.

10.2

' .2.5

5.2
4*

2.9

.2

5.3

7.1

13

14

Significance of -
the Difference

, .08 .008 .67

ds

.25 .13

24

25
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Table 2-2

PERCENTAGE TIME COMMITMENT TO 'MU FOR FIELD, AGENTS BY PROJECT

.

-

,,
...

. 4
C,

4

.

Percentage of Time

. 'NYoted to RDU
Average S.D.

.
. .

Number of
Respondents

All Respondents 44.1 - i4.9 53

. -..,

RDU PROJECT: 4 . . 0.4
,

NRC 100.0 0 4

..

Pennsylvania . 97.0' 2.8 2 #

Network --...........: 92.0 9.4 6

. ... .

Georgia , 67.5 35.4 6

Florida .

NEA

A---.,

12.0

. 29.3

12.9

r

4
e

8

.

A

IP ,i ,
Michigan 7 2 8.4 . 13 ),

Significance of
the Difference . ,

*
.001

Amomgyrolects
... ..

alp

4

18

26

.//
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Field Agent Roles O. -indicated in
.

Chapter 1/ there, are many diffeft
s .

t

t

.

nt perceptions of what educational field agents should do. The research
I"

i
. w'

literature usually describes t]p field ag'ibt role in terms of the problem;
.

solving/knowledge ttilization process. For example, Havelock (1973) has
. .

,

.0, 1

. w
identified foucjoles, labelled "ca yst," "solution giver," "process

. ,
%. Aim

helper," and "resource linker." he field agent can serve -as a catalyst by

helpizig school district perspnnel to overcone their reluctance to change. 8e

or she then simply proffer alsolution, or guide local staff through the
.

stages of a logical problem - solving, process. The agent's access to human,
.

financial, 'or other resogrces is also of great importance. Butler and ,..

Paisley (1978) also describe the roles of "process helper," "solution giver,"

and "resource finder," and Madey 79) has most recently suggested three

role categories: "facilititor,"."re ource finder," and "communicator."
.0., ..

In our research we dttempted to discover the extent to which the 4
d

field agents in the RDU rograp perceived themselves as fitting nto.a fixed

list of role 6:tegoixies,

Lure and our perceptions of actusiirvariations among agents t the RDU program.
. s

..,
The field agents were as) assess the extent.to which t y had expected

7to perform certain aspen of the. field agent tole, and eh extent to which
j

P
they actually performed those roles. Responses to these questions for the 43

agents who responded to all .thre4Nlurveys are summarized in Table 2.-3, with

the potential roles listed-iil descending order of actual. performance.
.

It is clear that the field agents' perceived themselves primarily" as
P f'

resodrce persons and coordinators. One agent described the job as follows:

sen to reflect. the roles descibed in the.literd-

-
-....*"' ,

414 "___), 4%It's) very lauch like," e dral supervision"...assist(ing) teachers
rill in finding solutions to stated problems, without being a line person,"

' Without having authorit5, over. the teachers, establishing 4 trust
relationship pd a helping relationship (McCutchan, 1980:215).

4 , I

/ome opfettlea4ctivities that the field agents neither perceivedas important
k

nor actually performed were active involv ent in program implementation,,,involveme t in evalt.lation, apd providin -content specialist assistance.

These 'act Atied are highly specialized, and involve Skills that mspy of the
.

agents did\not fell. they had.

ilkith eir own expectations.. There is, howevei7this exceptions the field .J
. Por tile most part, their actual role performence was consistent

T
...

Agents felt that they should be performing the role of an expert in assessing
,

sI
`19
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Table 2-3

RANKS AND MEAN RATINdS 01? FIELD AGENTS' EXP AND AQTUAL
EXTENT OF PERFORMANCE.OF VARIOUS FIELD AC ENT ROLES

(N = 43)

k

4

\

.

/

,

Field Agents'

Expectations
Actual

Performance

.

Rank Mean*. S.D.

,

Rank Mean* S.D.

.

rr
a. Resource Yerson f

tor
.

b. CsordPi
.

c.4 Process Trainer

d. Observer/Historian

4
.

e. Counselor ov mHand-
Holder" . .

f. Expert'in assessing
the match between
innovations & problems

gp Conflict Resolver

h. Basib skills, career
education or inservice

Vspecialist

i. ProgramImPlementor

J., Evaluator

1

2

3

6

6

.

3

5

8

10

9

.

4.5

4.3

3.5

3.2

3.2

3.5

3.3

.

3.0

2.6

2.8

'

-N,

.7

.9

1

1.1

.93

1.2

.

.9

1.2
.

1.2

1.2

-
1.2

1

1

3

3

3

6

6

6

9

10

41,

'

i

4.2

4.2

'3.3

3.3

3.3

3.0

3.0

3:0

. 2.6

2.5

.94

1,0

'1.t

.
1.1

.

1.1

.95

1.2

1.2

1.3

1.1

.

.

---./

r

.

,

*Response Scale:
.

5 = to a very great extent
4 = to a great extent
3 = to some extent
2 = to a little extent
1 = not at all

4
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the match between innovations and problems to a greater extent than they were

actually performing that role. This may have been due, to some degyee,

to the perceived conflict between helping sites to find an appropriate

solution, and becoming an advocate for or against particular programs--some-
.

thing that almost all agents felt was inappropriate., For example, one agent

found herself on several occasions in a situation where schools wished to

adopt a reading program that she felt wes inappropriate:

(The agent) ad not like the ECRI program, and privately
that she would not want her own child in an ECRI class.
assumed a professional neutrality and pushed for a fair
of it. (Kraus, 1980:204)

remarked
Even so, she

ctinsideration

.,
In sum, the agents' perceived themselves as providers of relatively

low-key, supportive forms of assistance. They emphasized being a "helping

hand" rather thanobvious change agentry. Nevertheless, the "non-intrusive"

role that they adopted could have significant impacts on local schdols, as,

will be seen later. .

Field Agent Activities. 'The above discussion of role defihition has

focused on the more global parameters of the roles field agents play. Yet,

from the perspective of a job occupant, the activities that make up the

day-to-day cycle of events are in many ways more salient and more likely to

stimulate positiVe or negative reactions than the more general role defini-

tions. A sample weekly log for one_agent (Table 2-4) shows the type and

range of activities for a typica l agent employed full time.

Based upon interviews w ith a sample of agents, a list of routine

field agent activities was generated and included in the first survey. The

RDU field agents were asked to rate the import ance of each activity, and the

...emlOubt of time spent on it. The results are shown in Table 2-5. On average,

the field agents were spending the greatest amount of time .in (1) meetings

with small planning groups at the sites, (2)4.wrItingreports and filling out

forms, (3') arranging, designing, or conducting workshops, and (4) travelling

from site to site.
6

In general, there is little discrepancy between the amount of timer

the field agents, were spending on various activities and the degree of

importance they attached to these activities. There are, however, these

notable exceptions: ,developing themselves professionally and reading mater-
.

ials about R&D products were both thought of as more than moderately importanp,

f

21.
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Table 2-4 ..

SAKPLZ 02MMUN/CATICS LOG

DATS

TrrE OP 0;esmowiCATION ."
1A JECT'ACTIv117 Phone Memo Letter Travel meeting Other

'

.NAY Complete aonthly'reporks'and mail _
X

x*J.C.1 RE( LTA perticipant on Reading Panel ' i
A.M.( P2: 4TT.A participants cq Reeding timeli

'"other arrangements fir Nov. IS and ld
smiting, ,,,. x

L.1.1 Copy of revised 4idget 41111 . x
.

Encl.
J.C. and B.S.: Info et on on Reading Panel

.
. .' from A.M. x lama.

11.S.: Poquested.fpur copies of flow charts on
project X

A.S.: P2: Call for information on'data co
' District A y - , . x

N.P.: Needs assessment handbooks for District II
(as requested) x

;L.R.1 XL( Newsletter for project x
1.5.1 Needs assessment pogresi and assistance x

=SCA! 1.11.z Request for needs assessment charts
1.s.1 Pollor-up on request
A.K.r Dates for Reading Panel, problems NW

above mid conflict 1 6 R trainingvvitieo--. .

tapeinfermation fdr Reading Panel'
A.R.: ?feedback' on problems with Reeling Panel

dates and participadtal suggestions re-
questda.fir broadening district viewpoint
of project

a

Arrangpients for sending information to
AGA pa;ticipants ih Reading Panel

Order docasent ontReading in, the Middle Schools
at toq4srt 6f District 111

Jol,low-up an suggestion that a teacher
.noc. in R 6 R-training,be involved on
theRsading Panel

X

X

vapid= DRIC Document 4,Exemplazy Reading ?morales
(ouspiled by WCTZ) scan for 'information(

check on prolrep for fa (in -house
requesti

Complete paduction order processes for video-
taping Reading Panel

work on newslittei articles
Graphic representativm ideas for aiding

district cosprebension of scope of project
A.I.r1 Demonstration-o! EULImeterials for teaching

Reading -talky to representative.

L.R.r °Seconlary Reading Skills Cinier.::' handout
A.R. and Aeletl Information on Washington, D.C.

=fetlock: and infornapion !roe ;4.
4 4

X

X

=GMAT R.N. and-S.S.:` Cross-examine comprehension research
.

summarlis to ba used for Reading Panel and
for knowledge base (group of 7 Reeling

. Faculty) N.

q
X

=ZEIT A.M. : Us. ii&sSibiLitypf meting co NOveabor 23rd: f
work on newalettir articles . I I

Review of research suimaries on ocsprehensico .

generated by R.B. forgivoject i I
, a .

1.W.1 Meet to discuss teacturr statemedt, co op,-
. prehension per:bless ' x

Couplets and send out revisions on Pblicy Statements '

- RZe,tinker Tasks
J. I . X

"J.C.:
...

Bbared,infornation on secondary riding 'I 'Buda
L..R.: Budget revisions: self -assiassent for sec-

ondary teecbers newsletter milimaist X Incl.
Pill training materials received

,

4
x Inccsing

22
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Table 2-5

RANKS AND MEAN RATINGS OF PERCEIVED IMPORTANCE AND
ACTUAL AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT ON VARIOUS FIELD AGENT- ACTIVITIES

(14 - 4A)

4

, Field Agent rivities

1

a. Meetings with small planning
groups at the sites

b. Writing reports/filling out
forms

c. Arranging, designing or
conducting workshops

Travelling from site to site

e. Promoting or explaining the
RDU program "

f. working' with individual.
administrators

g. Organizing, preparinge aAd
delivering materials ,

0

h. General meetings with site
staff

i. Developing yourself' profes
sionally1

-

j: Meetings wLth RDU centril
project sta!f

k. Reading materials about R&D
(

products
4'

1. Managing Budgets.

m. Designing, administeoing,4
and analyzing evaluation
materials

n. Observing teacheFs

o. Nor ing with individual'
tea ers

p. Work with parents car
volun eers

Importance
Amount of
Time Spent

Rank Mean* S.D. Rank Mean** S. It.

1 2.8 .5 2.5 .6

11 2 .1 .6 1 2.5

3 2.6 .6 3 2.2 .8'

10 2.2 .8 4 2.1 .7

4 2.5 .6, 5 2.0 .6

4 2.5 .7 5- 2.0 .8.

6 2.4 .7 5. 2.0 .6

6 2.4 .5 5 2.0 .7

2 2.7 .5 1.9 .7

9 2.3 .5 9 1.9 .7

-
6 2.4 .7 11 1.7 ..6

11 2.1 .7 12 1.6 .7,

13 2.0 .7 12 1.6 .7
r1M.,,

13 2.0 .7 14

15 1.8 .8 15 1.3 .6

16 1.6 .7 16. 1.0 .3

*Response Scale: **ResT;o7Iii-Scalet

3 very important r 3 a great deal of time
2 al somewhat -important 2 ! a moderate amount of time
'1 of little of no importance 1 e_little or no time

23
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1

ranking second and sixth respectively among the 16 podsible activities, and

yet they consumed relatively little of the field agents' time. This finding

is consistent with the earlier finding that field agents felt they sh5pld be

4 performing the role of an expert in assessing the match between innovations
.

and problems to a greater extent than they were actually doing. The field
.

agents appear to have taken seriously the notion of themselves as links to

knowledge about R&D products or innovations, at the same.time feeling some-

what inadequate in the extent to whir they performed this function and,

tperhaps, in the extent to which
h

ey currently had'the knowledge and exper-,

tisS for doing it well,. - .

. There is also a discrepancy between title importance of, and the

amount of time spent, writing reports or filling out forms and travelling

from site to site. That is, both these activities rank low in importance but

hightinethe amount of time they consumed. Indeed, writing reports and

filling out forms is the only activity which was rated lower'in importance

than in the amount of time it consumed. The conflict between "paper cork"

and "people work" was one that arose again and again in interviews and
^ . .

.

discussions with agents.

This problem.ia, as Louis and Sieber (1979) have pointed out, a
"

_es--
perennial one for organizations ti rely extensively on field-based staff.

t
..%

As we will discuss in later chapter's, the need for developing mechanisms of

agent accountability (largely effected through paper work),and,the developdent

of local loyalties and support systems do not always complement one another.

While the problem.of documentation may be somewhat greater in a "research"
-

rk
.

program RDU (one agent even resigned from his project in protest over
--. -

thegleed to document activities and cliel progress), the tension between
._

people work and paper work is similar in many other dispersed organizations.
.ge

Conclusion

This chapter has briefly reviewed the nature of our data collection

procedures and some of the characteristics of the field agents in the study --

, both personal attributes and expected'and-actual role performance. Because

they were part of a federally,funded demopstration activity, these agents

probably show considerably. less variation in ninny of the role and activity
_

Characteristics than if the sample had been drawn from a population of field

agents operating in more permanent roles. However, even witbin the delimited

T12
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framework of a demionstra n, there is at least some variance among gents in

what they did and how th

ti

perceived their activities grouping int7 different
4

role segments.

Moreover, although agents *re very consistent in their epOrting of

thi extent to which they performed various roles and activities, we know that

other factors had-a great impact on the intensity of the field ageds' rela-
,

tiods with sites and the strategtes that field agents,/employed in performing

their roles. ThuS, for example, each project designed the tole differently--
,

in some ossei it was full time, in others it represented a small fraction,of

what the individual was expected to do in his or her job. Projects differdd

greatly in their communication mechanisms and in the degree to which expect4-

tiops

. .

for agents were formalized. In addition, client schools also differed,

and agents adopted differentistrategies for playing out their role in'response

to client demands. In the remainder of this volume, we exam!ne some of the

factors that affeCt how the agent role is played out, and how these ultimately

affect the client_ school's assessments of field agent performance.

4
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CHAPTER NOTES

1. -Me seven RDU projects were regionelly.distlibutelL and included the

following:

we4. The Ho we Reading Consortium; involving the state de-
partmentko education and-other agencies in Washington,
Oregon, Alaska, and Idaho. 0

The National education AssociatiOn'Inservice Education

Project,' operated in collaboration with the departments

of education and corresponding stets education associa-
tions in 12 states: Alabamfi, Cailfornia, Iowa, Massa-
chusitts, Michigan, MEnneaota, Ohio; Pennsylvania, Ten
nessee, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming;

The Consortium, operated by tie NETWORKA a non-profit
research and service organization that coordinated the
efforts of agencies in six states: California, Connec-
ticut, Xdhsas, Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Washington;

The Georgia Research and Development Utilization Program;

4
The Pennsylvania School improvement Program;

The Florida Linkage System; and

The Michigan Career Education. Dieseminetioin Project.
This project was operated by the state department of ed-
ucation, as were the projects in Georgia, Pennsylvania,

4 and Florida.

For more details on project structure and operation, see Louis and Rosenblum,

t

1980. .

2. The project sponsored by the NEA placed two linkers in each Of 12 states

One wass"cated in the state department of education, while the other was

employee of the state education association. The NETWORK pioject locat its

agents in,a variety of settings, ranging from a single school distri ct to a

regional laboratory. ,W14.1.e the nature of the NETWORK'S host organiz tions

Ji varied, their functions were similar to intermediate service agenc es.
Apr

3. If we attempt to classify the RDU linking agents using Butle and

-Paisley's (1978) typology, we find that they were expected to erform as

)1F-. "process helpers" and "resource finders;" but not as "solutio givers.'

In additioh, using Crandall's stinction, they were all e -,cted toper-
,

form some "front-end" support or their clients.

6
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4. The surveys were pretested face-to-face with two field agents. Pb1-

lowing minor modifications in wording and graphic, design, the surveys were

mailed to all respondents along with a cover letter, a cover page with gen-
,

eral instructions, and a postage-gaid return envelop Each survey was

identified with a numerical code to facilitate con entiality.

5. Both the Michigan and NEA projects designed the field agent role as an

extension of Slready existing positions. In the Michigan project, the role

was assighed to CareereEdvtion Planning District Coordinators--usually

vocational - technical education directors in intermediate service agencies.

(

In th4 NEA project, the field agent role was given to inservice specialists

in state departments of education and corresponding state teachers' agencies.

6.' Since these data were gathered after the agents had'neen in'the project

fOr approximately a year and a half, we believe that the responses represent

fairly stable generalizations of time use and role allocation.

1

.1.

I
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INTRODUCTION

A. .

This section of the volume will focus on a question of basic concern

both to managers of field agents., and to orgdizttional theorists inte ested

in testing the FoWer of organizational design. Simply put', the ques on is

whether the design and management Of the field agent role can (1) improve the
,

role occupant's job-related attitudes, and (2) reduce role conflict.

The first chapter in this part (Chapter 3) will present the findings

from our analysis of field agent au7eis. The analysis, which focuses on
,

characteri4tics ofhe role struct and its occupants that are most easily
A,

affected byliproject management,,pr es a number of findings. First, with

only a few exceptions, the individual agent characteristics seem to have

litV.etassociation with job - related attitudes and role conflict. Second, job

design characteristics appear to have significant potential as factors

liffecting field agents' perceptions of job stress and satisfaction. Finally,

we find that the formal training provided by projects for agents had little

impact in ameliorating the strains of acquiring and enacting a new role, and
06

that high levels of support and communication from the central projecefdffice

may actually increase stress.

The case study that followsthe quantitative analysis (Chapter 4)

elaborates on a nuber of points that are introduced through survey analysis.

In particulai, the case study is intended to shed some light on the surpris-

ing finding that training, communication, and support from project staff

members can actually increase job stress. The case draws attention to some

of the ways in which the multiple loyalties of the agents to locally based

supervisors and to more distant project directors may a ffect their relation-

ships with a central office, and how the facto of physical distance impedes

the effective provision of timely support. Inotddition, the case points out

that role ambiguities can be addressed' through intervention by project

management, but that formalization of expectations may be more important than

providing episodic training

4.
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CHAPTER 3

ORGANIZATIONAL INFLUENCES ON THE FIELD AGENT ROLE

In recent years, a number of significant studies have examined the

relationship between role characteristiCs and the job-related attitudes of

occupants of boundary-spanning roles Miles and Perreault, 1976; Tosi, 1971;

Prudden and Stark, 1971; House and Rizzo, 1972). These studies have con-

ceptualized job satisfaction and other variables, such as sense of efficacy,

as the consequences of role conflict, marginality, role formalization, and

individual characteristics (see also Keller and Holland, 1975; Kahn et al.,

1964; Lyons, 1971), These studies are, however, drawn from non-educational

settings and tend-to focus on individuals who operate from a centralized

organizational base of brancItc offices of the central organization. Our own

analysis examines the effects of role, design and management on field agents

in education, permanently located at some distance from the office sponsoring

their activities --in host organizations that have only informal or temporary

ties pith the central organization.

The basiC question posed above can be,refined by looking at tech-
.

niques that are typically use by managers to affect the role performance of

their employees. The three most commonly used techniques are employee

selection, job-design, and ongoing management. V

Selection. The field of occupational psychology provides nanagers

with scientific procedures for picking employees who are likely to succeed in

their roles. In this chapter we examine the effects of a number of easily

identifiable individual characteristics upon thejob-related attitudes of

educational field agents. _Our purpose is to test whether the often voiced

belief that "it takes a special type of person to be a linkeelis supported.

(See, for,example, Zaltman and Duncan, 1976.)

Design. The choices managers e can strongly affect the nature

of the j FOr example, a manager who ieves marginal field agents

are more effective will draw up A job defi ition quite different fro6 that

designed by a manager who feels marginality leads to lowered effectiveness,

Our approach in this chapter is to look at central Characteristics of

the field -agent-role- wh-ich-can- be affected by design. choices. In particular

we consider the percentage of time devoted to the job, the formalization of

the job, and the marginality of the field agent with regard to project

30
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)office.
1

We then determine the degree to which these affec job-related

attitudes.

Ongoing Management: Training and Support. In addition to selection

and design, organizations engage in ongoing relationships with their employees,

which are structured in a variety of ways that can either support Or undermine

job satisfaction and performance. This chapter concentrates On two aspects

of ongoing management: on-the-job training, and personal and task-related

support. We examine the ways in which training and support are associated

with the agents' attitudes about their jobs.

The analytic model used in this chapter involves three vari ables

that are treated as desired outcomes for agents:

A-A-sense of efficacy;

job satisfaction; and

reduced role conflict.

The remainder of the chapter examines the relationship between these outcomes

and several sets of potential predictor variables. The predictor variables- -

correspbnding to the management strategies of selection, job design, and

ongoing management--include:

individual characteristics of the agent - -age,

teaching experience, innovativeness, change skills,
communipation skills, and use-of-power skills;

job design characteristics--formalization,
marginality, and percentage of time committed to the
RDU position; and

training and support structures -- amount and
perceived usefulness of training, amount of commu-
nication received from significant role'partners*
and amount of influence over agent roles, exercised
by the same role partners.

The predictor variables are treated in more detail in the analytic sections

Of this chapter. The following section provides the operational definitions

and measures of job-related attitudaand role conflict.

'Job-Related Attitudes and Role Conflict: Concepts and Measureo

In this analysis job-related attitudes have been operationally

defined in a number of survey items, which have been grouped into two sep7_________

crate scales measuring field agent job satisfaction and field agent sense of

efficacy.

39



Zob Satisfaction. The job satisfact n scale is composed of two

items, each measured on A fiye-point scale:

4
-To what.extent is the following statement about your job
as a linker/facilitator true? It uses my sills and.
abilities - -lets me do the things I do best. .. .

On the whole, towhat extent are you satisfied with your
present job?

The scale composed of theikstwo items has a reliability of .81, using

Cro ch's standardized alpha coefficient.
.

Sense of Efficacy. Sense,of efficacy was,measured'by'asking each

agent t judge DA,S/her importance to site outcomes in four phases of the

problem-8 lying process:

To what extent we're fou important to the accomplishments
achieved by (specific site) during each of the following
activities:

/e/
-- problem identification
-- solution selection

-planning for implementation
implementation

These measures Were combined into a single measure, which has a range of 4 to

20 and a mean of 12.78, indicating that the aierage field agent felt moderately

important in the problem-solving process. The'standardized alpha for this

scale is .76.

Role Conflict. In our original design, role conflict was classified

as a.structural characteristi c of the boundary-spanning role. This classifi-

cation Was consistent with the. literatures however, our observation of the.

occupants of field-based boundary-spanning roles suggests that role conflict

may have an aMbiguousjillace in real world activities. Role conflict appears

1 to be in part a function of organizational design and in part an outcome of

the ways In which individual occupants of a "JAM agent role determine how

they will relate to clients (Louis and Sieber, 1979). In this section we

discuss role conflict as an outcome of organizational design on a par with

job-related attitudes. (The relationship of role conflict to the negotiation

of role relationships between the field agent and the client is discussed in

Chapter 5.)

32
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Role conflict was measured exclustMy by surveys of field agents.
3

Thus, while we shall refer to our construct as role conflict, it should be.
4

remembered that iE refers only to perceived rather than'actual role conflict.

sole conflict is Operationalized through two separate scales, one which

refethilO)irectly reported tole conflict, and one which uses measures of1

in erred role conflict.
4 .

,

Retrotteert conflicE is measured by asking field agents to apsess

not only "inter-sender" role conflict but'also role overload and ambiguity..

The items in the scale, which has a standardized alpha 4.71, are:

t' . A'To what extent do people around you have different opin-
ipni about what you should be 'doing?

To what extent Flo people around you have different opin-
ions about how lefu should'be doing your job?

doe To what extent are you clear about what people expect you
to do on your job? 4

To what extent areyou expected t9do more thin.you are
able or have time to do?

,

The mean response on the role conflict measure, which could theoretically

range from 4 tm20, was 10.2, with a standard deviation.de 4.1, indicating

°. that".;gentp perceived modest role Conflict, on the average, 'though there is
A .

a great deal Of variability between individuals on this construct. We may
. 41,

conclude 'from this simple descriptive finding that role conflict is not

always associated 'with the boundary-spanning role, although sua roles may
.

typically be characterized by more conflict than those whi ch do not involve
.° .

?eguent interaction with ilin4viduals outside the employing organization.

In / addition to the direct assessFent of role conflict, role conflict

wad inferred from questions that asked each field agent to rate the degree to
."

which Centralprojett gaff and clients exPected him/her to perform In 10
.

different roles, suchas "evaluator," "conflict resolver," end "expert in

matching problems to inn:rations." An inferred role conflict score was

computed, by subtracting the.differences in-expeCtations between the agent

and the two types o, role paieners on 7°of the 10 items. (Seq Appendix A,
0

Question 10.) Thepossible range of this scale was 0 to '28. The mean

responae was'4.24 :indicating a high average-consistency tween agents
MP

and supervisor's in most instances) with a standard deviation of IA.
. . e

z.
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Field Agent Characteristics: Can Good Field Agents Be Selected?

We now examine the effect of field agent selection on job - related

attitudes and role conflict. As noted in Chapter 1, the literature abounds

with arguments concerning the importance of individual field agent character- a/,'

istics. The characteristics included in our analysis are ones that could be

easily identified
4
in an interview prior to hiring a field agent. All of the

correlations between variables discussed in this analysis may be found in
. .

. Table3-11 at the end of this chapter.

Measures of Field Agent Characteristics. The field agent character-

istics examined in our analysis include age, sex, and teaching expelience--a

factor that is often thought to be important in relating to teacher prdblem-

solving'teams. (For descriptive data on these charaCteristics, see Chapter

2.) In Addition, we examined one self-reported personality characteristic

(innovativeness) and a number of self-reported skills.

The measure of innovativeness used in this analysis was judged by

Mice (19721 to be among the most valid organizational measures available.

The'procedure involves forced-choice selection between pairs of adjectives

describing the'respohdene behavior. Four innovative characteristics

(independent, flexible; original, and self-reliant) are paired with four

conventional characteristics (dependable, coopptative, industrious, stable).

The battery is scpred by adding the number of times an nSitive adjective

is selected over a conventional adjective. '(For f tuf documentation of

this measure, see Price, 1972. The item appears in Appendix 13, Question

2.) The mean response on the innovativeness scale was 7.7, out of a possible

range of 0 to'16, indicating that the typical agent views him or 1erself,As

being somewhat innovative. The standard deviation was quite high, however,.

1(3.7), and agents could be found At both extremes of the scale.

Field agents Were also asked to rate themselves on a seven -point

scale ffsOm "very weak" to "very strong" in 24 skill areas. Results area"_
rted in Table 3-1. Sample skill areas included: "ability to organize

myself and others," "listening and tinderstanding," "group tsam building," and

"facilitating implementation." These items were subjected to a principal

components factor analysis with vgrimax rotation:. Three significant factors

emerged. The first factor, which loaded highly on items measuring skill in
A-.

problem identification, solutiomselection, facilitating implementation, and

evaluation and follow-up we.have called change skills (reliability le .80).

4
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Table 3-1

RANKS AND MEAN RATINGS OP SELF-REPORTED FIELD AGENT SKILLS

.

Skill Areas . Rahk Mean* - S.O.

Openagss
.

Listening and understanding

Ability to organize myself and others

Influencing through supportive reinforcement

Oral communication

Process helping .

bility to write at appropriate level

Group problem-solving

Gaining acceptance at all levels of the
system

...-

Facilitating implementation .

Group team building

Effective use ofitbrmal and intUmel power
I-structure

e':s \

1

1

r
3

\''3

5

5

7

7

.

7

7

111

11

11

11

15

15

15

18

19 .

20

20

22

23

.

24

5.9

5.9
*
5.8

5.8

5.7

5%7

1.6

5.6

5.6

5.6

5.4

5.4

5.4

5.4

5.3

5.3

5.3

5.1

,5.0

4.8

4.8

4.6

4.3

3:9

IN.

.

,

0.9
-

1.0

0.9

0.9

1.0

0.9

1.2

1.0

1.0

0.9

1.1

1.4

1.0..

0.9

1.2

4.0

0.9

1.4

1.1

1.2

1.4

1.6'
.

1.5

1.3

Skills in problem identificatfon

Skills"in solution selection

Counseling .

Interviewing
P

Goal setting

Skills in curricului development

4in
Ability to live a low profile

Conflict resolution

Evaluatin/follownup
,
Skills in content area (reading, etc.)

.

High'tolrance for ambiguity

Influencing through confrontation and .

advocacy methods .

. 4 0

I
a

.

*Mehtare on a seven-point scale, where 1 In very weak and 7 = very strong.
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The second factor,, which we have called communication skills, loads highly on

"listening and understanding," "oral communication," "interviewing'," "influenc-

ing through suPporElve rei*rcement," and "influencing through confrontation
2 14;

and advocadg methods" (rerlibility - .86). The final factor is called

effective-use-of-power skills, loading on "gaining acceptance at all levels

of the system," 'effective use di formal and informsl power structure" and

"opennessa'to change' (reliability - .86). 44

There was less variation on the skills scales than on the measure of

innovativeness. On each df these, scales, which Could theoretically range

from a low score of 1 to a h gh of 7, the actual lowest score was 2.6. In

the case of communication, fo example, the bean self-rating was 6.4 (standard'

deviation, .96). A91044 view d'themselves as having slightly lower change

and use-of-power skills' but e means are still relAtively high (5.25 and

_5.18) and the standard devia5onsire modest'(.9 and .8).

Analysis ad& Pinaings'. ; Ta¢ 072 displays the significant Pearson
.

res of the field agents' job-relatedcorrelation cqpffic enee,:betWie$47 aspe
attitudes and role' Ict,,ah ndividual Characteristics. It can be seen

that theAgents' Personal chara6teristics have some relationship to job

attitudes, Ainclud :r0,10, co lict) but that*ese tend to be somewhat

scattered.- While eklifsl othe agent is not related to any of the dependent

ngmeasures age and teaching experience are both moderately associated with

lower levels of intorr4'd role conflict; and, in addition, teaching experience

is related to lower 1 eels of reported role conflict. Agents who rate
,

themselves high On eff e-use-of-power or communication skills are also

less likely to rent r e conflict, while more innovative agents tend to be

less satisfied with their jobs. (These latter correlations are, however,

significant onlyrathe .10 leve.)

T14cen together, these findings provide Only limited support to

those who contend that "it takes a special person to be a linker." This

shoulccof course, be relatively good Ile:Itto most managers of educational

field agents Om, in most case's, it is not feasible to.hlre an entirely new
b *a.

set of staff members to perform these rolbs. Rather, most agencies that

attempt to deveioi-oi expand boundary-spanning functions must call upon the

staff44lat they already'employ. .The findings of this report, both in this

and later chapters, suggest that, on the Whole, the need to "retool" existing

staff will not:pose a problem to the expansioh of'boundary-spanning roles in

m
. .
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Table 3-2

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS OFPERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
WITH sJOH.ATTITUTHS AND ROLE CONFLICT

Personal
Characteristics

Sense ot
Efficacy

.

:Job
Satisfaction

Inferred
Role Conflict

s

'Reported

Role Conflict

.

ii.

Innovativeness -.25*

Communication Skills -.26*

Use-of-Power Skills
.

-.23*
.

Change Skills
. .

Sex of Agent
.

Teaching Experiehce -.32** -.23*

Poe -.38**

eel

ik

*Significant at .10

**Significant at' .05 6r better

r
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educational service_agenCies, so lqng as managers attend to importapt features

of role design and management.
5

findings do indicate, however, that with experience tome the

tools f r reducing job-related stress.. This finding is consistent with

- studids of,many dther occupations. The interesting issue here, of course,

: is that the field agent iob was'novel for most of the participants. Even the

most experienced agents had never held a full-time field agent position

before, and even for those who had held 'Positions thatrequired.significant

boundary spanning, the definitions of the agent role posed new challenges.

Under these conditions of apparently equal uncertainty for all, older and
. ,

more experi8nced individuals were better able to cope with stress. The

statistical finding is confirmed by interviews with both older and younger

agents: younger agents tended to describe the job as a "burnout" role, full,

of tension. Older and more experienced agents found it less stressful.

Before the manager of field agents jumps to the conclusion that

utilizing experienced educators will facilitate the development of more

effective boundary spanners, we mutat foreshadow findings to be presented

later2 In Chapter 7, data are presented which indicate that older and more

experienced agents may be less likely to engage in boundary-spanning behavior.

Thus, while'undergOing leas,stress, they may be no more, nor less, effective.

Jab Design! Can the Structuring of the Role Affect Job-Related Attitudes?

While there are many role characteristics that can be manipulated in

a new role, our discussion heretds limited to three variables that are

prominent in the literature on educational field agents. First, we follow up
.

,

on the persistent question of whether the agent's time commitment to the

boundary-spanning role--i.e., full- time, part-time, or very part- time -- affects
) '

job attitudes% (F/or a discusiion of the relevance of time commitment, see

Sieber et al., 192.1 SeCond"we examine the degre e to which the agent rolk

is codified or formalized, and how this affects job attitudes. Lack of role

formalization has, of course, been defined as one of the characteris tics of

the educational agent role. finally., we examine the effects oftmarginalay, 1

which has been viewed as a serious hou;ce of strlies for educational field

4gents. (See Havelcick, 1969, for a discussion of the more significant

features of the field agent role.)
,

Measures of Job Design, The agent's t e commitment
1
to the field

agent job was measured by asking,6"What percentage of your working time do

A
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you devote to RD0 project aFtivities?, The re nses to this question fell

into three groups of approximately equal size: 10%, 20-50%, and 80-100%.

No surprisingly, the projects differed on this
A
cha cteristic, as discussed

above in Chapter 2.

An index of role formalization was developed us six items:

Is there a written job description for you as an RDU
linker/facilitator?

Did thid\description exist when you were, hired? .

Are there any procedures for receiving formal job asses -'
ments or evaluations from your 8D0 project director?

Are there any procedures for receiving formal job assess-
ments from your supetvisor in the organization in 'which yoU
are located?

It federal funding to support your linker/facilitator role er
were, to be discontinued, how likely is it that the organi-
zation in which your office is located would attempt to re-
tan you?

If federal funding to support your linker /facilitator role
were to be discontinued ih the near future, how likely is

it that'the organization in %Mich your office. is loca,t.
would continue to engage in linking activities similar`ro
those you now perform?

...../

An analysis of responses to these individual items revealed that

relatively few of the field agents (25%) indicated there was any procedure

fof formal job assessment from the RD0 project itself, but a considerably

higher proportion (59%) indicated thaetormal assessments were made by

supervisors in their host organizations. Thus, we suspect thz t. the field

agent role is more formalized at the level of immediate supervision than

at the level where project objectives are set. Despite the fact that 72% of

the agents had been employed by their host organizations prior to becoming
,

RD0 field agents, only 59% indicated that they would definitely be retained

when RD0 funding was terminated. Only 30% of the agents perceived their host

organizations to be firmly committed to maintaining the field agent role,

while 39% perceived either no clear commitment, or an unlikely commitment to

continue to sponsor field agent activities.
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A role formalization score with a range of 0 to 8 was constructed by

assigning a vaiue.Of 1 for each wyes".response regarding formal job descrip-

tions apd formal assessment procedures, a value of 2 for each response

indicating definite job security and a definite commitment to the future

support of field aunt activities, and a value of 1 for obable job security

and commitment to field'agent activities. The mean for 11 agents was 3.6,

with a standard deviation of 2.2.

.

, Marginality as used in this study is defined structurally as the

extent of orginizational distance between the field agents and their signifi-
.7' a s

cant role partners. Survey responients were asked to indicate graphically

how close they felt tp one or the other organization in three organizational
P. .

pairs: school/host organization, school/project, and project/host. T4he

. ...""..

more the agents saw themselves as not part of either organization in each

pair, the higher their marginality s

)
ore. For example, they received 4 1 if

they locatedirthemselves inside one 'the organizations, a 2 if they located

. themselves on the boundary of one organization, and up to a 6 if they put

themselves equidistant between the two organizations. This visual graphing

tetholgue was adapted from Cotton et al., ,1977.

A score of total marginality was computetby adding the scores for

the three pairs, thub yielding a possible range of13 to 18. We found that

the mean marginality using this measure was 9.9, with a standard deviation of

2.8. However, the Cronbach's standardized alpha for this index revealed

that it was not unidimensional. Rather, it was composed of two tweeof

marinality., marginality between the project and thd other two role partners

(project marginality), and the single item reflecting marginality between

the host organization and the school (local marginality). In this chapter we

examine only-project marginality, since this is the feature of.organiza-

tional design.oyer which there may be the greatest control by the ganagers

of dispersed field staff.
6

The standardized alpha coefficient for this

variable is..70.

Analysis and Findings. As was discussed in Chapter 2, the field

agents in our sample varied enormously in their time commitment to the agent

role, ranging from full time to 1%. The amount of time devoted to the role,

however, correlates significantly with few of the measures of job-related

attitudes._or role conflict (Table 3-3). The only significant relationship is

a negative one between the agent's time commitment to the role, and his or

4
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Table 3-3

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FEATURES
OF'JOB DESIGN AND'JOB-RELATED ATTITUDES

1
Design .

Sense of
.Efficacy

. .

'Job

Satisfactioff
*erred

Role Conflict

-.

Reported
Role Conflict,

Percentage .
-.40**

Formalization .

.40**

/

.
.

Marginality -.31**
(project) -.25* .21B*-,

*Significant at 'he .9 level.

**Significant at the .05 level.

.4

V
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her reported role conflict (r Is -.40): agetts who spend more time On the job

apparently perceive fewer competing role definitions and role overloads.

The field agent job was generally compatible with other roles that

field agents played in their host organizations. However, one of the major
. ..

,

role dilemmas mentioned by agents. who siint very little time as ADO field

agents was that their supervisors generally forgot the new obligations that
,

were added through and did not iedime their expectations of other parts

of the fob. The agents .o reported in, personal interviews the least strain

between part-time field agent roles and,other roles in the agency were lip (e317"

to be located in organizations that were already hig)ly client-o n In

fact, full-time field agents who were placed in settings where the 'r 'peers
1 '

and colleagues were doing quite different thihgs were among those who ex-

pressed the greatest concerns about the value and security o their jobs,

and they frequently,had a difficult tir0 becoming integrated into the host

organization. (The importance of communication and collaboration with peers

is disc&ed further in the section on field agenb training and support.)

The formalization of the agent's job, unlike time allocation, tended

to be influenced by factors other than overall project design; there is no

significant difference between projects on the level of formalization. On

the basis of the literature (House and 'Rizzo, 1972),, We predicted a negative
-

correlation between formalization and role conflict and a positive correla-

tion
/
with job satisfaction. The basic argument is that clarification both bf

what the job entaiAS, through a written description, and of the organizational

status °tithe job and the,role occupant'i should reduce the level of incompat-

ible expectations: and thus the personal anxiety and ambi4klity for the role

occupant. Our data suggest, however, that for field-based boundary spanners,\
the potency of job formalization as amanagerial strategy for reducing stress

maybe more lijnited. It is not significantly related to job satisfaction

measures, nox to sense of efficacy. In addition, reported role cor;pli tends

to increase rather thaw decrease frith formalization rr mi .40) (Table 3-3).

An interpretation of this finding in light of the recent discussion of the
a

extremely low visibility of the field agent role (Louis and Sieber, 1979) .

would suggest that formalization may serve to increase the visibility

of what agents do. Further, as role paitners begin to define the responsi-

bilities of 'field agents and describe mare expectations for performance, the

potential for conflict may increase, as does the probability of both negative

- 42
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and positive feedback. While such feedback As desired by field agents, it

can` also be the source of atiesi.
,

Marginality can be viewed as both an individual characteristic and

one which is affected by organizational design. In the RDU program, the

measure of project marginalit is not significantly related td the project

in which the agent was located, but it .s significantly associated /ith

another featpre of design--time allocation. The more time an agefit spent

on RDU activities, the more margirialhe or she felt (r - .60). Maiginality

is also related positively to satisfaction (r :26, significant at the .10

levelLand negatively to reported role conflict (r -.31, significant at the

.05 level). In sum, our data contradict the contention (Cotton et al., 1977)

that marginality can increase the stress associated with a boundary-spanning

role.
....-

Rather, marginality has, overall, the effect of reducing major

sources of job stress. This finding is consistent with Sieber's theory

about how individuals manage when confronted with tb,e accumulation of many

rolei and role expectations. One technique for reducing stress discussed by

Sieber is using commitments in one role as an excuse for not performing

in another. The more marginal an individu is with respect to different
lko

organizations or social groups with which he r she interacts, the more

easily these excuses may be called into play. Thus, fbr example, agents

who experienced high levels of perceived stress were those grose clients

did not understand or respect their marginality- -e.g., their obligations

to other clients-and to the organizations for whom they worked.

The other side of marginality is, however, the assumption that low

levels of affiliation may increase the field agent's ability to effectively

mediate between two organizations. The effects of marginality on relation-

ships with clients are presented in Chapter.5.

Training and Support: /mpliAtions for Ongoing Management of Field Agents
.211110.^.`

The subject of providing ongoing/management support for the educa-

tional field agent has received an empirical assessment in previously

, published report (Spencer_ and, Louis, 1980). The purpose of this section

is to summarize earlier analyses and to Put them into. the larger context of

how organizations influence occupants of,the field agent role. The focus of

this section is upon the role of actors in the project and host organizations
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who relate to the field agent. (The impacts of clients on the agent are
...

discussed in Chapter 5.) Thedact that this role set is made up'of many

individuals may contribute to job stress. Here, however, we,look at the ways

in which role partners reduce stress by providing resources to the field

agents, The three majoi sets of variables examined in this analysis include:

on'-the-job training;
.

influence/support of projectrlevel staff, and

influence/support of staff in the host organization.
. .

.

Measures of Training and Support. For the purposes of this volume,

training is defined as an organized set of materials and experiences used for

orienting and indoctrinating the new role occupant, teaching specific knowledge,
,

skills or attitydes that the ro*e occupant needs to perform the job, and

providing opportunities for geneiral education and self-development (Schein,

1970). For the most part, training usually emphasizes the acquisition of

knowledge. Hood and Cates (1978] state/ "Review"or evaluation of actual

programs of instruction for linking agents suggests that many programs

probably succeed in imparting only orientation levels of competenge; that is,

they impact (sometimes very effectively) general awareness and understanding"
. . .

(p. 30). . r.t

However, the acquisition of skills--especially interpersodal skills- -

is equally important, is much move difficult, and occurs much less frequently

than knowledge acquisition. Mednick (1964) provides a traditional defini-

tion of skill: "precision a timing of movements that are oriented around

a task or goal." For exam le, in learning to swim, the required leg and arm

movements are within most individuals' behavioral repertoike. Learning

teccmes the process of integration and proper sequencing of these behavioral

units so that the total skill can be performed as an integral whole without

faltering and without forced conscious awareness of individual parts. In
.

.

following the analogy, field agents use many methods to acquire their process

.helper, resource finder, and solution giver skills (Havelock, 1973; Piele,

1975; Butler and Paisley, 1978). Some learn by being dumped into the pond,

and some learn by sequential trial-and-error practice. Others are fortunate

enough to receive guided instruction.

Despite differences among the projects, each provided information or

skill training in the following areas: the problem-solving process, group.
Y

dynamic's, the use and availability of the knowledge base (the pool of innova-
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tive programs) and die administration of the RDU project. A survey question

asked field agents to rate, using a five-point scale, the extent to which
-2

1
training was received in these four areas. The results are presented in Table

"").

3-4. As can be seen, the training given by the seven organizatt6ffit did not

vary a gieat deal in content. (The content of field agent training is

described further in the section on analysis and findings.) 1010110w-up

questions asked the respondents to indicate the quality of the training in

Bach area, along several dimensions:

Was the training useful and relevant to you in your work?

igas the training provided at the appropriate time?,

Was the amount of training that was provided appro-
priate to your needs?

Each of these items, including the question on,the extent to which training

was received, was summed across training topids to form four scales: amount
.

of training, usefulness of training, timeliness, and adequacy of amount.

The impact of the support structure of the project was measured by

examining the frequency of interaction of agents with project directors and

evaluators in the central project office, the degree of influence that the

central project staff had upon the field agents' choice of activities and

time allocation4 and the amount of feedback received from the projects. The

logic here was that agents cannot feel supported by the central office unless

(1) there is actual communication on.a regular basis, (2) this communication

has content that is valued by the agent, and (3) the agent believes that the
.

communication structure actually has an effect on what he or she does,

including the provision of corrective feedback. .

Frequency of interaction was determined by measuring the amount of

faqe-to-face, telephone, and writ 6t1 interaction on a five -point scale

1ranging from *never" to "daily.' This question was esked separately for

the project director and the project evaluator, since each of these provided

.some supervision and support to field agents in most of the projects.

Xn sOdition, the agents tier.. asked to rate their immediate supervisors in the

organizations in which they were located, and others in the host organizations

performing in roles similar to their own. The three modes of comm unication

were added together to obtain A single index of,frequengy, which could range

from 1 to 12, for each role partner. y
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Table 3-4

MEAN DEGREE TO'WHICH TRAINING WAS RECEIVED IN POUR CONTENT
AREAS AS PERCEIVED BYIFIELUAGENTS IN EACH PPOJECT

.

. -
?

R'
d4

. .

Content Area of Training:
Information or Skills Related to:

,

*

.

'Problem

r *essens

Interpersonal
or Group
Dynamics*

Use and
Availability

Knowledge*

Project
Adminis-
tration*

ALL
AREAS

.

RDU Pro ect -

.

4.0

3.7

3.6

3.8

3.3

2.8

3.0

.

3.0

3.2

3.1

4.4

3.0

3.2

2.5

Ng.

$

3.0

3.0

2.9.

2.4

3.3

3.0

3:2

%

-

3-..
t

4.5

4.1.

3.8

2.7

3.1

3.8

3.2

'

,

.

3.6

3.5

3.4

3.3

3.2

3.2

3.0

.

'

.

Pennsylvania

Michigan

NEA

Georgia

Florida

NRC
.

Network. .

1.

ALL RESPONDENTE---S3.5

. 4

, ,

3.2 3..0 4.6

,

\ 3.3

*Scale: 5.p to a.very goat exteni
4 111 to a grea extent
3 mg to some tent
2 mg to a li tle extent
1 mg not at all

ars
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4.

4.

0
WA

. The mews for the four different le partners are

0
4t,

shown in Table
. .. 0 . "1 .

3 -5. This table showa very.clearly thest the-mitjor sources of communication

are agents' supervisOrs in the project
0 , F

surpris ngIY, the communication with local
, .

thr4igh Informal, face-to-face mechanisms,
: .

Influence was.measured by a
1P---

airectqfl peoject,evaluator,.host.o

and host organizations. Not

role partners is more often
ik

than by telephone or in writing.

sking the agent to rate the projeCt

rganiihtion sdPervisor, and Peers in the

whost. organiza4on,t6sins a four-point scale ranging from 'none' 4 great

,' on the following dimensions:

0
4 How much influenc e (does the'individual). have on the

_nature of yout'activities as an RDU linker/facilithtort

How much influence (does the individual) have on the
amount of time you allocate to various RDiS related activ-
ities?

44.

,How much feedback do you receive from
.

(the individual)

,..
about hot; you-are performing y4ur job? .

f
. .' .

.

These items were summed to qtain a total influence score for each role Am
.. . . .

=7 .

partner, ranging from 3,to12. e
t.. .

' Means for eadh type of influen8e, arid tal influence, are showriin
.....-16

_

able 3-6. This table indicates that project directors hhve the strongest

nfluence oval aients,, and that this influence-is centered in the area of

detesmi9ing the nature of the field agerits' activities.

Analysis and Findings: T raining. 'As noted, Table 3 -4 indicated

significant differences in the general content of training by' project. Th

' finding, whi is discussed in greater detail in Spencer and Louis (1980),

Poc*red despite the'attempts by each project to design altraining program
.

.
, .

-that was tailored to its specific program demands and needs. The development0 .

of tailored, relevant training 'Proved to be extremely difficult, as is well
.

4

11,

4.

documented by the case following this chapter.
.

It is interesting to note that most projects stressed information
. -4.

about project *411strotion and provided little information about the

knowledge base. AA tesaw in Chapter 24 the agent role involved a great

dear of repdtting, in Part because.agents were eaedded in a demonstration
-....

Project which had a substantial research compoNnt.
w

However, one o the

rk.major mechanisms' utilized by the manager d.ompf dispersed s for
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,p Table 3 -5

a A

MEAN FREQUENCY OF INTERACTION IN FACE-TO-FACE,
TELEPHONE AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATION BY VARIOUS

ROLE PARTNERS

.

- .

Role
, 'Partner'

. ..

.

Mean Frequency of Interaction
.

Face-to-Face*
I

Telephone* Written*

..i.0 % .

.

Project Director

ft&
.1.4

.
1.8 1.6

P:ajectbaluator ' 1.0 1.0 1.2

Bost \Supervisor 3.1
.

1.4 1.1

Others'in Similar 2.344 1.4 0.8
R%les _9 a

.

*tale:

4 * Daily
3 = Weekly
%2 =less than weekly, but

at'least once a month '
1 = Less than once a month

0 = Never

48
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Table 3-6

MEAN LEVEL OF FEEDBACK AND DEGREE OF INFLUENCE OVER
ACTIVITIES AND TIME ALLOCATION -BY VARIOUS ROLE PARTNERS

.

Role v

Partner

Mean
Level
df

Feedback*

Mean
Influence

Over

Activities.*

Mean '

'InfluenceInfluence
Over

Time*

Total Influence**
...

Mean S.D.

Project Director

Project Evaluator

Bost Supervisor ,

.

Others in Similar Roles

2.3

1.8

2.4

1.8

3.0

2,2

2.5

k 1.7'

2.3

1.9

2.5
.

1.6

7.6

6.5

. 7.3

5.0

2.9

2.1

2.6
.

2.4

't

*Scale
1 . None
2 A Little
3 Moderate
4 m A Great Deal

.4.

**The index was computed by adding scores on feedback, influence over
behavior and influence over time. The possible range of scores is
from3 to 12. .

4111P
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increasing the visibility of field-based staff is to iriatitute complex

reporting systems (see Louis and Sieber 1979). Instruction in these report-

ing systems,thus,constituted a major ponent of what was trainialthough

it did not necessarily contribute to the agents' acgulsition of the skills

needed in the'boundary-spanning role.

RegrettabWe the relatively lower levels of training in the use of

the knowledge bass proved frustrating for many of the agents. Agents devel-

oped relationships with clients' under the expectation that there would be a

wealth of R4D resources to apply to any problems that were identified at the

site. In many cases this turned out to be untrue, and agents, who were not

always content experts, often felt frustrated with their lack of access to

it appropriate materials for their clients (seelalsofFin et al., '1980, and Louis

and Rosenblum, 1981). This issue is addressed, to some degree in thd cases

presented in C)apters 4, 6 and 8.

ThS results of both'a canonical correlation and a. set of Pearson

,correlations between training variables and job-related attitudes and role

conflict suggest that the training programs that were designed by the cen-
;

tral projects had only modest impact upon the agent's job-related attitudes.

The canonical cOrrelation procedure yielded no significant correlations,

while an analysis of individual bi-variate correlatiOns (Table 3-7)

locates some scattered significant relationships between training variables

(total amount and usefulness) and the agents' sense of efficacy. Oddly,

however, these correlons are negative (r -.28, and t = -.50). We might

interpret this an an example of how formal training tends to be selectively

effective: agents who had a high sense of efficacy may have been less

impressed by the relatively simple training tools and experiences that were
.

provided to them. Agents who felt less sure of what they were doipg were

more grateful for the information and clarification that were deriVed

thrpugh training sesigiaa.

In addition, the aunt of training that the agents received was

associated with slightly higher job satisfactiX and lower levels of r rted

.role conflict, althoLigh it has no relationship with inferred role confli .

.Somewhat surprisingly, however, the perceived usefulness of the training had

no relationship to job satiisfactionr

of training is seen by role occupants

to.attend to their needs--the gestive

Content is not always on target.*

-50

This finding suggests that the prOVision

as a sign of the organization's desire
.A

may be appreciated even when the
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Table 3-7

SIGNIFICANT* CORRELATIONS OF VARIOUS TRAINING VARIABLES, WITH
'JOB-RELATED ATTITUDES AM) ALE CONtLICT

Training- .

Variables Sense of
Efficacy

'Job Satis-

faction

Inferred
Role

Conflict

,Reported
Role

Conflict

Amount Received : -.28** .21* -46**

Usefulness
.

-.50**

Timeliness

.

Adequacy of Amount

*Significant at the 40 level.

**Significant at the .O5 level.

Po.

flis
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4

so have been indirectly use u to agents. In open-

ended interviews, a is tendedto down-rate the usefulness of training

because of its limited immediate applicability

its llmited usefulness in helping them to deal

provision of assistance. However, both agents

that perhaps the most effective trainingImes that which focused on more

general aspects of the organizational change process, and on role crarifica-

tion, and therefore opened up a variety of options for roles that agents

could play on site. A

Training from the project, particularly where it focused on role

clarification (see, for example, Chapter 4), may also have helped the agent

most specifically in reducing role conflict with the host supervisor. Agents .

could more clearly define project expectations to their local colleagues, and

thus reduce tension over the diff4ences between what they did and'What

others in their hoseorganization did. However, more traihing is associated

with more frequent interaction with the' project director, and as will be

discussed below, increased contact.between the project director and the agent

invariably increased role conflict. In sum, training can have the immediate

effect of suppressing role conflict with some role partners, but exacerbating

it with others--those who are seeking greater influence through,the training.

Overall, we may conclude that training did not appear to consistently

improve field agents' attitudes about their jobs. Additional analysis

to client relationships, and

with specific aspects of the

and project directots said .

reported in Spencer and Louis (1980) also suggests that trainin4g has pm led

impacts upon agent behavior.' fd -

c
Analysis and Findings: Project Support Systems. A canonical correla-

,

tion between job-related attitudes and the project support variables--includ-

ing influehce and frequency of interactionwas insignificant. However, general

individual correlations suggest that support structures,at the project letel
S

may have greater impadts upon the tagents than training procedures.

First, an analysisoof vagete indicates that perceived influence

and supportive interaction from the prOject director and project evaluator

vary significantly by project (see Table 3-8). The'Pennsylvania project,

which emphasized field contacts between the project staff and the field

'agents, consistently ranked highest on support and inflbeace. The Michigan

pre:de", in contrast, had a divided project leadership that was unable to

sustain communications with their very part-time agents during most of the

52
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Table 3-8

HEM INFLUENCE AND SUPPORT $CORES FOR VARIPUS ROLE PARTNERS BY PROJECT

/

Influence** Supportm**

Project
Director

11,

'

Evaluator
Host

Supervisor
Other
Staff

Project
Director

Project
Evaluator

Host
.Supervisor

Other
Staff

Regpondents 7.4 6.5 7.3. 5.0 4.6 3.4 5.0
"It 4.5

T-

16u PROJECT*

NRC 9.3 7.0 5.5 3.0 7.0 5.0 4.5 3.2

Pennsylvania 10%0 10.0 7.5 7.0 4,6.5 6.5 6.0

7",
-4.8Network 7.8 5.8 8.6 6.7 3.5 2.2 4.1

Georgia 9.0 .7:3 5:84. 6.3 3.8 .4.3.. 4.6

Florida 7.8 6.2 7.5 5.9 .5.9 2.8 5.6 5.2

NEA 7.3 . 7.1 6.3 4.e 4.1 3.1 4.6 4.2.

Michigan 6.2 5.3 . 4.5 3.6 2.6 3.5 2.6

Significance of

the Differences
.04: .03 .10 .22 .001 .001, .36 .57

0' *Projects are listed in descending order by percentage time
**Scale ranges from 3 to 12.

***Scale ranges from 1 to 12.

61
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project. Not suiprfsingly, Michigan ranks consistently low on these measures.

Thus, there is some evidence to suggest that the Agents' percept;Ons of
NI

support and influence are a function of organizational design and the amount

of support and influence acihally, provided.

Second, whileearf examination of correlation coefficipnts shows

few significant relationships for project support and influence variables as

a whole, project directoi influence and Support are associated with sevetal

of the outcome measures (Table 3-9). Agaih, however, some of the resultb are

countAintuitive. On the one, hand, support from the project director is

negatively related to sense of efficacy, (r = -.25) and ,positively related to

both measures of role conflict--reported (r = .22) and inferred (r = .33).

Perceived influence of the project director over the role behavior of the

agent is, on the lather hand, positively associated with sense of efficacy

re-Q-.25), although it is.also positively associated with reported role

conflict (r = .61).

The finding that uipport from the project director and influence

of the project director have opposite imacts on sense of efficacy deserves

some,additional diO hssion, even though the correlation coefficients ar

rather small.' We believe that this finding stems largely from the present

of two "deviant case" projects 'in the area of support. The project with the

highest average support score (NRC) was also one in which the demands for

documentation and information from the central office w ere pariculaily

high--what was designed as a support system ended up as a burden, and further

contributed to the generally low sense of efficacy in this project (see

Rosenblum and Louis, 1981, for greater detail). On the other hand, the

NETWORK, which employed agents with an e xceptiontaly teh sense of,efficacy,

had the lowest level of project director support. This was true because-the

project included a specific role for atrlinker support specialist," who took

responsibility for most of the communication with agents. In sum, we believe ,

V

that the negative relationship between project director support and agent

sense of efficacy is explained largely by these two projects.

Many of the measures of support and influence are highly associated

with features of job design (see Table 3 -10). For example, the percentage of

timMevoted to RDU is positively related to levels of supportive interaction

from all role partners; both marginality and 0e4rcentage of time committed

are positivelytelated.to influee from peers in 61e host organization but

11

.
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Table 3-9

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MEASURES OF
SUPPORT AND INFLUENCE AND'JOB-RELATED ATTITUDES

.. . .

Measure of
Idfluence- or Support

Sense of
Efficacy

'Job

Satisfaction
Inferred

Role Conflict
Reported

Role Conflict

Influence/Directoc
Support/Director

Influence/Evaluator
Support/Evaluator 4- 4

Influence/Host Supervisor
Support/Epst Superisor

Support /Other

Influepce/Other Host Staff
Support /Other Host Staff`[

.25*

-.25*

_

.

.

.33**
.

-.35**'

-.22*

''

.61**

.22*

.

,

,

*Significant at the .10\evel

* *Significant "at the .05 level

0

.00

55 '
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Table 3-10

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MEASURES 'OF
SUPPORT AND INFLUENCE AND'JOB DESIGN

.

Measure of Influence
or Support

.

. .

Percentage
RDU Formalization Marginality

_

Influence/Director` -.40** .61**' -.34**
Support/Director ' .48** .241

'y
.

.
...

Influence/EValuator .31**
Support/EvaluatoF .39**

.

.30**

Influence/Host-Supervisor .42**
Support/Bost Supervisor .29**

Influence/Other Host Staff .43** . .37**
Support/Other Host Staff .28** .54** .28*

.
. ,

_*Significant at the .10 level.

**Significant at the .05 level.
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negatively related to influence from the project director: and formalization

of the role is positively related to influence from the Project director and
.

project evaluator. There eke other.scattered relationships as well.

It seems that (1) support and influence are not independent of job.

design (Table 3-10), and (2) flow óf Communication and support from the
.

central office staff will not necessarily diminish job stress for agents

(Table 3-9). In fact, they may serve to increase some forms of tension,
6

particularly role conflict. .

z.

-.
This finding indicates that it is difficult to solve the dilemmas

-
inherent in managing the dispersed organization, evolve largely around

the problems of developing effective communication and s port systems for

dispersed field staff. Staving agents alone will, as Lou s and Sieber (1979)
.4.

have pointed out, lead to generally unacceptable levels of local adaptation

in agent behavior and also to high level f f anxiety among agents who want

ilsome affiliation with their funding organ' tion. On the other hand, increas-

ing communication and influence may increase role conflict, largely beba e

Cthe expectations of the project staff are unlikely to be in complete acc d

with the expectations of others with whom the agent must Interact. Although

agents who are more influenced by'project directors feel slightly more

efficadious, they are not more satisfied with their jgbs. This finding

suggests that role tonflict is an inevitable component of the agent role, at

least where there.is some need to maintain centralized control over the

agent's behthior.
. \

Can the "problem" of managing multiple sources of influence over the

role behavior of field agents be overcome through job design? It might be/

argued, for example, that agents who spend a larger percentage of their time

in the field agent role (and concomitantly, esmaller percentage of their

time in other host organizetion activities are more li ly to be influenced

by the project director, and less likely to e influ- ced by a hose organiza-

tion supervisor or local colleague.

In fact, Table 3 -10 reveals that, while the support of both project

director and project evaluator increases as the agent spends more time in the

RDU role, the level of project director influence decreases and that of local

colleagues increases. Apparently, the more time an agent spends in the field

agent role, the more frequently he turns to nearby colleagues 'for advice. As

others become involved as,influences on the field agent'sbehmpr, theme

influence of central project staff may be diminished.
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While increases in local influence may make the managers of disp*sed
1

field agents uneasy (see the case studies in Louis and Rosenblum, 1981),

they do have the result of modestly decreasing the level of inferred role
. . \

conflict. Influence of colleagues in the host organization is negatively

related with inferred role conflict (r = -.22), and support/communication

-from the host supervisor is also r atively related (r = -.35).

Support from the host organi ion may also have a more indirect

effect on job-related attitudes of the field agent. To, foreshadow the

analysis in Chapter 7, agehts who have more interaction with their host

supervisor and who are highly influenced by .tht supervisor and others in the

host agencies are more likely to report high levels of professional develop-
.

ment activities (r = .26, r .38). Thus, agents who are firmly embedded in

a local support system may find that it has a more direct effect bn their

Overall professional growth, even if it does not directly affect the ways in

which they feel about their field agent role. er.

In, summary, the analySis presented in this section suggests that

neither training nor support procedures are consistently associated with the

reduction of job stress and increase in sense of efficacy. We find no

evidence that limited, occasional training procedures such as those used in

p1) (which were, if anything, more intensive than those typically_provided to

educational field agents) have a significant effect on job-related attitudeb.

There is at least some indication that the support system may be of greater

importance; however., the analysis highlights one of the major management

dilemmas for dispersed organizations--the central office is often held

accountable for the behavior of field agents, but in many cases it_has lees

influence than other more proximate role ners.

Conclusibn

In this chapter we have examined the support provided by our data for

the use of three common managerial strategies 'forPreducing job-related stress

in field-49sed personnel. We found that, with the exception of "teaching

experience," individual demographic characteristics and self-reported skills

do not discriminate systematically betseen lowek and higher job stress for

agents. This suggests that selection strategy must take into consideration

other screening criteria, and may still be only marginally effective as a

means for reducing job stress. We found, however, that a number of job design

51,
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characteristics are related to some forms of job stress. Both' formalization -

and marginality may affect the stress that accompanies role conflict, for
A

example, the former 1n-creases it while the latter rechices it. Finally,

there is same evidebce that a communication and feed'ack system may have an

effect on job-related attitudes. More specifically, increasing influence

from the project directo; may 'increase stress, while increasing support from

the host organization may reduce it. While the findings presented in this

section are not overwhelming, they do suggest that attention to the design

and mapagement of field agent roles should net be neglected in the development
. ,

of dissemination netwerks./Th,

4
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CHAPTER NOTES.

1. We do not use the term marginality in its psycho gical or social_psycho-

logical sense, as applied to individualp who are le s committed to the core

ralues, norms, and activities of the grout. Margi lity can also refer to

the characteristics of organizational or other social roles. Marginality in

this sense can be affected by organizational choice. For example, one can

locate field agents within school districts or in organizations outside of a

district. This design feature clseEly affects the agents' affiliation with

the district.

2. Two other items that were intended to form a part of this scale were

eliminated because they resulted in reduced standardized alphas. These

were: "I can learn new skills" and "It has good chances for getting ahead."

3. we attempted to measure role perceptionqpiof client using severalAsch-

niques. First, we attempted to code interviews with clients usi/4 the role

dimensions included in the inferred role conflict scale. This proved to be

impossible because the interviews were not adequately directed at the, details

of client expectations for field agents. Second, we attempted to measure

distinct differences in client assessments of field agent performance in a

survey, but found that clients did ImItidistinguish greatly between field

agent performance on one set of activities or roles as opposed to another.

In sum, client reactions to field agent roles are rather diffuse, and they

are not able to easily classify, xole expectations for these actors.

4. Reported and inferred role conflict are correlated with each other (r

.30, significant at the .05 level),. However, the correlation is not exception-

ally high, indicating that these are two rath4 different constructs. We

believe that they are different because individuals are likely to feel the

same levels of actual discrepancies in, expectations (inferred conflict) to

different degrees. However, it is im t to note that the two measures of

role conflict behave quite similarly with h respect to other variables in the

analysis. That is, even where both variables are not significantly correlated

with a third variable, the direction of the relationship tends to be similar..

In addition, there are no instances of reported and inferred role conflict

at
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:-CHAPTER NOTES (cont'd))

having opposite relatiohships with a third variable. Thus, unlike some

other social-psychological properties--such as prejudice--reported and

'7 inferred role conflict may be thought of as tapping similar dimensions of the

individual's job.-related attitudest

5. It might be pointed out that the data used is this analysis are weak in

some respects (e.g., the agents' skills are measured by self-report, rather

than objective measures or observation). Nevertheless, the characteristics

wexamined sense froi a policy or management perspective. Unless indIvi-
,

.dual characteristics can be easily identified through non-intrusive interview

techniques, they. may not be useful in selecting educational field agents.

The practical difficulty of selecting agents for particular characteristicg

was well demonstrated in the RDt} project, in which the project directors

typically had much less control than they would have liked over who was hired

to fill the agent roles.' In,

the agency in which the agent

reasons that had little to do

'panty.

st casest the hiring decision was made within

s housed. Agents were typically chosen for

anticipated agent success, such as avail- '

,

6. In general the directors of dispersedllield staff have little influence
t' \

over the marginality that exists \between host organization and school. Thi
..,-

will be more extensively influenced by factors such as the amount of infl ence
444

the site has over the agent, the hospitality of the host, and its reputatid

amd7b client schools. Even in the case of project marginality) design
4

influence will be largely indirect. The case presented in Chapter 4 dealt

exte Vely with the ways in which one project Attempted,to design upructUres:

.1k

4

to r d e marginality.

\

S
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CHAPTER 4

REDUCINVJOB STRESS AT A DISTANCE: A CASE

The NETWORK, an independent technical assistance agency located in
S

Andover, Massachusetts, has had a'lopg history of thinking about how best

to link schools with knowledge about improved practices. In the course of

designing and implementing the RDU project, the NETWORK believed that it

had the opportunity to implement its ideal strategy for school change In

the words of the exectitIve director, RDU would bring\-i

.

t all togetherfikd

agents, long-term involvement, complex innovations, problem solving!" capac-

ity building. The RDU project was view ed as building both upon the NET-

WORK's overall organizational mission and upon previous federally funded

linking programs the agency had carried out in recent years. In addition,

it presented the NETWORK wit h the opportunity to demonstrate its ability

to coordinate a nationwide network of field agents and to Provide tfiem
e,A

with appropriate resources to carry out their work. This case presen

the story of how the NETWORK attempted to implement a system for support

training, coord/nating and monitoring six,field agents who were located
,

at distant points throughout the United State8, and ow the NETWORK'saC-

pectations for creating centralized apprOaches to mana ing the agents came to

founder upon the realities IP long-distance communicat on.

According to David' Crandall, the NETWORK's director since 969, an

organization with ptegrit must ave a mission. The mission NET-
.

WORK, which is shared byfits unusually committed staff, revolv und the
"-wak

following beliefs:

that the power for change rests within the people who are
to be changed t'

'411 that schools can become more humane environments; and

that the curriculum needs constant revision, and can be
reformed rather handily when resources are used effeCtively.

Over the years the NETWORK has been involved with a variety of pro-
- .

great chat relate to this mission and reflect the belief structure of the

organization. At the center of each of these efforts was a person playing

a pivotal role--that of acting as an external consultant to the school and

coordinating a variety of resources X assist the school in changing.'
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In each of the programs/however, one or more components of Crandall's

strategy for changing schools was missing. In one, for example, the field

agents placed limited emphasis on the use of outside resources for curricu-

lum change; in another, the emphasis on outside resources was strong, but

the problem-solving process was externally imposed. In the most important

of the NETWORK's recent activities -- involvement in a State Pacil,Citor

project of the Mtional Diffusion Network - -the. emphasis on "maa, marketing" _

and achieving many adoptions of NEN products, frustrated attempts to engage

in building long-term capacity for change.

While the Request for Proposals to develop RDU p ojects did not

specifically mention the role of field agent, it is not surprising that the

NETWORK sieff saw this as an oppdrtunity to implement thpic idealized strategy

of the external coordinator/consultant role. Thus, the proposal and &sign

for the project featured field agents - -carled °linkers" or "linking agents"--
,

as the key strategic intervention, and placed great emphasis upon theipsign

and managedent of 'linker support systems" to ensure that these individuals

would.fundtion most effectively in their jobs.

In fact, the NETWORK did devote the bulk of its management resources

toward the implementation of the linker support system during the three-year

.RDU project. In many ways, they were extremely successful, but the path to

success was not an easy one for either the project or the linkers. The

purpose of this chapter is, therefore, to present some of the dilemmas

associated with the relationship between a central- office and dispersed field

agents, and how this relationship affects the development of the field agent

role.

Project Context

ts' 4 a
The basic organization of the NETWORK's project was quite simple. The

NETWORK served as a prime contractor, coo;dinating the activities of Aix field

agents. One of these was housed at the NETWORK; the other five, in agencies

located in five different states. Each of the agencies involved in the project

was an organization that had a reputation for its involvement in national or

regional dissemination activities. Moreover, each agency was, selected because

of previods personal ties with the NETWORK's executive director, in order that

it would work well with the NETWORK, despite distances involved. The five sub-

____coittracting agencies _that_eMployed field_agentA for_the.Project_were;
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The Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and.
Development, An San Francisco, one of twelve regional
laboratories and centers sponsored by HIE;

Ae A

s.The Educational Resources Center (ERC) of the Area
Cooperative Education Service (ACES) of New Haven,
Connecticut, an intermediate service agency that pro-
vides contract services to schools in ConnICticute

.
basically ilk the area of information;.

A

Project Link in the Kansas Educational Dif fusion/Dis-

semination System (KEDDS), housed in the Wichita ?lib-
lic Schools, but esoftsmoney opganization involved
in state-wide dissemination projects;

The Exchange at the Minneapolis Public Schools/Univer-
sity of Minnesota Teacher Center;

e
The federal grants.office of the Yakima, Washington
Public Schools, a unit which housed a variety of cate-
gorical grant programs for the state of Washington,
including the Washington State Facilitator Project.

The design of the project called for two key roles to be filled

ithin each agency. Together these two roles were egual to one full-time

staff member. C.
1

A linking agent working at or near full-time was to be the primary .

manager of the change process at the school level. This linking agent would
, .

connect art average of four target schools ip the state with', pool of RsD

based packaged curriculum innovations in reading which were selected and
.ri

docCoented by .the NETWORK staff: Working on site, the linker would facili-

tate each school's efforts ko improve its curriculum. To this end, the

linker was to form a school decision-making group, take this group through

a specified problem-solving process to identify curricular needs in read-
.

ing, and help it select and adopt an RsD product from the pool of 41 approved '

innovative programs. Followidg program adoption, the linking agent was to

provide adopting teachers with implementation assistance and resources.

TV linking agent would also carry out documentation reporting as required

and offer practical help and support to other 'Angling agents..

In addition, a formally designated agency supervisor was to serve in

a part-time capacity (10-20% time) monitoring and supporting the work.pf the

linking agent. The supervisors also servtd as members of a project Advisory.

Panel, which had responsibilities for overall project planning.

65..
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To coordinate and monitor linking agent behaviors and perfor*ce

across all agencies, several roles were established within the prime con-

tractor's office,at the NETWORK. These included: ,s

A linking agent training and documental oi)n coordinator,
.

y

who was responsible for designing and conducting linker
training, for Monitoring weekly linker reports and for
using these reports 'to assist linkers in developing each
school-le4e1 intervention strategy. Cite title of this
role was later changed to linking agent support special-
ist.)

An evaluation coordinator, who was to design all project
evaluation instruments, train linkers and target school
personnel in the use of these instruments,, and monitor
the collection and interpretation of data. Project docu-
mentation was to be conducted primarily by linking agents
and was intended to provide information for linker moni-
toring and support. \a

A resource/data management coordinator, who was to con-
solidate information about the products and furnish
linkers with information to help them and schools assess
each of the programs available for adoption.

The only other significant role in the central office of.4be project wad that,

of the project director, who had little direct responsibility for supervis-

ing or supporting linkers. Given the role structure of the project and the

description of responsibilities for each of these, roles, the centrality of the

'linker role is clear.

Linking Agents: Thumbnail Sketches

Typically, the RK uses intensive and rather formalized selection

procedures in order to enure that new staff members share the organizational

mission and are personally compatible with the work styles of the NETWORg.

In the case of the critical new project, however, the NETWORK had no conifrol

over who would occupy the,strategic role of lihker. Instead, the agency

supervisors had complete autonomy in choosing staff for the linking agent

positions. In four cases the linker was chosen from staff who were already

working within the subcontracting organizations. In the other, new hiring

was done, but even here the central project office had no input ihto the

decisions. Despite these apparent11, unpropitious circumstances, the linkers

were unusually well prepared to assume the,job, as almost all of them had

previously served as field agents Or fadilitatOYS. The-rinkers had the

fbiloWitng backgrounds: 76
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Debbie Bennett
1
was hired specifically for the project by

the FarWest Educational Laboratory. Her Ph.D. wa& in
education, with an emphasis upon organization development

i in schools. She also had previous axperience in classroom
teaching and curriculum development, and had consulted with
a number of agencies and schbols to develop programs in

* .

humanistic education and equal' educational opportunity.

'Jim D'Annunzio joined the Educational Resource Center in
Connecticut less than a yeag before the project started,
and had worked during that time as a consultant for the NDN
State Facilitator project. His role was that of a facilita-
tor for schools adopting early childhood education projects.
Dr. D'Annunzio's backgrodnd included several years of class-
room teaching, two principalships, work as a specialist in a
district central office, and a variety of research and proj-
ect managemenE positions the Connecticut State Department
of Education.

'John Connell joined the KEDDS/Link agency in 1971 and had
worked in almost every dissemination andtdiffusion program
in Kansas since that tine. Prior to 1971, he had accumu-
lated experience as a teacher, a curriculum coordinator,
add S consu ant, and had served itensively on the Kansas
NEA, includii'g a term as thespres d t.

4

Laura Hanes, the Massachusetts agent, began her employment
at the NETWORK as a field agent for the NON state facilitator
project and also contributed to another Office of Education-
funded`diffusiop4oroject, knowil as the Managemene Collabora-
tive. Prior to joining the NETWORK she had held a number of
management and field work position; for the Girl Scouts, and
had also s rved as a VISTA volunteer and an independent con-
sultant. n addition, she had. accumulated some more formal
training group process and organization development skills
as part o her previous work.

Carla Jone was One of the youngest of the litTWORX agents,
with five y rs of classroom teaching experience and only
a year of experience working at the EXCHANGE, whire she was

and used a variety of materials produced by the Northwest

involved with the Teacher Center's paraprofessional train-

.
ing program. 'In this capacity, however, she had reviewed

)Regional Laboratory fog field agent training--Research Utilize- ,/

tion Problem Solving (RUPS), Preparing Educational Train-
ing Consultant's (PETC), and others. Thus, she brought with
her some formal training relevant to the new role.

Bonnie Vernier had served as a dissemination specialist for
the Washington NDN State Facilitator project fOr a year be-
fore she became a linking agent in the new NETWORK project.
Bonnie hod experience in managing and coordinating schools'
innovations/having served as a coordinator for a Title III
project for gifted children in the Yakima school district.
She also had three years of experience as a classroom teacher.'
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As the project direbtor of the NETWORK's RDU project has-commented:

Many ingredients critical for effective li;tking and school-

bated change supportknowledge or schools and how they work(
skills and experience working with people, to solve problems,
Onddrstanding of exemplary programs...and familiarity with
pe diffusion process--were present in the group of linking
agents.,

0 . (Harris and Harris, 1977)

Tfie Planned Linker Support System )

ThqoNETWORK's design for a linker support system was based on exist-

ing research knowledge about the tensions inherent in a field or extension

agent role, and also upon the management experience that was accumulating

at the NETWORK:
fr .

(We) predicted that the role being prescribed for the Linking
Agent...was one which would result in marginality with .the,
client: the Linking Agent would be an external consultant
with intimate, knowledge of the system. Furthermore, it has
been fairlywell established'that for most people job 99tis-
faction is inversely related to marginality: as marginality
increases, job satisfaction decreases, and with it, often,
job effectiveness.

(Harrisand Harris, 1977)

The design of the linker support system involved attention to the

linkers' need for affective support to reduce this sense of marginality,

but it also included 6 significant component of instrumental support- -

activities, informatipn and assistance to help them perform their jobs

more effective ly. The linkers' supervisors in their own agencies were

supposed to be the primary _source of affective sup rt:

(These) agencies (had) the experience an4the esources to .

provide a flurturant environmentone whi cowl meet many
of the needs necessarily frustrated by the soci 1 distance
required of the Linking Agent in the Client se ing.

(Harris and Harms, 1977)

The NETWORK, on the other hand, seemed to the executive director to be the -

appropriate locus of instrumental support, and it was assumed that all formal

training and information assistance would be provided centrally. The design

called for a number of structured and activities to carry out this objective:
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Linkins4 aggnt meetings, to e held semi-annua- lly for three
to five diYs. The first these meetings, the "joining
up workshop," focused pr 'arily on orientation to the proj-
ect and a discussion of basic role expectation, in addition
to training in such administrative details as reporting.
The first and second workshops also devoted time to diagnos-
ing linking agent needs, and providing training in consulta-
tion skillst.purriculum analysis and the field of reading
instruction. The content and methods of training were de-
signed by the.NETWORK.staff. The later meetings focused
less on formal training than on clarifying the linking agent's
role.

Linking Agent Support Specialist. In addition to coordi-
nating the semi-annual meetings, thit individual was ex-
peCted to setve as a peksonal resource for the linkers,
by offerbhg technical assistance on-site, and individual-
ized assistance by phone. *The support specialist conducted
"circuit rides" to each linker twicea year, which included
going with the linker to school sites. He also initiated
calls on a regular basis, and addressed issues regarding
linker activities on sfte which came up in the formal re-
portipg systems.

The Linking Agent Tool Kit-was not'part of the original
design, but emerged toward the end of the first year as
a support tool. This consisted of articles and other
written products related to linker and client activities
in the problem-solving process. In essence, it was a mini-
textbook of reprints.'

,

Assistaire With the resource pool. The pool of acceptable
resources for schools to'adopt was limited to 41 federally
funded curriculum products. The resource coordinator in
the NETWORK documented each of these products, and. created
a.descriptor system to aiitw linkers to access those that
would be appropriate for their client schools. In addition,

the resource coordinator accumulated additional information
and resources that could. be used to make decisions about ap-
propriate adoptions.

The Linker Support System in Operation
4

Although the attempt at training began as early as the "joining up

workshop" the NETWORK stagfftguickly-learned that there was little consensus

as to what linker training should include,,and linker training was not as

easy -or straightforward tor, they later decided, as critical) as had been

initially thought. Nor were the linkers as receptive to the attempts at

training as the NETWORK staff had expected.
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Isi.parp this was so because of the "deficit" apprbach to training
-----

that characterized the NETWORK's initial efforts. The NETWORK's assumption

was that the linkers diel not have the skills that were needed, and they

needed to be taught those skills. This attitude was revealed most clearly in,

.14

the -statement by the oject director that he had originally viewed the

provision of time for sharing experiences between linkers only as the oppor-

tunity for "pooling ignorance." Linkers--partid!larly the experienced
.

ones--resented this assumption.

The initial training strategies desighed by the NETWORK emphasized

peer training by NETWORK employees who had served as field agents in other

projects. Before the-formal skills sessions were held. NETWORK staff ,

members both identified training needs (on the bas4,s of their past experience)

and determined the format and presentation. Ironically, while the NETWORK's

prescribed problem-solving process for the schools involved participatory

approaches to problem identification and solution selection, their design

of linker training did-not. Unfortunately, the RDU linkers did not neces-

sarily view the NETWORK staff as the legitimate providers of `the training.

Nor did they look favorably on the planned "buddy system," whereby NETWORK

linkers who were physically distant febm one another wouldinevertheless be

paired. In response to linking agent reactions, the focus of the semi7annual

meetings shifted in 1977 from training to planning and peer support, despite

the project director's lingering concern about sharing among linking agents.

In addition, as it turned out, the NETWORK staff began to disCover,

that the linking agents were having serious problems with the definition

of their,role. This was something that,the NETWORK had never previously

encountered in training and supporting field staff, largely because of thd
A

pervasiveness of Crandall's expeipations,abont organizational intervention,
YY

And change in the value system 9f the NETWORK. In addition, the NETWORK

usually, relied on imformal training and consultation betw4en new and ex-.

perienced staff mgMbers-to decide how ambiguous or new situations sOould be

handled% The far-flung RDU,agents, however, simply did not know what the

NETWORK expected of them and found it hard to get answers from anyone. Even

the most experienced and independent complained about the ambiguity of

expectations. .

(\\7o.



4' Role ambiguityrAmd the laCk of close personal ties between the

linkers led, Jaccording to the project director, to another problem. He

speculht61 that, because linkers did not know what was expected of them or by

what standards they would bejudged,.they remained insecure and competitive

in group situations for most of the life of the project. The risk of looking

bad in training activities with their peers may have represented still

anothsr burden on top of an already demanding professional experience. The

fact that the linkers believed that the project director was making covert

judgments about their perfoimance perhaps added to their unwillingness to

open up in NETWORK-directed group training situations. Both the linkers7"1

supervisors and NETWORK staff members observed that linkiHg agents needed and

it wanted supervision and feedback, yet they reacted negatively when this came

from the central office.

As a result of-the above conditions, phe project leadership began to

put togethenhe 16 -step definition of linking agent/school milestones, arid

these became the focus of the next few semi-annual meetings of the linking

agentst(and the separately-held meetings of their supervisors). The

to derelop the milestones was at that time, however, viewed as a side tiv-
,

ity and not a key component of linker training or management procedures.
.

In general, the attempts of the NETWORK to provide formal training to

linkers continued to prove didappointing and were both resisted and resented

on the pait of linking agents and their supervisors. Neither group appeared

to view NETWORK staff as appropriate providers of such training, both because

it was unilaterally planned and because NETWORK staff, presumably peers in

this linkage system, were not viewed as more "exile" in this regard than the

others. The NETWORK staff,,on the other hand, clung to their belief th?W'

they had for could easily develop) the capacity to provide appropriate

training.

, This imp licit conflict between the goals of the NETWORK and the

linkers' actual experiences gradually shifted over the first year, so that by

"January of 1978, a year and a half into the,project, the project director had

already Fade a decision to stress support and not training a-t the semi-annual

meetings. This change involved substantial reallocation of resources within

tie project, including the develppment of the Linker Tool Kit, which was

indexed to the T6 milestones for lilting agent /school relationships. By the

end of the project, the project director claimed that a major organizational
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lesson that,he had leSrned was that linkers needed role.clarificatia more-

than training. Whether or not this'observetion is accurate, it is clear that

the linkers were enormously disappointed with this aspect, the project and,

as a group, gave the NETWORK'S training program the lowest average rating of

any of the seven RDU projects (Spencer and Louis, 1980).

The support component of the centralized linker management system was

no less turbulent but, in the end, far more successful. The support services

were utilized, but were deemed inadequate. Linkers complained about almost

every, aspect of the formal structure that the NETWORK designed. Several of
-

the linkers, for example, reported that the "circuit rides" of the linker
.

.

support specialist were burdensome and useless, and did not provide timely

assistance with problems that occurred at the school site They ,also corn-

plaided that they did not need counseling (the background of the support

sgecialist), but immediate assistance with contehr,olafed questions about

reading.

In addition, the roltr8rsupport specialist was vjewed as a barrier .

to gaining direct access to other human resources within the NETWORK. The
4

support specialist was usually the linkers' point of first and last contact,

and he did not broker

agents used their own

bueilso to help them

4
other resources for them. Several of the linking

.

budges to hire consultants, ostensibly for the school,

solve role problems that they were encountering. In

addition, as linkers gre4 to know each other better, they began to 'seek each
1

other out rather than calling 0 the central offie:Nhich seemed out of

touch with their immediate, practical needs. By the end of the second year

of4the project, other linkers outstripped the central office as the most

important sou of assistance with the process aspects of their role (Spencer

and Louis, 19 0). The support specialist actively supported this trend

rather than fighting it, and by the end of the project it seemed that 'locally

initiated and locally provided assistdnce predominated.

An unanticipated side effect of the attempt to pro...4de centralized sup-

..
port was an extremely ,burdensome reporting system. The logic of the NETWORK

strategy was that, irthe organization was going to provide timely assistance

with site-related problems, it would need to know what the agents were doing.

...Thus, for each coritIct b the agents had with clients, they were required

to fill out an extensive form, documenting preplanning activities, what oc -,

curled, and plans for followup. Ais documentation was required for .each
-
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4 client contact, lac ading telephone calls. While some agents valezed this
'

reporrtii}g,systea as a tool for managing their own actlrities, most found it "
. .

.
-.

intolerable. More importantly, the forms seemed to disappear inside the

HETWOR/C4--they did hot result in prompt feedback//even when they clgarly in-

cluded requests for 'support. The'NETWORK admitted its inability' to use a 4
Art . ' . . .

:

repdr*g system as Ilycource f6r diagnosing linking agent needs,
.

and reduced
.

the burden to monthlyoeporting-corms by the middle of the prOecto

Another sup port issue that began to surface early in the program was
,

.

. .

the poor articulation of the linker supervisor role. Interviews with .linkers

and linker supervisors indicate that neither really und%e'reeod what their re-
:. .

. lationship should be like. In addition, there.wasconsiderable variability,

in the nature of the relationsElp, ranging from almost lily informal contact
c-

and consultation on most issues of strategy, to other situatiops in which .,..

.
1 ,' . ,

formal contact occurred only when the linking agent believed that a problem

might arise at the site that could'ilave implications for the image of theA
agency. 'Thus, while some linker felt fiery attached to her homee2L6ncies,

others were more insecure. In one case, the linker reported'that she was so

isolOed that she rareIS, had' any -contact with other staff hemberi in ttifi.

agenpy, outside of raretsocial chats with her. supervisor if they chanced to

p.

meet.in the halls.. y the end of thief project, khe litikejtbhad typically min-
410

11

aged to crate a working' tkationship wl ihe organization, and in alfcases

moved into n field agent.or consultant positions.
A

they stayed on staff; five
.d
. e'r

However, when they most neeadd'tile suprt--early in 'the projectit was tot
Y g

always clear that they had :it.
. . . A .t

N.,." The c,pport provided the knowledge base wls both Valued and
. 4

4
the cause-of great tensidhs. The linkers found the assistance piovdded by

the individual who managed the

her suggestions. On the other'

I .
ge base, nor

resource base extremely helpful,, and. valued

hand, they did not liice.the.constraints of .0

the unwillingness of ihe projiict to consider
.

allowing schools to adopt alternative curriculum innovations,1FIA where
I.,

..

.

they were certified as valid and useful.by some external evaluation prose-
,

/6
, . . , - . .

dure. In die end, their dislike oftheiknowledge base Al won out over

their personal liking for the individual who had organized ie, eind,thei again

, began to loi.:4 fOr knowledge resoUices elsewherp.'
,

lb %. % ,
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%
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Perhaps one of the sources of support that was most highly valued by

the linking agents--but which was hot initially viewed as akjOurce of support

by th NETWORK --was the budgetary autonomy that was given to them. The dis-

cr tilize resources for the school without obtaining approval was

perceived by many of the linking agents to be a key to their own ability to

cope with role ambiguity, lack of skills in some instances, and even the need

for professional development. Because the agents monitored their own-budgets,

they were able to: determine whether a school would profit frOm a consultant "IN)

othei than themselves, for example. At the end of the project, a key NETWORK

- staff member reflected that they had deeply underestimated the ability.of the
,

linkers to make sensible choices in.developing a support and professional de -'
. * ,

velopment system. As,a radical alternative to the centralized approach taken

by the NETWORK,
i

he posited that an.effective linker support system might pro-
.

vide initial orientation and loeripdiC group contacts, but allow linkers total,

discretion in purchasing training, consulting or other resources that they
:'fight

need. ,,,,/'
. .

r ,
.

* * *

Epilogue

Th; desigh.of the NpTWORK's "linker support system* was premisedon'the
..,--

,assumption that, because the organization hd a great deal of experience in

succesdNly enacting the field agent or facilitator role, it couldreasily

mount a centralized support system to provAdefor all of the,instrumental and
. ,

atikast some of
.

the affective needs of the widely dispersed agents in the Abu
.,

..pro3ect. .. .
.

The major,issues that arose in implementing this design emerged from

,.the ambiguity aut what *stituted "successful" behavior on the vela of
. I .

agents. ,Bacaulse the role was ambiguous and poorly defined, the central staff

Wad difficulty in airticliiating the needs of the field agents, and the agents

had difficillty in relating the traininNind support activitio4to what theyr"
., were doing--or thought they should be doing.

. .
I

The problem of ambiguity was at least partia Iy eliminated through the

articu ].ation of a job definition through the "link milestones." However,

. eel' a well explicated job definition does not remove all of the fuzziness
.

b-......

surrounding a marginal role like that of a field Because the field

, i- . . , .
doti;
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agents felt very distant from the central office, and also believed that tae

central office did not contain all of the resource that they needed to per -

form their jobs effectively, they increasingly turnedtto peers,.their agency

supervisors, and other sources of assistance that were perceived to be more

reswnsible. As one staff member put it: I N

Consortium planners snvisioned.the central office as the pri-
mary source of help for linkers. finking agehts would have
preferred the central, office to assist them to help themselves.

In addition to the role conflict that was engendered over thee/issue
.

of locus of support, job-related ambiguity conditioned other types of role
4.

problems. The agents trnded.to believe that the project staff held unreal -

stic ations of them- -arid alio that they simultaneously did not value

the agent ' competence as professionals. This ncreased the tendency -for--

agents t underreport "problems" or other issues in their work, and to

devalue the reporting system. Ove4rt conflict over,the documentation expecta-

tions was one of the few areas where th ere was actually substantial disagree:.
. '

ment over how the field agents should use their. time.

Agent marginality was highly vaqablein the project. All of the

agents felt distant from the central project, som.were deeply embedded in

their host agencies, while others genuinely felt that they belbnged nowhere.

While all of the agents were reasonatfil successful in providing assistance
. .

to thp schools that they-served (see Louis, Rosenblum and Molitor, 1981ri i

. . .

he two agents who did not perceive firm support from thir home agencies r
expressed more uncertainty about their-job performance. One of these agents 0/

-....)

. ..

actually left, to take anbther job in the same agency befoire the end of the

project.. .

. ..

... The implications that may be drawn'from this case are several.

.
First, d perhaps self-evidently, the only way to avoid dysfunctional role

. ,
.

. 0 e .

: .:Ambigu y is to negotiate a clear dainitiog.of the field agent role.
. rPigitel'i

..

second, some marginality for dispersed staff located in other organizatio7
.

. "
,AY"

is probably inevitable, even where extensive efforts are made to commicpte.

Third, role occupants in need of 'assistance are more likely Ito t n t'; their.need

peers (w ho are not in a position to evaluate them) tfiarito super isors who
. ,

.

are)mand this must be taken into considetatio \when designing p support
.

.

. ,,

, y '

system. tourth, disperse *field agents are more likely:to value feedback
., .

1. and supervisiOn that is locally provided thin that. which is.provided at a
40 ., .

.

.
. lj

dd

4 I

.)'\ Ys. 8 R .
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distance, at least where the local supervisor is perceived as knowledgeable

and involved. Fifth, the design of training and support programs for profes-

tonal Staff that do not involve some participation in needs identification

and planning are unlikely to be well received, an may be viewed as patron-
.

izing and degrading. Finally, the provipion of support and training to

dispersed field petsChnel requires flexibility and adaptiveness in providing
1 .

multiple sources of affective and instrumental assistance through multiple

qhannels.
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CHAPTER NOTES

1. Names of all linkers are pieudonyms.

2. Dr. D'Annunzio left the project after one year; his successor Rita

Wolk was relatively young - -in her late twenties. She cameto the job

through her previous work connections with-Jim D'Annunzio, with whom she

worked,, in developing evaluating early childhood education programs.

had no teaching experience.

3. The project director made some evaluative comments about the linkers

group of external evaluators who visited the project in the beginning of

had

She

to a

the

second year of operations. These got back to' the linking agents, and made

them extremely distruitful,of$the NETWORK-Stati for some time.
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PART III

AGENTS AND CLIENTS.
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{INTRODUCTION ....

A

indicate that it is not so much administrative authority, per-se, that

affests.agentrole performance. Rather, what Is important is the negotiated

role relationship and understandings reached between agent and administrator.-

Furthermore, the conflicting role expectations portrayed in these cases may

p

a,

In this Section we will turn to a new question: how do fie.ld agents

begin to negotiate and learn their role, and how do the school personnel whom

they hope to serve affect the evolution of the role? In Chapter 5, we

examine this question from one perspective, relying on agents' self-reports

about their relationships with 'theii'cliepts,,and the patterns offtutual

interaction,and influence, while in Chapter 6 we present a comparison between

the observed behaviors of two agents within the same project, as they attempt-

* dd to defiise their role by actually-epacting it.

Chapter 5 reveals several relatively clear findings. Firsttswhile

thetend to vier the injunctionrr to "work through the administrative

sisucture" as a component of a field staff's ten commandments, patterns of

high mutual influence between agent and local site administrators appear to

increase the amount of role stress felt by agents. Involvement with admrn-

istrators (who typically in the RDU program were,not'the ultimate intended
4

users of agent information services) tended to increase the degree to which_

_agents experienced role overload and multiple, incompatible responsibilities.

, Second, the degree 'to which agents perceived themselves to be marginal

to the leJal schools is also associated with job stress. Bowever, it has no

relationship with indicators of theeffectiveness of role performance. Like

other findings presented in this volume, this suggests that job designs and

local conditions that produce satisfied agents ace not necessarily the same

as those that produce effective on-the-job performance. Finally, there are
P

relatively strong findings indicating that agents who are more conventional

and "behind the scenes* in their presentation of self may be better equipped

to develop effective relationshi'Ps wins clients.

The case summaries in Chapter 6 expand)on this set of flOings in

several ways. In particular, they provide more details on how the ways in

which,agents present themselves' to, and work with, administrators may affect

the entire course of their work in a local settingl. The case summaries

79
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provide program managers with some sense of (1) how and when they mighewish

to intervene to ensure that participating client agencies understand the

natuie.of the role that agents are intended to play, and (2) the degree to

which these role conflicts are a function of the individual uncertainties of

those whoenter the agent -role. The major point of Chapter 6might be

summarized in notiig that effective role negotiation between field agents awl

client schools involves some accommodation of expectations and preferences on....
both sides: agents who choose to serve local interests fully will, in the

end, feel greater stress than those who,present their iol%more firmly.,
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CHAPTER 5
f"

DEVELOPING Raw RE TIONSHIPS BETWEEN FIELD AGENTS AND CLIENTS,

f

.Theipurpoie of this

tional field agents to determ

schools and the attitudes whic

their success as catalysts for change. In this chapter we confine ourselves

it

hapter is to examine survey data from educe-

e how the quality of their relationships with
sol

.agents have about changing schools affect

to the ways in which agents pe eive their overall relationships with

schools, rathez than their spec fic functions or activities. The agents'

relationships with schools and rspectives on change are examined in rela-

tion.to three different kinds A outcomes;

the agents' job-relatld attitudes;

41,..the-ageTai PiiCEPEIOns of program success; and

client assessments of the quality of agent
performance.

V

The agents' relationships with client schpols can be defined by the

amount of Anfluence that school personnel, have bvdr the agents' behavior' as

well as by the amount of influence that agents have on the schools' deci7

sions and activities. `The high level of influence that clients have over

field agent role definition has pften been noted isee,,, for example, Louis and

Sieber, 1979): because field agents usually have more.contact with client.`

organizations than with the central organization respons'ible for defining

their role obligations, it is felt that they may rely on clients to help them

define what they should be doing. In addition, allowing client participation

in role definition is often perceived to increase thd legitimacy of the
.t

marginal agent role. In thii chapter, we examine field agent reports about

thtidegree to which site administrators have influenceovdr their behavior,

to see whether the level of site influence has any effect on the three types

of outcomes mentioned above.

We also, analyze

and the extent to which

from each of the 'five

.(1866):

the overa],l level of field agent influence
7

fieldagents.percePp that their influence

es of power fiAt described 41, French and

',81
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so*

"reward power," based in this case on the clients'
perception that the field agent has the power to
mediate rewards;

"coercive power," eased on he clients' perception
that the field agent has tk ability to mediate
punishments;

A

"legitimate power,* based on the clients' percep-
tion; that the field agent has a legitimate right
to prescribe .their behavior;

"referent powe'r," based on the clients' identification,

'or friendship, with the field agent; and

"expert power," based on the perception that the field
agent has some special knowledge or expertise.

The "bases of power" constructs hive been used in a number of

studies 63 loot at the way in which influence patteins affect job satisfac-

tion and perfbrmance. For example, War\eth (1968) has shown that the types
0

and effects of'power relationships between principal achers vary as a

function of the degree to which teachers feel their activities a isible

to their supervisor. Similarly, Organ (1971) has noted that for boundary

role occupants, referent powdr,.and occasionally

likely to be effective than reward, coercpe, or

is due to the structuring of the role
t
elatiOnshi

withd aw frOm the relationship if.poweri is exerci

expert power, Ste more

legitimate power. This

p, which allows c ients to
k

sed too obviously (see also

Corbel , 1980). Finally,.Prudden and Reese (1972) found that the extent of

influence e or potter in a boundary-spanning role (salesman) is positively
o
is

related to perceived performance and. satisfaction of the employee. Thus, %..

while the exte9t of empirical examination 4powaer in the boundary-spanning

- role is limited, the result's suggest that type and amount of.tpower is a
.

critical variable. .

4?`
th,chapter referred only to marginality.betweeAet4 project and other

Orginizations (site and host). Since these' measureS.wbre highly correlated,

We a.ao examine the impacts.orthe agents' marginality vis-a-vis the

site-host pair. In .Chapter 3 thd issue of role marginality was raised, but

we have assumed that they both indicate the agents' marginality relative to

the project. However, our observation and interviews suggea that an equally .

importantlfa4or is the agents', marginality relative to their ho
, ,

tions aildesites. Agents whb did not feel strongly affiliated w

org'anizations pften Met the greatest 'Ole stress in carrying o

IS
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Finally, in th s chapter, we explore the ways in which the attitudes

.that field agents have about the change process affect their relationships

with clients. Based on current literature (see Sieber, 1972; House, 1981;

Louis, Kell, and Chabotar, 1981), we have identified three key perspectives on

organizational change, wh h are posited to affect field agent behavior: an

individual incentives per: ctive, a political perspective, and a structural

perspective. We classify the agents on the degree to which they subscribe to

each of these perspectives, ill order to determine how these orientations

affect the outcomes described above.

In sum, this chapter considers the effects of:

client influence over the agent' behavior.;

field agent influence over school decisions
and activities;

bases of field agent power;

.site -host marginality; and

field agent perspectives on school change

A

on field agent job attitudes, field agent perceptions of program success, and
a -

client assessments of the quality of agent performance. The outcome measures

are defined below, while the potential predictor variables are. described in

the analytic sections that follow.

Outcome Measures: Job-Related Attitudes, Program Success, and Client Assess-
ments of Agent Performance

Job-Related Attitudes. The measures of job-related attitudes used

in this study have already been described in Chapter 2. Briefly, the measures

consist of four indicators, one describing the fie- ld agent's sense of efficacy,

.oneid cribing overall lob satisfaction, and two pertaining to role conflict--conflict- -

a repo measure of role conflict; based on direct qUestions to field
, .

agents, and an inferred measure of Tole conflict, based on a comparison of

expectations held by different,role partne rs, as perceived by the agent.

Agent,Perdeptions of Pro3ram Success. This measure reflects the

degree to which the field agent believes'that.dlients feel the RDU

gram achieved'I s objectives. The measure is composed Offour items:

I r
/d your opinion, to what, extent (on a five-point scale)
would each4 the following individuals or groups cage
the RDU program...a success?

II
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1,1

diitrict-level administrators'

siteprincipal(s)

= teachers on the planning team

- teachers not on the planning team

These indicators were added to form the scale, which has a standardized alpha

reliability coefficient of .69. The data were obtained just prior to the end

of the RDU program, and thus can be taken as a reflection of the degree to

Which the agents felt they had been involved in a task that was worthwhile

from the clients' perspective.

\In 4eneral, the agents reported quite high levlip of perceived program

success at the site level. The most favorable impressions were reported for .

teachers on the.;planning team; for these individuals, 30% of the field agents

responded *to a very gzea't extent,* and 46% " a great extent.* Less-favor-

able impressions were reported for district-blevel administrators; only 9% of

the agents said that district-level administrators believed the program had

succeeded *to a very great extent,* while 13% said these administrators felt

the program had succeeded "to little or no extent," or "not at 'a2.1./

Site principals were perceived to feel only slightly less positive

than teachers on the planning team (66% were reported to fall into the top

two categories on the five-point scale), while teachers not on the planning

team were perceived to be much less enthusiastic about the program.

Client Assessments of Agent Performance. Principals and teachers

were asked to rate the effectiveness of their field agents. on 13 dimensions,

using a five-point scalp rangibettco "poor* to *excellent.* Questionnaires

4were mailed out after the sites' involvement with the program had terminatedt

The battery is reproducdin full in Appendix p. Sample,items include:

iiP

.helpfulness in specifying, analyzing and diagposing our
particular. problems or needs;

helpfulness in locating alternative solutions to our
-problem; and .

helpfulness in adapting the R&D program or materials
to our school or district.

We originally intended to use this battery to prodOce client

asseskments by stage in the problem- solving process. Howev, intercor-

relations between items mere so high that only a single scale could be

84
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constructed. This was done by averaging the scores on the individual items,
SP

so that for each scale the possible range was 1 to 5. The mean for teachers

was 3.5, with a standard deviation of .74, while for principals it was 3.8,

with a standard deviation of .86.

In addition to this direct assessment Of field agent performance,

both teachers ana principals were asked for their assessments of the process

through which the agents.had led'them. Client satisfaction with the process

was measured differently for teachers and principals. The principals, who

were generally more informed about the f4/1 range of activities and procedures
L-

in each project's problem-solving approach, were asked a direct question.

about their satisfaction:

Overall, how would you describe-your attitudes toward
the kind of problem-solving activities that the team
in your school or district engaged in?

Principals were asked to indicate their responSe on a five-point scale

ranging from "very unfavorable" to "very favorable." An additional question

asked the principal to rate his 'or her satisfaction with a number of sources

of assistance provided during the problem-solving process: the -local school

team, the field agent, the RDU project staff, R&D product developers, and

otherl'consultants. These were contacts that most schools has during the

Bourse of the project, and principals were asked to rate each on a five-point

scale ranging from "not satisfied" to 'very satisfied." (See Appendix D for

a reproduction of the question.) The global item, and the five ratings of

service providers, were added to produce an index of princIpal satisfaction
.

with the problem-solving process. The range of the scale was 6 to 30, mean

19.2,.with a standard deviation of 3.6. '

Teacher assessments of the problem- solving process were more indirect.

A question 00 the teacher survey asked:

a A major feature of (RDU) is that it 'attempts to engage
school staff in p em-solving activities. In your
opinion, did the ollowing activities take the appro-
priate amount of time?

- identifying the most appropriate problem oeneeds;

edtablishing criteria selecting a solution;

- searching or an R&D based program or materials;

- selection of an R&D base'd program or materials;

- planning for impla9entat4Od of the R&D based program.
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Each time a iespohdent indicated that the level-of effortla one stage pf

the process was appropriate, he or she ceived a score of 1; other

response was scored as 0. ,Response were added to produce a range of 0 to 6.

The mean score foi the teachers w 3.4, with a standard deviati

(The question is repioduced in its entirety in Appendix D.) . 7

The. Relationship between Field Agents and Sites

Measures of Influence and Marginality. Meajires of influence on the

field agent were obtained by asking agents to rate site administrators using '

a four-point scale` ranging from "none" to "a great deal" on:

Sow much influence do (the site administrators) have on
the natur9 of your activities as an RDU
tor?

,

Ho* much influence do (the site administrators) have on
the amount.of time you allocate to various RDU-related
activities?

'How much feedback do-you receive from (the site admin-
istrators) about how you are performing your job?

These items were summed to obtain a total influence score.

The means for the individual items and the)otal index of site

influence over the agent are presented in Table 5-1. In order to 'facilitate N.
comparison of site influence and project influence, the table also includes

previously reported responses for other major role'partners (the project

director and host organization supervisor). The table clearly reveals that

site administrators have significant influence over fieldiagents, even

relative to the agents' supervisors. Of particular importance is the

finding that site administrators are the major source of feedback to the

agent, and alsosale major source of influence over time allocation: It

appears that, while the overall stratnies and tactics of the agents' change

activities are influenced by their supervisors, more immediate influence

. .accrues to the client. '

.

Agent influence
.

over the site was measured by asking the field

agents to indicate, for a specific, randomly selected school, the "extent to
w--

which I have influence over decisions and activities at this site." .Ratings.

were based on a live-point scale, ranging from "not at air/to a "very great

extent." In addition, types of influence were measured by items intended to
.
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Table 5-1

a

a

MEAN LEVEL OF FEEDBACK AND DEGREE OF INFLUENCE OVER ACTIVITIES
AND TIME ALLOCATION BY SITE ADMINISTRAS

I .

.

Role Partner

. -

.

'

Mean
Level.

of
Feedback*

Mean
Influence

.

Over
,Activities*

_

Mean

Influence
Over
Time*

.

,

Total
InflUence
'Index**

Site'Administrators

Project Director
,

Bost Supervisor .

, $

342.6 .

2.3
.

2.4'1
.

2'.1 45

3.0
,

2:5-

2.6

.-

2.3
4

2.5

,

.

'7.2

.

7.6

'7.3

*Scale: r

1 = Uone
%

2 = A.Little
3 Moderate. - .

4= A Great Deal .
,.

.
1

A Ili %

**The index was computed by Adding scores km feedback, influence
over behavior and inflqpnce over,tite, The, possible range of
scores is from 3 to 12.
. .

.

el,
. s

0 .
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reflect French ,and Raven's five *bisee.of power*: reward, coercive, legitimate,

refewnte and expert. The agents were asked to rate the degree to which they4

had each type of influence in a randomly selected specific site using. a.

five-point scale ranging from *not at alln'to ma very great extent.*

0 The eight ite included in, the battery were subjected to a prinCipal

components factor anal sis in order to verify the existence sof the f.6e bases
.

of power within the sample. Five factors emerged, each,loading iighly on a

'single item,corresponding to one of the bases of power: -

I am viewed as someone who can influence whether or not
RDU funds are allocated 'to the site (coercive .power).

%

.

tam viewed as someone who has the,experience.and back- .

ground to be able to provide help in solving problems
(expert power).

. ,

. I am viewed as someone who can help them raise the image
and performance of the district (reward power).

-,
411INI am viewed as someone who has a right to influence their

decisions because of my position in the RDU program
(initimate'power).

.1
lo I am viewed as a friend vhom they would like to please

(referent' power).

I '
Each of these is used as a single item in the analysis.

On the whole, the field agents believed they had moderate influence

over thpir Cent schools (see Table 52). Congruent with Organ's (1971).

Jypothesis, agents viewed themselves as generally lacking in both coercive

power 4nd legitimate power. However, the hypothesis that they would be high
4

on referent power.is not supported. Their greatest sources of in luenee over

the sites appear' to arise from expertise and rewar& power.

ThOrseasure of local marginality- -i.e., marginality vis-a-vis the

site and host organization--was introduced in Chapter 3. Briefly, the

measure is based'on the agent's graphic representation of his or her position

relative to the host organization and a typical site. , tThe full item is

included in Appendix A. See alio Chapter 3.)

Analysis and'Findings. Site influence over the field agent may be

inevitable-particularly for the agent who is involved in relatively intensive

relationships

however, from

nes5. Agents

A

4

1

.

with clients over a long period of time. It is not beneficial,

the perspehtive of Improving the agent's j4i3 attitudes or effective-
.

- -- ....
.

who indiptedhigher levels of influeries by site administrators

4 ..: '0

. s' 881
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Table 5-Z

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR MEASdRES.OF

FIELD AGENir INFLUENCE OVER THE SITE

N-

Influence/Base of,, Power Mean* , S.D.

General Influence

Coercive PoWer

..
Expert Powre

Reward Power

Legitimate POwer

Referent Power

.

,

.

p.

.

.,

.

0

3.08

2.74

3.7

3.15

2;74

2.84

:
.

.

-I-

.85

1.

.::

.71

1.06

.91

0 I.

*Scale:

0

4

Am-

5 --To-a very 'great extent
4,- To a great extent
34- To some extent
2 - Tq afLittle extent
1 - Not at all -

S.

6
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also indica)ed a lower sense of efficacy (r = -:35), lower levels of program
success (r -.43),.arld higher levels of inferred role conflict (r = .49)

(see Table 5-7 at the end of this chapter)'. In sum, influence is apparently

tantamount to interference, and on the basis of interviews with agents, we

may hypothesize that it occurs in situations where site administrators are

unwillingcto allow the agent (and the teachers) to implement a tesm-based

problem-solving process aswSs intended by the program; (This problem, is

well illustrated in the case of therfield agent described in Chapter. 6.)

Tire field agents' report of the overall amount of influence they

Have over their client schools does not correlate significantly with any of

the outcome measures. Moreover, there are few significant relationships

between these outcome measures and the agents' perceptions of what gives them

influence over the schools--i.e., their bases of power. WhaJ, these relation-
.

ships seem to suggest, howeter, is that high levels of any sort of power tend

to belaccompenied by greater job stress (Table 5-3).

For example, both coercive pgwer and referent power ate associated.

wittihigher levels of inferred role conflict (r = .47 and .30), and coercive

1100, power is also related to higher levels of reported role conflict (r = .31).

Reward power is riegatiAly related to job satisfaction it -.61), and
;

"-rekrent power is negatively related to the agent's sense of efficacy (r =

-.25). The relationships between bases of power, dueness, and client percep-

tions of the agent and the .process are not so consistent. Reward power

and legitimate power are positively associated with,success (r .25 and

.38), and reward power is also positively related t6 teacher satisfaction

with the progess (r = .35). However, legitimate power is 'negatively related
4

' to teacher satisfaction with the' agent (r r -.26).

Since the findings are,rather sparse, our conclusioris must be some-"4

what speculative, though they are also supported by interview data. In

general, the findings suggest that the best "survival mode" for agents who

wish to influence their sites is not

strong degree, but rather tp use all

Bow doesoperceived influence

to exercise any one type of ppwer in any

the bases of power to a"more modest extent.

of the site over the agent relate to the

agent's bases of power over the site? It might be expected that agents who
.

perceived Bite administrators as exercising strong controls over their behavior

.
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Table 5-3

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS OF BASES OF POWER NITH3013 ATTITUDES,
PROGRAM SUCCESS, AND CLIENT ASSESSMENTS OF AGENT PERFORMANCE

t

4

Type of Pow
Base

.

'job

Satisfaction
Sense of
Efficacy

Inferred

Role
Codflict

Reported
Role

Conflict

Perceived
/

Prograla

Success

'feather Baths-

faction with
Process

Teacher Satis-
faction with
Agent

Itincipal Bads-
faction with
Process

Principal Braise
faction with
Agent

Coercive
Power

Expert
Power

f
Reward
Power ,

Legitimate
Power

.

.

Referent
Power

-
.

.

-.61** ,

te

.

.

-45*

.47

.

.30

.31

.

. .

.

.25*

.38**

.

35**

,

\

2

-.26*

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

p

.

.

/

.

Significant t the .10 revel.

, Significant t the .05 level.

.
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might have adopted less,obttusive and threatening bases of influence, such as

- referent power, or expert power. However, the only significant correlation

between site influence and a power base is with ctrcive powef (r .24).

Thus, it might appear. that agents and sites could easily become locked in

/power struggles, where site administrators attempt to turn externei agent ,

activities to their own agendas, Mille agents reiterate their abilities to

withdraw services if the site does not comply with the requirements for

participating in the organization's s rvice program. In fact, however, this

sort of situation rarely occurred.

Local marginality, the last characteristic of the agent's relation-

ship with sites, is predictive 8i all types of agent-job stresa., The relation-
.

ships are, however, not. totally consistent (see Table'5-7 at,the end of this

chapter). More, marginal agents reported lower levels of efficacy (r -.25)

and job satisfaction (r -.224 but less-role conflict lr ak -.19 for interred

conflict and -.57 for reported conflict). We also find a strong cluster of

reinforcing job-4elated characteristics--marginality has- a strong negative

relationship to both role conflict and coercive power, while role conflict

and coercive power are positively associated. These findings, in conjunction

with agent interviews, lead to the conclusion that local-tarcjin$lity is quite

functional both in reducing a major source of agent job stress, and in reducing

agents' attempts to manipulate sites through control over the flow of funds

and resources to client schools. HArginalitSr is also positively associate

with the agents' perception of reward.power, the only type of ant influence

which modestly predicts positive site evaluations of the agent.

Agent Perspectives and Strategies
d

As we have noted aboVe and elsewhere (Louis,\ell and Chabotar,

19811, the ways in which individuals who have r esponsipilities as change

agents view the change process will have major implic#tionk for th e rate-
4

gies that they select to carry out theirirols,.. Sieber poihts out: )

As one scans the ,tactics that are pursued in bringing :- '

about focused change in educational systems...one, is
struck by both the wide variety Of approaches and by ,

die high degree Of confidence displayed by proponents
of each different technique...the many approaches...can
be subsumed under three basic strategies, each of which
is rooted in a particular Image....

(Sieber, 1972, pp. 362-363)

.10
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Sieger goes on to define the strategies associated with each set of personal.

images, but he is ambiguous about whether a change agent's strategies arise

From the agent's views on the school change process, or whether the agent

develops a coherent set of images to correspond with his or her preferred

strategy. OUr own position is that the belief system, or personal imagery,

that individuals bring_to the task of organizational change will condition
1

their willingness to select various strategies for supporting or stimulating

change. Thus, in some sense, the personal imagery of the field agent is a

surrogate way of looking at the overall "gaie plan" which field agents are

likely to adopt.

Through focused but unstructured interviews with field agents and

school personnel we have identified three different perspectives about what

is of primary importance in accounting for the outcomes of any activity or

events in schools. The first of these images is the structural perspective.

This perspective emphasiizes the social structure of the school as a formal

organization and the ways in which this must be altered in order to al.dw

change to occur. A second dominant perspective is the individual incentives

perspective, which emphasizes individdal needs,, incentives, and disincentives

fot change. 'The final significant. imagery is the political peripective,

which emphasizes the need to understand--and manipulate--the power structure

of the school in order to implement change programs.

Each of these images clearly suggests strategies for change. 'Thus,

for example, we would expect the agent who believes in the indiyidual incen-

tives perspective to spend more time working through individual acceptance

and participation in decision making than one who believen?the political

perspective. Similarly, a structural approach might emphasize developing

a plan for tiow a new curriculum package would affect the,job 'definitions and

informal social structure of the school (e.g., teacher time for socializing

and exchanging information) while the political orientation might attempt to

look for the interest groups that would be the biggest barriers to carrying

out the implementation.plan.
ik.

The major question to be addressed in this section is whether the

field agents''images of the change process are related to their own job

attitudes, their perceptions of program success, and their clients' assess-

ments of their performance.
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Measures of Perspective e on change. The perspectives were measured

by asking the agents to complete a set of six forced-choice.qUestions. Each
. .

question paired a statement reflecting one of the perspectives with a slote-
.

ment reflecting Another perspective. Each time the agents made a choice,

,they were given a score of'1'for the orientation that they dhose. Thus, the

possible range for each orientation was between 0 and 4., The statements fOr

each perspective4were:

Political perspective

- Competition between *interest groups" in schools is a
major barrier to change.

- Understanding the actual power structure of the school
is the key to desi ng successful change, efforts. JP

- The first step, in de loping a change strategy for
schools is to assess the current coalitions in order
to mobilize positive support and anticipate possible
backlash from powerful groups.

- If an innovation can be made to appeal to the most
powerful individuals or groups in the schools, then
change will occur.

Individual incentives perspective

- Lack of individual skill S and knowledge appropriate
tb the new ,innovation is `a major barrier to c4ange.

- Understanding the individual needs and concerns of
staff members who may be affected is the key to de-
signing successful change efforts.

- Resistance to change by individuals is the major
reason for failures of most change programs in schools.

Effective change in schoolS requires that individuals
internalize the need for change.

Structural perspective

- Poor management and coordination are the most impor-
tant barriers to effective change in schools.

- Effective change in schools requires c119cal evalua-
tion of existi ?g roles and activities.

- The first step in developing a change strategy for
S9hools is to assess the level of school-wide re -,
sources, such as group problem-eolving skills.

- If the way in which jobs and responsibilities are de-
fined in a school can be made supportive of a new in-
novation, then change will occur.

94 205
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The means and standard deviations for each perspective may be found in

Table 5 -4.

In addition to these direct measures of perspectives on change, we

also used the measure of field agent innovativeness as A surrogate for the

degree to which the agent,45 likely to choo;eThsighly visible, novel, and

creative strategies for initiating change, ver'sus lowkeyed, facilitative

strategies. This measure was introduced in Chapter .3, where we argued that
.

innovativeness is an individual charaCtoristic that is likely to affect job

satisfaction and role conflict. Here we use phe measure as an additional,

indirect indicator of the agent's strategy. Support for viewing innovative-

ness in this way may be found in its correlation with other strategy measures.

It is positively4correlated with both a political perspectiye (r .22) and

an individual, incentives perspective (r .30).

Analysis and Findings. Perhaps the most outstedding finding regard-
.

ing the different perspeciivesion change is a simple descriptive one: field

agents overwhelmingly eschew ,a political strategy for creating change, one

which emphasizes power groups both as facilitators and as potential blocks.

By far the greatest consenshs,among field agents is a preference for an

individualized approach to change, which stresses working through individual

motivations, concerns, and reactions. Not only is the mean preference for

this modus operandi highest/ but the variance among agents is extremely low

(see Table 5-4) . ,

The preference for the individual incentives app5oach is not surpris-

ing. As Deal and Nutt (1980) have noted, it is the popular-approach for

most educators:

Many administrators find individual personalities--although
complex and volatile--easier to understand than the dynamics
Of complex systems such as schools and school districts. '(They)
often overemphasize the cohesiveness and rationality of the
system and their own ability to controj....the activity and-
sentiments bf others. 4

A

The emphasis upon the individual incentives strategy for creating change has

been critiqued elsewhere (see Louis, ell and Chabotar, 1981) where It has

been noted that this strategy ignores the importance of the formal organize-
.

tional structure of schools. It should be noted, however, that the field

agents typically supplemented the preferred individual approach with a large

doge of the structural approach, which involves understanding roles, division

of labor, and rational organizational planning processeh.)
1
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Table 5-4

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
THREE "FIELD A SENT PERSPECTIVES ON CHANGE..1

1

r

q
Field Agent
Perspective . Mean,* S.D.

c

Political Perspective .88
, 1.21

Individual Incentives . 2.71 .78

. Perspective,

Strufltural Perspective 2.34

.

.97

1

*Scale ranges from 0-4.
.

0
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Does the lack of Sympathy toward a political strategy represent an

imbalance in the "bag of tricks" that field agents use to create an appropriate

environmenttfor change? As we shall see below, the answer is a mixed one,

but, on,the whole, we may conclude that agents might profit from a greater

recognition of how,power works in formal organizations--and how,the change

agent can aan to use the power system to facilitate participation and

rational planning.

Simple correlations between the several dependentyariables used in

this chapter, and'the measures of agent perspectives on change are shown

in Table 5-5. A quick scan of this table reveals one clear finding: innova-
fi

tiveness is clearly related both to the age 'perceptions of program

seccess andlto the cli ents' assessments o field agents and the program.

Again, we view this as confirmation of the assumption that this psychological
. .

characteristic is reflected in the actual change strategies that an agent

chooses to employ. Overall, an innovative orientation on the partlof the 'a

agent has a negative impact on'principal and teacher satisfaction with the

RDU process, and_their assessments of the helpfulriess of the agent. It also

relates negatively to the agent's own job satisfaction, as was ;toted in

Chapter 3. Sowever, somewhat unexpectedly, field agents with inn vative

orientations are more likely to perceive that the RDU project a success

at the school level.

The direct assessments of perspectives on change have more scattered

relationships with the outcome variables. A structural perspective on the

part of ,agents is positi vply associated with job satisfaction; and an lendivi-
.

dual incentives perspective is weakly related to inferred role conflict; but

none of the perspectives is related to sense of efficacy or reported role

conflict. ,

. ...

The more pronounced the individual'incentives orientation of the

:agent, the more satisfied teachers are with the process.- This is probably a'
1

result of the fact that an individual incentives model is more teacher-centered
, . ..

.

than the other two (see also Chapter 7). A political perspective on the part

of agents, on the other hand, has a negative relationship Withteacher

satisfaction with tithe process, but is positively associated with principal
.

.
. /

satisfactioritwith the agent and the,process. Since the political orientation.
go,

,

.

pis gssociated with strategies to use the power structure'to achieve change,

. .
.

......,
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Ts 5-5

SIGNIFICANT CO*RELATIONS OF FIELD PERSPECTIVES ON cum= wItivaos
ATTITUDES, PROGRAM SUCCESS, AND CLIENT ,SSESSMENTS OF AGENT PERFORMANCE

. . . .
. I

I

/ *5

Perspectives
on * 1.

Change .
.,

-

. Job .
Satisfaction

-

Anse of
Efficacy

.

a

Infetredi.
Role

Conflict

APorted.
Role

- Conflict

'
Percpived
itograa
Success

TeaCher -_

Satisfaction
with Process

i

Teacher

Satisfaction
with Agent

.

Principal

Satisfaction
with Process

.

Principal
Satisfaction
with Mont

Innovabiveneas r.25 . ''' , .301 . %17*
. . .

-.18**
.

-.31** -.33**
.

.

Political
PeripeCtive ,

.

.

. .

..

.

; .

4/

426.
.

.14 -16**

..,1

Indipidual
Inceltivae
perspoctiqtoww,

' .7..

wo'''

.. *

.

.

.

.

SO ,

s

.13*

a
'

.

.

.

. '.10^%

.

P

Is

.

. ,,.

. .

V-4
Structural
Perspective'

,

. :

.

.18

1

.

.

1.

.

I.

.

.

.

.w

.

. .
.

-.19*

.

.
1Significant at the .0 Ariel,/

.
.

Significant pt the .05qtve1. ,a.
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an agent holding such views would be very likely to spend more time With

administrators than teachers, thus causing these results (see Louis and

Sieber, 1979, for additional data to support this).

_- In addition to the simple correlational anaysis, canonical correla-
.

tionswere computed to examine the total effect of the perspectives and

innovativeness as a grodp upon client assessments. The first canonical

correlation of .47 was significant at thef.005 level (see Table 5-6).

The canonical correlation coefficients indicate that innovativeness and a

political orientation' are the most powerful variables in predicting client

satisfaction. Specifically, to repeat earlier findings, 1innovativeness

relates negatively to all four measures of client satisfaction; the political
_

perspective relates positively to principal satisfaction with the agent and
.

fhe process, but negatively to,teacher satisfaction with the agent.

The finding that innovativens has such a consistently .negative

relationship with client percepti ons of field agents is not necessarily

,cOnsonant w ith all of the ,literature about desirable personality character-
.

istics of change agents. It is, therefore, useful to speculate a bit further

about the meaning of this relationship. First, it may be noted that the

4

concept of innovativeness includes some characteristics that are thought tb

be positively associated with effective change agents--flexibility, and the

ability to be self7reliant. On the other hand, it also incorporates other

attributes that may be less compatible with effectiveness as a linking

agentnamely, originality and being inquiring. Field agents in the RDU

program were often exacted to be both innovative and able to fade into the

background - -an expectation that is probably unreasonable.

In sum, if one examines the role of the field agent, the need for

low-keyed, dependable, cooperative, and industrious behavior is clear. This

is evident not only from the statistical findings presented heret but also

from the interviews with both field agents (who emphasized the low-keyed,

. non-initiating part'of their job as a key to succ6ss),fand clients (who

praised agents for their ability to chair meetings and to organize support,

.abut not for their imagination or originality). :libile"the need for non-innova-

tive personality characteristics may be particularly critical in the case of

external change agents, whose legitima to introduce novel or original ideas

may be suspect, we tend to believe that'even for the inside change agent

self-reliance or o less important in.creating,a.mandate for
.

change than cooperat4veness and stability.

4 .L./
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CANONICAL CORRELATIONSOEFICIENTS BETWEEN LIENT ASSESSMENTS
AND -AGENT PERSPECTIVES

-

4
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.
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7',

Agent Perspectives Corr.
. ,

.

Teacher Sat. W/A4ent .7B
4-

.

..
Individual -.47

Prin. Sat.'W/Agent ;.71 Political .62
.

,

Teacher. Sat. W/ProcesE .07 Structural -.S7

; -
.

.

Piln. Sit. W/PeoceSs - 05' Innovativeness -.72
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.

Canonical correlation:- .47, s nificant at the .005 level
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Overall, the findings suggest that the perspectives an ag nt brings
.

to the relationship with clients have an Impact upon both ant's assess-
. ,
ment of his or her effectiVeness, and the clients'

4
assessments: However, the

only clear pattern that emerges,from the analysis is that agents who are

highly innovative in their orientation are less likely to be pleased with

their Jobe and also less likely to gain the suport of teachers and principals.
.

The scattered quality of the relationships, between other independent and

dependant measures indicate that different perspectives may work well in some

settings, and with some role groups, and less well With others. Thus, we are

led to the tentative conclusion that there id'no one strategy that is parti-

culaily effective (or ineffective) ii schools. Rather, the relationship

between agent and client is probably much more complicated and dependent upon

local features. Based on our ca se materials, however, we believe that the
. , .

sparse findings emerging from the quantitative analysis of relationships

betwele site and projedt are more a reflection of tie difficulty,of capturing

these elusive relationships than of their actual significance. The compar-

ative case summaries that follow explote in greater detail the ways in which

role conflict, marginkity, and perspective%.on how to negotiate a role; as

change agent affect both job-related attitudes and performance.

lb

Conclusion

/n this chapter we have explored the rays in which the field agent

and client relationship affects some of the agent's job attitudes and the
4.1 1 t . 11

clients' assessment of the agent. The results presented are somewhat scat-
.

.

tereds there are only a few clear patterns that emerge. As a consequence,

it is important tct sukmarize those donclUsions that seem most important.

First, atterds)of,high mutual influence between the agent and the

local.site administrator cats apparently tduce significant job stress for

field agents, particularly where site adApistrators exercise high amounts of
I

.

control over what agents
.
do, and agents refspond by attempting to use their

control' over desired. resources as a mechanism of obtaining client conformity
.

.

to program or organizational objectives. lgents who are able to exercise

4

influence over clients in multiple and more subtle ways run into fewer

problems.

CI
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Second, any client-agent relationship that involves high levels

of influence raises the level of role conflict for the agent. The best )!ity

to reduce role conflict marte to pay more attention to negotiating and

clarifying the role with sites. When agents see clients as significant Fole

-referents, they can approach the role clarification issue head-on and possibly

resolve it more easily. ' '

Third, local -Marginality of the agent is found to affect jobLrelated.-

attitudes and role conflict significantly, but it has only minimal effects

upon client satisfaction. Thud, while marginality may not necessarily be
, 9

good for the individual, there is no indicat ion that it is dysfunctional for

role performance.

Finally, agents khp are innovative tend to be negatively regarded

by clients, and also tend to leave unhappy impressions of,the value of the

problem-solving process in both teachers and principals. However, in general,

the strategies that are most effective in securing teacher satisfaction are

quite different from those that promote principal satisfaction. Principals

prefer agent strategies that tec....gnize the power sttUcturezlf the school_and

take into consideration, the need to manipulate various interest groups.

Teachers, *on the other hand, respond most positively to strategies that

emphasize individual needs and incentives. gents, apparently, must adopt a

balanced approach in order to please all of he actors -in a change Program.

I

/
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Table 5-7

CORRELATION MATRIX FOR VARIABLES USED IN CHAPTER 5

4

Variables/ 1 '2
.

3 4 5 6 7

.

8 9 10 11 12

.

13 14 15

.,

16 17 10

.

191

1. Fenn of
Mira - t

..

A .

2. Job
sailefartion -.01 -

.
p

3. Inferred a
Role Conflict -.10 .17 -

1 . .

4. Reported
$ple Conflict .07 -.09 .30** -

.

1

,...

.

S. Mather Satin-
faction w/Agente -.04 -.13 -

- .

6. Teacher Satis-
faction w/PLowsse .03

.

w

.1

.28 .33 -
N 6

7. Principal Satin-
faction w/Agent. .11 . -.09 .31 .08 -

O. Principal Sails-
factionw/Processe .16 -.06*

.

.27 .17 .75 -

9. Marginality
{site /hoe -.25 -.22 -.39** .57 -.20" -.07 -.10 -.19

.

-

10. Perceived r ram
Sucoecte .43 -.10 -.11 -.10

.

.18 - '

11. Individual
Perspective .00 .08 .21 .09 -.09 .20 .12 .11 .08 .17 .-

12. Political
Peripective -.04 -.14 -.20 -.15 ,.11 -.2en .26 .24 -.04 .14 -.40" -

13. Structural ,

Perspective -.OS .28 48 -.00 .08 .14 -.19* -.02 .17 .04 -.07 -.53** -1
..

14. Innovative:tits
.12 -.25* ...OS .11 -.28** -.17* -.31" -.31" -.OS .30 -.18 .22 -.16 -

IS. Site Admin. Influ-
enc. 611, Agent ....30 .13 .49I .05 -,08 .28 -.D7 .02 -.04 -.43" .33" -.31" .14

el

-.27" -

16. Coercive Pater-
.03 -.21

1

.03 -.33" .00 .12 .01 -.15 -.07 .24 --.09 -.03 .47 .31 -.10

17. Expert Power
.15 .11 -.01

I

.07 .20 .19 .07
1

.20 -.10 .02 .06 -.26* .43 .20 .06

' 'N.

.08 -

. .

10. Reward Power ' -.18 -.61** .03 .05
'1/4--

.20 .35 -.09 .01 .34 .25 -.34" .13 .19 .16 -.19 .10 -.02 -

19. lactitimate Power
I .17 ...IS.-- .12 -.07 -.26* -.00 -.10 -.17 .13 .38 -.SS .13 -.13 .38" -.14 .32" -.16 .16 -

20. Referent Power
.25)4 ...03 .20 .14 -.00

.

.09 -.08 -.OS -.03 -.13 .23 .09 -.30** .16 .07 44 .21 -.04 .15

115

Significaot at the .10 level.

Significant at the .05 level.

404.0all correlation coefficients
could be calculated for these variable', due to differences in the

data bases used for the analyses.
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CHAP TER 6

NEGOTIATING AND LEARNING THE FIELD AGENT RoLg) TWO CASE SUMMARIES

Richard 0. Carlson

The following case summaries illustrate some pf the dilemmas for

field agent-client relationships outlined in the pre ?lous chapter. The

cases examine in detail the Ways in which the client's expectations and
,

attempts to influence agent behavior condition the strategies that the .agent

akes in trying to create change. They also illustrate how agent strategies

'r dealing with schools affect their ability to influence school clients,

prticularly administrative gatekeepers. While a major emphasis in the case

summaries is on the problems that agents have ip learning or establishing the

new role, the learning that takes place for agents on the job is largely

through the process of negotiating the role with multiple role partners,

includingilocal state 1

Sara Edwards

Sara Edwards joined'her agency as ,a "linker" in the summer of 1976,

just as the RDU progrim was getting under way. Her extensive experience

in the field of education included serving as a.readingteacher in the public

schools,'supervising full-time intern teachers, and teaching courses in the

college of edu at
2t

the loCI1 university. At the end of hofr first year

on the proj she received a Ph.D. in education with,a specialization in

curriculum nd supervision. Sara was selected over ot)er applicants for the

linker ition because of he background in the area of teaching reading' and

With,becausei she had previously had contact with some of the_lphools where'she

would work, either wile collectin data for her dissertation or supervising

teachetsi. But despite her backgrou d in education, and her local contacts,.
,

Sara had considerable difficul establishing her role in the districts where

she worked.

Part of the problem lay in the nature of the job. The term "linker"

is not listed in the Dictionary of Occupations, e en though that dictionary.

contains thousands of entries. "Linking" is thug a non-stapdatd jpb. The

skills needed to serve as a linker are underarticulatEd", training4s diffi-

cult if not impossible to obtain, and the job does not fit into any.ttadi-

tional occupational hierarchy.

104
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In Sara's case, the problems inherent in the linker position (see .

Chapter I) were aggravated by failures in the project's support system. The

system did not entirely break down: Sara and thve4 other linkers benefited

from the 150 hours of training they received; the linkers telephoned each

other two or three times a, week; the educational service district to which

Sara was assigned had a very good reputation with the-diActs where Sara

worked: Nevertheless, there were difficulties. During the first year of the

project, .the director exercised tight control over the linkers, occasionally

overriding their decisions. Yet he made few efforts to explain the nature of

the project to local school district'personnh. ThUs, it was up to the

linkers to clarify their roles and correct misunderstandings. Management

that could have been devoted to such efforts was spent elsewhere, as the

NRC r sponded to changes in project emphasis requested by NIE.

The second director of the project made a greater eff rt to comii-
c

cate witti the school districts, and under his administIration he linkers

finally drafted this, description of the linkers' role vis-a-vas the sites:

The primary responsibility of the linker is to provide service to
assigned school sites in the form of leadership, consultation and
'support in the planning and implementation of instructional improve-
ments through the problem-solving process of the (Needs) Assessment
Handbook.

As part of this support, the linker provides information on available
Research and Development Outcomes and arranges for the necessary
materials andehuman resources to support the effective use of these
R&D Outcomes in improving instruction.

In order to carry out these duties fn the most effective manner,
the linker maintains certain administOatkte and related ties.

It is interesting to contrast this job description with the variety of

expectations about Sara's role held by the school personnel with what: she

worked. tome'of their comments were that she should be 'a half-time reading

specialist on the staff.? She should tell,us what she can offer." She

should work wih us to evaluate reading and lahgua0 arts progrhs." She

should act as an employee of the district." She is a reading expert and she

should tell us the best thing to do." "She should do the evaluation work and

determine the best solution." She should give us more time than she does."

She should do the leg work.* Sara's summary of the expectations held for,
4

her was that the should be available on call for any period of time to do

anything.
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Themes within
(
the expectations held for Sara centered around the

labels "salesperson," "gofer," and "school district employee." Included

in the role expectation of 'salesperson" were the expeciationi that Sara had

an identifiable item to "sell," that.she had full facts about the superiority

of that item over competing items which she might be selling but was not,

and that she would be a compelling, aggressive advocate of the item she

was telling. Those who held this "salesperson' role expectation ekpected

T, Sara to say, "What yotryeedeis A. Here are items B,,C, and D, which are

competitive items. A is superior to B because..7.) is superioeto C

because....Here they are, all laid out fn front of you. YOq can examine

them, and you will see why I know that A is the superio; item for your

purposes."

Central to the role expectation that Sara should bib a "gofer".was
4

that she should track down and deliver anything desired at the school in

terms of its educational program and that she should do so in all areas

of the curriculum. Those who held the role exbectation that Sara was a

"school district employee" believed that she should take administrative

responsibility for curriculum revision in reading, that she shoul9 be in

the schools full time, or at least a few days of each week, carrying out

the administrative responsibility, and that she should be an accountable

decision maker in the area of reading.

The holder's of these discordant ible expectatiodi wdre almost

clusi4ely administrators who had limited contact with Sara, but who were,

nevertheless, influential to some degree in shaping the role expectations

that other school staff held about the linker. ,

Misunderstandings regarding Sara's" activities soon caused he; to

be criticized. A school principal in Abbott school district complained,

in writing, to the district's curriculum coordinator in May 1977. His

complaint was that Sara was not spending two and one-half days in the dis-

trict, as he had assumed she would since she was, at that time, working with'

only two,districts, In fact, Sara had to devote 60 percent of her time oh
n

administratioh, evaluation, training, and other activities. However, q ch

misunderstandings and thediscreparit expectations held by v rious sc

personnel served to keep Sara off balance and necessitated repea ed explana-

tions by her of project objectives, rules, indregulations. It did not help

Sara when the project director sided with a school official to overturn a
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ruling which was expressly stated in the project proposal and was being, up

to that point in time, enforced by her. this episode undermined her authority

and caused her to'llose credibility.

Foundations for Misunderstandings., It is well to ,imagine oneself in

the position of the project difector after the proposalhad been written and

funding was announced inZuly,, 1976. The tasks he faced were sizable arid all

had to be accatplisiled simultaneously. A project office had to be established.;

secretarial help hired and a project evaluator hired. School sites, two

districts In each of four states, with several schools in each district, had

to be'selected and readied for the entry of a linker in Septetber. Linkers

needed to-be hired in a collaborative, manner with school district personnel

and others. Contracts with educational agencies other than school districts

needed to be negotiated for the hiring, housing, and paying of the linkers.

Linkers needed to be oriented to their work. A management system needed

development. An evaluation system` needed to be designed. A subcontract

with a research and development agency needed to 4e let to connect the

project with a knowledge base and knowledgi retrieval system. All facets had

to be in place and working within 1 period of 60 days or less. .Needless to

80Y, the number of tasks to beldone simultaneou;ly made it impossible' that

all would be coppleted on time and that, those completed would have been done .

,with the necessary hoped-for care.

The rustled start of the prOject contributed considerably to the

school personnel's lack of tinderstanding about the field agent rofg. 'Whether

time was too short, or the director assumed that project objectives were

known by the collaborating schools, is. unimportant; whatever the reason,

personnel in Abbott and faker districts-- Sara's first two sites--were generally
e

..r uninformed about the nature of the project when Sara first began working with

them. Moreover, it was over one year until 4 contractual agreement was made

' between these two districts and the project. During the time that no contract

existed, the collaborative relatOnship was fragile and tenuous.

The Chaffee school district contrasts sharply with the other two

districts in terms o;.local understanding of, and readiness to enter, the

project. Chaffee did not join the project until the start sf the project's

second year of operition. Teachers in the Chaffee district had been fully

informed about the project prior to involvement and had signified their

will'ingness'to participate. Similarly, a school personnel task force, as
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urged by project rules, had already been.formed and had actually met prior to

the start of the collaboration. Mb'reover, all these efforts had been initiated

and cartied.fOrward by one of four regional directors in the school district,

who sensed that the project provided.an opportunity to pursue his interest in

improving reading abilities in one of the schools for which tie had oversight.

The regional director provided greater support for the project than did any

central office person in Abbott and Bbker school districts.

Still another factor influenced local personnel's +-Flews of Sara. ,

All three districts had had experience--not always favorable with federal

projects. Whether benefited or burned, the school personnel had developed
.

certairkshared expectations aboUt, or certain elements .of a posture towards,

federal projects. Orle...0Rf 'these notions was that one ne.e4d-bot attend directly

to federal projects. They did not ebonstitute the "bread and bu e " support

for the schools. Moreover, accountability for federal project \was usually

diffused over several agencies and was not a matter of such direct concern to

community members as was the 80,1dilig of local tax money.

Also included in what might be seen as a shared posture towdrd

federal projects was the notion that a federal project, regardldss of its
.

objectives and regardless of the match between district objectives and

the federal project objectives, could benefit the schools. If in no other

o

wicc school districts benefited from federal projects" because an activity

being Supported with district funds could be carried forward, to at least
.

some degree, by federal funds. Thusfreed, at least some district money

could be diverted to another activity seen by school personnel as in need

of the *saved". funds.

Extending beyond this expectation was another which held that sorike-
,,

how the project could be molded to suit some specific.purpose of the school

district; that somehow, at some time, district personnel could sufficiently

control the project in order to obtain something thought to be of benefit to,

the district. Bolstering this latter element Of the districts' posture

toward federal projects was the belief that federal projects were in the

schools only because they were invited; hence, somehow, the obligation

created by the invitation would be paid off and the imbalance righted.

The districts where Sara began work in the fall of 1976'thus had

a number of contradictory expectations concerning her work. Sara had not

yet begun formal training as a linker; in fact, the training sessions would
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extend over a period of time almost two year,oim length. Moreover, the role

to be learned was not single faceted. Among other things, Sara had to learn

to be aliinker, a project member, a guest in a host organization, and a

data collector., .

Role learning, naturally, had its beginning point in the linker's

background and experience, and, as indicated, Sara's background included

expertise in how children learn to read. She found much comfort from her

expertise, as she initially viewed her role as "helping schools with reading,"

and being "a reading specialist and working for and with chool distiicts

at an instructional and in-service level." Not only Was she feeling comfort-
.

, able about her expertise in reading instruction, she was further comforted by

the fact that the reading expertise gained her what seemed to be immediate

credibility in'the schools. The comfort was short lived, however, at'she

sc learned that her expertise in reading caused some of those with whom she

. worted to try to push her into a role of making decisions about reading

programs, a role definitfon_kather contrary to the role of linker. Addition-

ally, she learned early that while she was a reading specialist, she was

working with, not is the school districts. Mbst....1soprtantly, she learned

the importance of doing "people work" and thtLiealities of decisiontmaking in

, r'organizations. 1
)

Establishing,a Relationship with Sites-. the need to do "people work*/

was soon apparent to Sara because project headquarters arranged for only very

limited and rather socially distant warm-up activities to introduce the

linkers to site personnel... A "state assembly" was held which gathered

together most of the prihcipals, and no more than one teacher, from the

collaborating schools, a central office official from each collaborating

school district, the p oject director, and the state Bight -to -Read director.

By and large, intetch ge was very limited, and the communication Could best

be described assramonClogue. Additionally, the project director mailed to

the.pLncipalp of the:collaboriting schools a letter introducing Sara.
. t

0 Backed only by a lettei of introduction, and hoping that the school

Officials would remember that she was introduced at the state assembly,

Sara chose to begin her entry efforts with the central office person in'

each district who was responsible for curriculum. In Abbott school district,,

entry proceeded smoothly, and vefy soon Sara was at work with the teachers

in the school building.

log 1\
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In Baker distilct, however, the curriculum director blocked Sara's
0

aocess to the scho$0.8 fob aboutoteyen months; it was not Until April, 1937,

that Saidia was a, work in the Ischool building there. During this waiting

period, Sara dutifullY and regularly went to the central office and talked to
A

the curriculum director about the project. Knowing nothing else to do, Saia

adopted the role' f "gofer" for the curricapm director. She collected at

the request a large variety of material pertaining to reading, but

also a great deal of material about middle schools.
0 .

The eta/mate was-broken by4a jupiorthigh school principal who ;liked

,a
wit

to begin work with 'Sara.' The request came about becave Sara hadimmi.

delivered the project's survey instrument is part of project evaluation and

documentation) ..to each princi?al, and while doing so )pd taken the opportunity

to talk to each principal about the project. Sara thought that by, insisting,

on delivering...the instr ents herself and then talking to princiAls about

the project she might be r40 e to "get them-pushing on the lier side of the

door." She was, as she said, "pus ling on the door of the curriculum director"

trNng to get into.schoolNnd if the .principals` "pushed, om the other side, .

of fhp door,' then she might be eke to start work with the schools, which tit

what happened..? About the breaking of thejaalemate, Sara said it was "the:'

first" time. she,felt "sneaky; in her work.

The curriculum director explained tfie waiting period by saying°
--

that pare,did not,"know what is going on
.

in the schools. She has 1 university

perspective. I helped her leatn so ething 47,12(t schools." Sara's explanatioi

Wolw is different. She attributed 'waiting period to the curricula& Oirectorct

high need for control and a well - developed sense of mistrukt. Supporting

Sara's explanation was the fact that the curriculum director alone completed
4 ,

e reading. ndeds assessment for the schools, whereas, in the other two

istrict:;,'

.4

ihe reading assessment was completed at the building level

4111by classroom teachers. Moreover; only DaheBaker district did Sara have to .

. Aa

'
.1_. f 0 . .. .. . .

v
check In with the curriCaiumAirector both, before and fter she contacted

a 0 4

a'school district emp/oyee. f

r r Sara learned from the entry experience that individuals held differ-

,_ ing pe pectives about issues, problems and oppontunities, and that those

-perspectives must be Understood and taken into account in her activities.
. .

From the experience with'the

elsewhere, Sara fearnedthat

A

curriculum director, as well as experiences

"one portion can block you, but one person can't
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get you in." As a result of this learning, she always tried to work with

Am groups oi people saih4r than with individUtls. In Chaffee distric or

r'examiIe, she wOrrked'with the school principal, a school reading teacher,

and the regional coordinator as a group. Consequently, each one felt he was '

p

V
in .charge of the project at tope school level.

. .

Also during the entsy.seriod, Sara lelioned

which could be, spent to secure a social Obligation

to the project, and she learned to spend the resources at hand. In addition

to helping improve the reading program, which was valued variously,by the

participants; Sara had access to funds which could be used both to facilitate

%

that she had resources

and perhaps a commitment

improvement in reading and to create_a_commitment on the part of the partici-

pants. Paying for substitute teachers, which released regular teachers
, .

to engage in projeorelated activities,' often away from the home schilkl

district, was a pribe means of building a social obligation and, perhaps,

commitment t o the project.

'40 Additionally, Sara could and did do "favors" for school personnel.

The "favors" were of a great variety and included securing and delivering
s

material, carrying messages, facilitating access.to a variety of educational

meetings or workshops, and distributing articles about teaching reading.
14

Sara tried to have something\to give, such as a reprint of a journal article,

to ach)collaboratoF, on each encounter.

,In the middle of the second Year of the project, Sara surmised

tlet the "relationship had been established" with her clients. As a result,

the "stopped gothg out of (her] way to do favors," and she began issuing

.to her clients a semi-monthly, two-page newsletter, titled "Northwest

Reading Consortium Reader,".viewing that newsletter as somewhat of a substi-

tute for the faiors and the hand-delivered reprints. In general, tee contents

of the newsletters included announcements of meetings and workshOrps assumed

dbobe of interest to hei clients, annotations of resent Oblications on

reading, and project news and events.

Additional "people work" learning occyrred. Sara leafned that in

one district it was necessary to work with the so-called chain of command.

In ?bbott district, Sara worked exclusively wJth teachers for a period of

time and found that requests for.Isubstitute teachers tot replace regular

teachers who loould be, away on project activities had to clear the principal's

office. The principals did not". know what was going on, so they turned down
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the requests. Further, she heard rumors that principals were upset when she

was in the building without their knowledge. Sareidealt with the problems by

conferring with the principals occasionally and by providing each principal a

monthly calendar spowing where she would be when, at least afar as she was

able to predict.one month in advance.

Sara also learned that memos sent by het to school personnel could

be of use, b9t only if they were directed to all the people who were influ-

ential in her work, not just those with whom she had the most sustained

contact. Hence, she learned the informal organization of the school districts*.

and tried,to be ilipuenceeby.that'knowledge in carrying out her work.

An important learning for Sara was that if key people who were

'dragging thefeet"./acquired a sense_of ownership of the project, the

reluctance arieientativeness could be overcop. Sarm.arranged for one. such

key person, who was very reluctant and tentative aboutitha project,,to be

eleCted to the governing board of the project and also arranged for him to

journey to a neighboring state to address an audience of educators on the
r o

subject of the project. Observing all of this, a principal in another

building remarked, 'He's been bought.'
1

Sara also learned something about decision making in organizations.

She learned that decision making is not as rational as it is pretended to

be nor defended to be. She learned that solutions are often developed in

advance of or independent of problem specification.

The project's needs assessment routine, when used to identify

problems in reading programs which need attention, was not impervious to

human influence in terms of the problems identified. As Sara remarked; "At

[(She school}' the reading consultant did the needs assessment while schools

were closed, and the results totally confirmed wtatithe,readinj consultant

wanted all along. At [anotheri they started with a solution in mind before

the needs assessment was done, and they ended up frith their prelferred solution."

,Sara learned to accommodate to the less than rational decision making. She

said, "Districts have agendas. Do it [satisfy the agenda); then move on.

to'

That's th4 only way you can go.'
&

.F.

Developing a Personal Strategy. Sara has a'work strategy which has
r ,

evolved over time.. At first liar strategy was rather uncomplicated and flowed
. a.

from her own &nterest in teaching reading. Her original strategy was grounded °

in the notion that if one were to use an appeal based bn the educational
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needs of children, the progress towards excellence in reading programs would
.

swiftly follow. Sara long ago Abandoned that uncomplicated posture. Her

current, still evolving, strate4Y,cen be stated as nine rules.

The first three rules deal with how to get along in schools. They

are:*
.. .4v V

1. Know tpe informataganization and use that knowledge.

2. Recognize the chain of command..

3. Be armed with something to give which shows an interest
'in reading. 12 .

-
A .,

1Nry

The remaining six rules center more directly on field agent activity.

They are:

4. .G6 to the sc4o9ls only on invitation and try to arrange
invitations.'. .

This rule ib centered in Sara's belief that it is very easy
to be a nuipari,ce in schools and being a nuisance is nor com-
patible withibeing a linker. Th6 rule also underlines the fact
that it is difficult for a non-employee simply to drop into a
school arid4Oieve anything by hanging around. First,, there is

no place to hang around: And second, everyone at the school is
busy ic his or her walled-off space. ,

5. Maintain neutrality. Don't be an advocate for any problem
or solution.

To be neutral is .to respect the strong autonomy norm in
schools. To be an advocate is to violate that norm and
also to loss credibility.

6. Attend to group processes.

. A

"

7. Yield to-notrso-hidden agendas.
.

They don't go away by themselves. To yield to them is
to get them out of the ,way, thee more rationalkdecisions
might be =A. ';. ,.. .

,

8. Work with gr oups,

/
but tot individuals.

.
.

9. Create a:slise of ownership byiblients.
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Jim Howard

It is instructive to contrast Jim Howard's experience as afield,

agent with that of Sara Edwards. Just as Sara did, Jim joined the RDU

project at its beginning. He was selected for the field agent position

because, of his reading background--he had served as a reading specialist in

the pUblic schools--and because he had previous experience with reading needs

assessments. Additionally, a principal actor in one of the school systems

had heard of his work in reading.

When he accepted the position, Jim misunderstood its nature. He

believed he was being hired as a reading spedialist for the educational

,resource center which was the host organization in his state. Upon learning,

the real nature of the job, he thought 'That's all right. I know something

about the Right-to-Read process." Like Sara, Jim found ,the job rewarding.

However, speaking of the emotiopIlly draining aspectd of the job, Jim said,

You get emotionally burned out. You can't be a linter forever. you get too

well known. It is well to guard against too much exposure- ."

Although Jim and Sara both experienced problems with the support

system that was supposed to make-their jobs easier, at least one of the

.
school districts with which Jim worked was fairly well prepared for collabor-

ition wl.th the1RDU koject. Before the final decision to collaborate was
4

made, teachers ihwthat district had access to the project psoposal, and an

assistant superinte ndent had met with them three or four times prior to the

start of the project. Also,.a task force had been established in each of the

four schools prioe to Jim's arrival, and some teachers and administrators had
4

had prior experience with the needs assessment procedures. Further, it was

made clear to all-concerned that the assisltanl superintendent fully backed
\

the project and the linker, and such backing was seer -by all as an essential
J.

ingredient. Moreover,
1

the assistant superintendent spent a full day making
4

the rounds of the schools and introducing Jim, and he was fairly regular in,

attending meetings of the combined task forces. After making clear his

approval of the project, working with teachers in explaining the project, and

introducing the linker, the assistant superintendIntr!mained distant from

the project except for attending the meetings cited above, by which he

continually demonstrated his support. Arough the assistant superintendent's
t

maintaining his distance from the detailed operations of the project, teachers

came to feel that it was their project, 6t his.
t
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Jim Howard was prepared to encounter various levels of understanding

and misundevstandipg about the ploject. After all, he himself had taken

the job thinking he was to be a resource center, reading specialist. No doubt

his own mis
ati

nderstandipg of the project spurred him to prepare .to deal with

)amisundergtandings tint others might have. He prepared himself to explain

the project fully--and in each school and district office he gave a presenta-

tiontion cdiplete with printed material and an overhead projector. Subsequently,

he developed an audio-slide presentation about 41e project. As a result of

tis'preparation and his Careful presentations about the nature of the

Project, ;misconceptions of the project did not re h the high level that

t2ey hid in Sara's sites. In Sara's case, projec misunderstandings were

never 4irectly or systematically faced. Althou Sara knew all. along what

the project 4ras about, she did not prep e a c eful explanation of the

project and dealt with misunderstandings only on an ad hoc basis.

Although Jim Howard had been a reading specialist, he decided that as

a linker he did not want to build on that for a relationship. 'Rather X

;tented to establish one.' He did not wish to be seen as a reading speci4l *st
. .

because local personnel, he thought, ethould see the project as their project,

not his. Since the project dealt with reading, he felt that building on the

role of reading, specialist would make it difficult to establish ownership of

the project among the school people. .

VP ,

It is less accurate to say that Jim Howard learned his role that it

is to say he established it. The role he established had two main points.

One point had to do with project.*ownersha." He established the point that

the,project belonged to 'the task forces. It was not his, nor did it belong

to the RDO Project. While Sara engaged in some manilidlation to estab-

lish the notion of ownershig.well into the life span of the project, Jim

never faced that problem. The second point made in establishing his role

was that he was a facilitator,,a helper. One respondent neatly described

Jim's role as follows: N.igim) is the.;pach. We are the team, with our own

captain.*

4StabLidhing his role was not a passive activity fOr Jim. He

described his role Verbally. He acted t ode And, soon after the start

of the projeA, he asked tei4 fo tubers to write down their expectations*

of his role,.so.he could cO4eci'misunderstandings on the spot.

'
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Moat people
. ,

these others have a

non-standard nature

that Remitted Jim to establish a role, rattle's than to ne

seem to learn a roltin interaction w

good-di-A of impact on the role. Und

of the work of linkeriRtr the novelt

th others, and

ubtedly it is the _

of the position,

tiate it with site

staff. The task force members with whom he worked had had no prior exper-

ience with linkers,-ho precedents had been set, hence the freedom Jim had in

establishing his role.

ln his work as41 linker, JIM Howard was guldec6)y what hp light-,

heactedlykrefets to as his 'bible.' The 'bible' consists of two articles

written by Jack Re Gibb, titled 'Defensive Communication' (1961) and 'Is

Help Helpful?' (1964). Jim,said 'I keep them uppermost in my mind as I work

with die schools.'

The general notion of 'Defensive Communication' and its utility,

to Jim can be seen' in the followings

Hehaviors.that listeners perceive as possessing any of the
characteristics listed in the left -hand column /douse defensiveness,
whereas those which they intetpret as having any'of the qualities
listed in the right-hand column reduce defensive feelings. The
degree to which these reactions. oocur,depends upon personal level of
dafensivenesi and upon the general dilate in the group.

Defensive Climates

Z. Nvaliation
2. Control
3. Strategy
4. Neutrality

5. Superiority

6.. Certainty

Supeortiv; Climates

1. Description
2. yoblem Orientation
3. Spontaneity
4. Empathy

5. Equality
) 6. Provisionalism

Likewise, 'Is Help Helpful?' contains some hints that Jitfound

useful. re following table presents a theory of the helping relationship,

Seven parallel sets of orientations are presented. Ons set of conditions

maximizes Help tanks parallel set of conditions minimiz s hplp..
e-

1

?).

)
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Orientations That Help

1. Reciprocal trust (confidence,
warmth, eacceptance)

2. Cooperative learning. (i
exploration, quest)

ti

3. Mutual' growth (becoming',
actualizing, fulfilling)

4. Reciprocal openness (spon-
taneity, candor, honest)

5. Shared prOhlem solving
. (defining, producing

alternatives, testing) 10

Autonomy (freedom, inter-
/ dependence, equality)

7. rimentation (play,
_21:cateion, provisional
efforts)

Orientations That Hinder
'

1. Distruct (fear, punitiveness,
defensiveness)

2. Teaching (train ing, advice
giving, indoctrinating)

fa

3,' Evaluating (fixing, correcting,
.providing remedies)

4. Strategizing (planning,
maneuvering, gamesmanship)

5. Modeling (demo strafing,
information-4i ing, guiding)

6. /Coaching (molding, steering,
!I ponkrolling)

7. Patterning (making standard
or static)

.

'Jim wars made awarb of.these two articles and their content in training

ire-onions provided by the regional educational laboratory. Systematic evidence

is not available about the extent tewhich the notions of nondefenSive

communication and helpful help were evident in-Jim's day-to-day work with

the schools. However, comments -made by those who worked with him suggest

that his actions werein keeping with these notions. Some such comments
\

follow: "took a while to trust him, but he proved to be as good as his

wore; "good listener--restates what, is going on to improve communication;

very pwitiveg 'makes people think for themselves; "pays sincere compli-

ments"; "up-front, makes no promises': and with him we retain our self-security.'

A notable element of-Jili's work in the schools was the extent to
.

which he maintained contact with all relevant people-the task formes, the

principals, thccentral office personne . He never entered a school

district out informing the central office person of his visit and his

missicer. Further, whenever he was in a school district he always stopped in

each and every collaborating school even though he might not have any busi-

ness to conduct in someof the schools. , '
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.\
He felt strongly that the school principa`I had an important part'

1
' 4

,to play in the collaborative. effort. As set out in the project guidelines,

jvincipais were expected to be nembirrs of the bdfildi eyel task force. Jim

did not let the natter rest with mere tlembership on e taik force. He had

'little talks" with them about their role in the project and on die task forces.

In one 'school, however,'Jim's interest in the role of the principal

ended in a complete bre'akdown of e collaborative effort. According to-Jim,

the school task force was operating itiout leadership from the prAncipal.

Even wrixse, "everyone looked to him,' and "he just sat.' During a large part

of one task force meeting, the principal 'visited with a trophy salesman"

within hearing distance of the other task force members, and the task, force
I

simply waited until the salesman and principal were fiRished. The next day

Vim stopped by the principal's office to aek him whether he was 'in the

project or wanted out.' The question led to a "blow up," and highlighted

whet'Jim called a personality conflict. However described, the incident

resulted in a breakdown of the working relationship and the task force

activities were abandoned. Upon the breakdown of the collaborative relation-

ship,-Jim requested assistance from the project headq6arters staff. The

project
1
responded by sending a representative of the regional educational

laboratory to investigate. However, After the fall of 1977, no further

project work was carried out in the school.
.

Very notable about'Jim Howard's work with the school-based task

forces was e extent to which he placed the ownership of the project, andAtailed,'the work e upon the task force members. Whereas Sara would and

did jump in, so to, speak, and actually engage herself in the planning work

when things ground to a halt,-Jim never did, even though opportunities for so

doing arose. In this way he firmly. established the notion that it was their

project, not4is, and ffurther,. that they had to do the planning work.
.

....,

A working with people in organizations,'Jim Howard's style was

'entered to a considerable extent on the building of strong personal relation-
_

ships., Be was repOrOld-t0 be a master of knowing the people he work;d with

and. knowing their' special interests. He seems to have made each task force

feel'ars if it were the only impoytant task force. He inforMed people of

workshops of interest and facilitated their travel, he aided in new job

placement for a few of his clients, and he assisted in securing the recogni-

tion of two schoole in,the statewide Promising Practices Pair. i

1.31 - '.
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In working wrthhhe task forces, Jim never terminated a meeting

;without setting p date for the next meeting, and betieen meetings he often

telephoned or stopped by to see *how things'are going.' Although Jim knew

that decision making in organizations is not always rational, he attempted

to guide the task forces, step by step, through the,entire needs assessment

process and wqle so doing tried to suppress flights to solutions before

the problem was specified. He was quite successful, but not totally so, in

his efiort73I7i's thoughts on the needs assessment and solution search

process were Catch-22 in character. *If the solutioh searches for the

problem, then (the needs assessment) is a fraud. On the other hand; if

no one has anything in mind, the process does not to work.' Jim's

current, though still evolving, strategy includes the following nine rules.

I. Establish your role through instruction and acts. Don't let
others mold it. 0

2. Guard against communication which makes people defensive.

?;" 3. Develop aeommunication orientation that helps, not hinders.

4. Work with gr6ups that include the school principal and
instruct the principal as eb his or her role.

5. Make /luxe the clients know that they own the project. Never act
asi if it is your project.

.

.6. Place the work burden on the clients. Don't detheir work or
- you will confuse the sense of ownership.

7. Establish strong personal- relationships.

8. Keep all leveli in the chain of command-informed.at all times.

9. liever,leave without arranging anothel aipointhent.

Epilogue
.5

This chaptir has presented case summaries of two field agents and

their-emerging relationships with schpoi;i\clients. These two agents, while

situated In the same project, present cq0

were dealt with in Chapter 5. They came

Lions, used very different strategies for

very differeA perspectives on how change

t asts of many of the topics that

to the job witti different expects-
..

influenci4g their clients, and had

could best be effected by an

external agent. In the encl, they also appeared to be quite different in the _

degree to which they were able to deal with client expectations-for their



- A .._
.

,
, .

.

behavior. Despite
.)
their differences, both perceived role as stimulating

.
,,,

and stressful: the process of learning-on-the-job in role which required

continuous negotiation of role expectati6n$ with multiple cents was seen by

?oth4Jim and Sara as a "burnout" job,though they each developed his or her

own strategies for copidg. / . .t.
Jim may have been trying to eXercise coercive power,when he co ronted

.

. die principal with the question, Are you in,, or do you want out?" (In fact,

, this led-to the termination of the collaborative relationship with this

site.) Sara used the availability of project funs as a reward, rather- t hen

threatening to withhold these funds as punishment. -*

Sara initially relied'on her expert power: "She found much comfort

from her expertise (fin reading instrdillon)....the reading expertise gained

her whit seemed to be immediate credibility in the schools." However, she

soon learned that her expertise in reading caused some of her clients to try

to push her into a role of making decisions about reading programs, rather

than helping them.to make decisions on their own. Jim resisted typing

hiiself as the "reading expert" from the very beginning: "Although (he) had

been a reading specialist, he decided that as a linker he did not want to

build on that for a relationship....Since the project dealt wifh reading he

felt that building on the role oc reading specialist would make it difficult

to establish ownership of the project among schoOl people."

Both Jim and Sara used reward power to help cement their relation-

ships with site personnel: luting the entry period, qara learned that she

had resources which could be spent to secure a social obligation.and perhaps a

commitment to the project....Additionilly, Sara could and did do 'favors' for

school personnel." Jim also did favors for his clients: He informed people

of workshops of interest and facilitated their travel, he aided in new job

placement for a few of his clients, and he assisted them in securing recogni-

tion of two schools in the statewide Promising Practices Fair." In both

casese the agents' use of reward power appears to have been a deliberate

strategy, which was also quite effective.

Neither agent seems to have consciously exerted legitimate power

over the sites--i.e., the power inherent in the agent's role as a representa-

tive of the project. In fact, on at least one occasion, Sari's attempt to
4

invoke project rules and regulations was overrided by the project director,

thus undermining her authority and causing her to lose credibility. Jim
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insisted that the task forces take responsibility for the project and reminded

them over and over again that theproject was theirs, not his nor even the

RDU project's.

Jim relied heavily on referent power, the development of perebnal

a'finity with site peisonnels "In working with people in organizations,

(Jim's) style was centered to a considerable extent on the building of strong

Personal relationships. He was reported to be a master of knowing the people

he worked with and knowing their special interests."

Jim seems to have been more strongly oriented towards the political

perspective than Sara, though not to the exclusion of. other strategies for

change. Both Bimiand Sara made a point of working with the chain of command

and included this in their list of rules for field agents. Sara made an

effort to work with groups of people rather than individuals, saying "one

person can block you, but one person cannot get you in."

The contrast between Jim and Sara_is clear, however, in the degree

to which they were effective in using political strategies, particularly in

the degree to which they allowed powerful site administrators to shape their

roles. Sara was.very unsure of herself initially and tried to tuy cooper-

ation by conforming to everyone's expectations of her as a linker. Jim,

however, firmly defined his role and quialy corrected any misunderstandings

. on the part of site personnel. This forthright tactic seems to have saved

Jim on experiencing the degree of role conflict and associated job stress '

felt by Sara, though the same thing might have been accomplished through a

process of negotiationwith site personnel.

Despite Sara's adjustments t4o the "politics of educational change,"

she typically preferred strategies associated with the individual incentives

perspective. She eh-opted one reluctant' administrator by arranging for him

to le elected to the governing board of the project, a move that apparently

gratified his ego and prompted another principal to remark, "He's been

bought.' Mere often, however, she simply tried to go around obstructive

principals and centpraffice personnel. Both Jim and Sara seemed 15-toncen-

trate their attention on principals and other administrators, rather than

attempting to build grass-roots support for the project among teachers.

While Sara professed the importance of understanding the "inforial organiza-

tion" of school districts, neither Jim nor Sara showed strong leanings toward

the structural perspective on change.
0
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INTRODUCTION

In this section we return to the topic of what field agents

actually do, in terms of delivering services, and how this affects both their

own job-related attitudes, and their clients. The quantitative analysis and

case materials in Chapters 7 and 8 W*11 not attempt to provide a definitive

assessment of the 4gree to which field agents contribute to the outcomes of

school change, programs, for this is treated in considerable detail in another

volume of this Study (Louis, Rosenblum and Molitor,1981). Rather, the focus

bf both chapter is upon (1) how field agent roles and activities are affected

by job design an management features of their context; and (2) how the roles

and activities whi h.they ascribe to themselves are related to fieLLagent0.,

own job satisfaction and to their assessments of site and program "success." .

Chapter 7 presents an analysis of agent survey data that reveals

two major findings. First, the associat14s between the types of roles and

activities in ,which agents engage, and both Split job attriudee and measures

of school and program outcomes are relatively weak. Second, agent roles and

activity patterns appear to 'be primarily a function of the interpersonak

relationships that they have with key influential others--client administrators,

and supervisors at the local and more distant project level.

Chapter 8 presents a case study of one agent and her activities In

two school settings. It is intended not only to provide some more detail

about the quantitative findings,dbut also to draw attention to relationships

that could not be fully examined,in the survey data. In particular, the case

materials illuminate ti way in which the agent's individual personality and

resources helped to shape both her general role definition dna the activities

in which she engaged over a three-year period. Chapter 8 also provides

evidence on,the degree to which the agedt's spontaneous and other unplanned

decisions about bO-w to handle her role and client negas had larger impacts

upon the progress of her schools through the change process.
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.1.

CHAPTER 7

FIELD AGENT ROLES AND ACT
. - ...

.. - . &
. f . r ii) .

lout; chapters in this, report ha cused on how organizational
; /

des i n and support systems for field agents, as well as the agents' strategies
, . .

for negotiatpg relonships with sites, affect the agents' attitudes About ..

. their work and also their effectiveness.' the present chapter focuses on the
. .

y

measures of role and activi#y Performance first presentedOin Chapter 2. WA6
. , _

eXimine the impaCts of field agent roles and abgivitlep on the aientsivercep-
_

tions of program success And site performance (a new variable), as well as on

their job satisfaction and pther job-related attitudes. We also exaiine po-

,tentia-influences on fieldtgent roles and activities. Thus, field agent ran
. , .

, k .

------- nd activities are codsidered both as a cause of site outcomes and field agelit

)6 ,j b-related attitudes and as a consequence of other factors--namely job design, .

Iv personal characteristics, .the support and training structure, and the agent's

relationshipsto'client schools. ,

.

A
Most of the vartaaes included in this analysis have been introduced -

A,. A 4,
gt.. earlier. The major focuses of the chapter--agent roles and activities--were--

. ...

111

A

introduced'descriptively in Cbapter.2. In,this'chapter, however, the long

lists of different types of soles and activities are reduced to a smallef

numbet. "Three roles and four clusters of activities are used:':

field agent soles: grogram change expert, content
% specialist, and generalist/coordinatorri

field agent activities: boundary-spanning, workingfield
teachers, budget manaement, add professional

development
. .

The derivat4Oh of these toles and activities from our data is described

-in the' following section;

t
. t: ---JA

Measures of' Roles and Activities -

, . '4, .
c

.

To .perform the analyses foettis chapter, the )measures
.

of role. and

4 activity performance first presented in Chapter 2 were reduced to seven
, ...... .

.
scales -- three-three describing roles and four activities. ,The procires

,, ..

for defining these scales inciUded factor Analysistfollowed in some cases by
4 J

simple adjustments to Increase scale reliaiitty. At this point it should be

' 4- 124 J13.sf 4P 146
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Irnoted that a number of the original questionnaire items, including some roles

and.acti4ities which the average field agent performed to a great extent, did

not load hi4hly on any Of the factors accounting for the differences among

field agents,. and for this reason they were not include.in the scales. .

The scale's describing field agent roles were derived from questions
.

which asked the agents to rate, on a five-point scale, the degiee to which
4

they performed ten possible roles: resource person, coordinator, process

trainer, observer/historian, counselor or "handhofder,' expert in assisting

the match between innovations and problems, Conflict resolver, content

specialist, program implementor, and evaluator. The means and standard

deviations for these different roles are presented in Table 2-3, Chapter 2.

The following three scales were derived on the basis of the factor

ianalysig:
*.

Program change expert. This scale, which as a standard-
.

ized alpha or reliability score of .75, consists of the
following items: expert in assessing the match between
innovations and problems, program implementor, and evalu-
ator..,

Content specialist:' This.scale is composed of,one item:
basic skills-, career education, or inservice specialist.

Gedaralist-coordinator. This scale also consists of one
item: coordinator. Alt

It may be noted that the program change expert. role includes the two
41

roles that were least performed by agents: program implementor and evaluator.r
The other item in the index, an expert in matching innovations to problems,

was also a role performed less than most of the other options in the question,

as was, the content specialist role, one that agents typically indicated they
.

. perforied rarely. The only frequently performed role that emerged from the

factor analysis was coordinator.. This role received the highest rank in

terms of the degree to which agents indicated that it described their role

I lehavior.

TheWcales describing different agent activities were derived from a

question.which asked the agents to rate the degree to which they spent.'

time on various activities. The list of activities includRd: meetings with

small planning gioups at the sites =, writing reports; arranging, designing or

conducting workshops; travelling from.site to site; promoting or explaining

the RDU program; working with individual' administrators; organizing, prepaiing

and delivering materials; general meetings with site staff; developing

125 1 WI
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I

Roles

Program .

Specialist

E1

Change Expert

Content

., _

GendealiSt-
Coordinator

Boundary
Spanning

Budget
Activities Management

1 Professional
Development

Activities
with' Teachers

139

IV

Table 7-1

ENTERCORRELATIONS OF ROLES mill,AcTIviTIEs

Roles

Progiam
Change
Expert

Content
Specialist

Generalist
Coordinator

Boundary
Spanning

1.00

-.04 1.00

.08 -.26** 1.00

..
-

. .41** :04 .33** 1.00

1

.00 .09 .25** .13

.14 .01 .06 8

.06 -.03 .25** .10

*Significance .10

**Significance < .05

II

\./

4
Activities

Budget
Management

Activities
with Teacher's

PiOfessional
Development

.21* 1.00

.Q0 .20* 1.00

V
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program change expert and to,perforiance as a generalist-coordinator, but not

to performance as a content specialist. In addition, performance as a content

specialist is negatively related to performance as a generalist-coordinator.

This indicates that those persons who perceived themselves aid content special-

ists were less likely to behave as n ontraditional 'field" agents and more

likely, to behave As traditional cucilculum specialists, .available as a

resource in their host organizations, but generally not engaged actively in

efforts at the school level.

Outcome Measures: 'Job-Related Attitudes, Program Success, and Perceived

Site

of.field agent job satisfaction, sense of efficacy, and role

conflict should be familiar to the reader, since they have been used in both

Chapters 3 and 5. In 'addition, in Chapter 5 we introduced the measure.of

perceived program success, or the degree to which the agent felt that repre-

sentative groups in a specific client school.wouldlrate their site's involve-
.

ment with the program as a success. In this section we introduce a new

measure of school outcomes--perceived site performance. This measure was

obtaine&by asking the agents to rate a randomly selected specific site on

the following dimensions: . o

To.what.extent has the solution selected solved the
problem identified?

.41 To what extent is the solution that has been implemented

likely to cc:intim:Er tob used?
P.

To what extent has the problem-solving process been in-
.

corporated into the site, implying an ability and willing-
ness to apply the process to future problems?

..."464..1.

The measure also includes the difference between the agent's responses to the

following two itemst

At the beginning of your involvement with this Site,
to what extent did the local site personnel halze
knowledge and skills in effectiv'e problem solving ? -

TO what extent do local site personnel now have knowledge
and skills ineffective problem solving?

Thestandardized alpha for the scale is .6k..
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The Effects of Roles and Activities on Outcomes for Field Agents and Sites

Significant Correlations betwden roles and activities and outcomes

for field agents and sites are very sparse, as shown in Table 7-2. Performance

as a content specialist, althoughvpoLtively correlated with job satisfaCtion,

is negatively correlated with measures of site performance and program

success. One might be tempted to attribute this to the fact that the content

specialists were less likely to engage in boundary- spanning activities --were .

not for tt)e fact that boundary - spanning] activities are also negatively

correlated with program success, as perceived by the agent. The field

agents' sense of efficacy --that is, their sense of the importance of their

own efforts--is negatively related to the amount of time spent in activities

with teachers.

Turning to the correlations

flict, only two prove to be, statis

ship with performance as a generali

/ ship with the amount of time spent o

I

of roles and activities with role con-
,

cally significant: a negative relation-
11', .1.

t-coordinator, and a positive felation-

boundary-spannIng activities. The

latter finding is easy to interpret aid consistent with theory: the more

time one spends on activities which bri in contact with a variety of

potential role partners, the more vulnerable one becomes to conflicting

demands from various individuals. Largely on the strength of this relation-

skip, a canonical correlation between the two types of role conflict (inferred

and reported) and the set of field agent activities was found to be significant

at the .10 level.

The-negative relationship between the generalist- coordinator role and

role conflict may be explained by the relativelx_19giisibility of the

coordinator role,. Many of the RdU agents desciibed their role as "behind the

scenes.' They arranged meetings but did not chair them; they t;rought in

consultants to help schools solve their problems but rarely professed their

own Opinions. Agents who took this strategy were often almost invisible to

the members of their client =boas. This certainly reduced the number of

individuals who felt that they could legitimately expect the agent to perform

, s specific tasks for theC

in general, however, the findings are wea and very scattered, and it

is perhaps more appropriate to infef another codC1 sion: namelY, that the

reported 'agent roles and activities have little impact on job related attitudes

and the gents' perciptions of site success.
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Activities
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Table 7-2

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS OP ROLES AND ACTIVITIES
WITH =CC M= FOR Pram AGENTS AND SITES

.

Sense of
Efficacy

'Job

Satisfaction

.Inferred
Role

Conflict

'Reported

a Role
Conflict

Perceived
Site

iPeriormance

Perceived
Program -

Succesi

,

Content Specialist

11

Program Cha7 Expert

Generalist- Coordinator

' .

Boundary-Spanning

Budget Management

Activities with Teachers

Professional Development

.

)

,

-.28**

..../

-.34**,

j

.

. -.22*9

.27**

.

- -

-.20*

1-r24*

a

-..22*

.

,

.

.

-.25*

-.27**

*Significance .10

**Significan e .05

_
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Why might this be so? Several PBssible explanations may be given.

First, it might be argued that agents simply do not report accurately the
,

.

,

roles and activities that they carry out, and they cannot, therefore, predict
1-

any optcomes. Thus, while 0 agent may claim to be acting as a content
1,

specialist, he or she may rarely perform that role. However, there are
\' 416*

.

indications that, while agent reporting may not be fully accurate, neither is

it totaiy unrealistic. FOr example, agents who spent less time on RDU

reported performing all_roles and activities less fitquently than those who

spent more time on RDU (Spencer and Louis, 1978). In addition, discussions

with agents indicate that while agents may tend to underreport their role as

a 'conflict tesolver, and possibly over-report their roles as coordinators

as compared to our own and other observations, these biases are systematic

across agents, and result from a to deny to describe their roles to conform
.00

more closely to popular and widely irculated definitions of the field agentrole..
second reason for the lack of relationship is that the general

roles .and activities measured here simply do not tap the features of-,,the
A

agent role that are most important. Other analyses, derived from observa-

tions of agents and schools, haVe suggested that it is both less subtle and

more finely tuned fdltures of the agent role that count the most, holy much_
41 .

. _
time the agent spends at the site and how ffequently they attend prOject

meet ings Rosenblum and Molitor, 1981) or very situation-specific(Lewis,
4

activities that may change the course of a single meetint or influence a

particula

J

individual (Chapter,8, this volume). These features are related

K\

to job desi and general field agent strategies and perspectives, not to.

specific activities. (See also Firestonesand Corbett, 1981.)

We believe that this explanation is more ,plausible than 'the first,

for it takes into account findings that have been presented elsewhere
,

in this volume. ca summarize, what the field agent does from week to week
. .

is fah important than the general strategy that motivates his or her choice

of activities, the constraints that are placed upon his or her choices by the
o s s

over design of.the job, and the immediate decisions and intelventions

which are not necessarily part ore more consciously arrived at ro e definition.
, .

. 4. ,.4. . 4r,

1Y) 4
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The Influence of Selection,'Job Design, and Ongoing Management on Field Agent
Roles and Activities

, This section deals with variables which presumably can be treated by

,managers of field agents: the personal characteridtics of individuals

selected for field agent'positions, the train4ng add_support given to these

individuals, and two key aspects of job design, prgiject marginality and the

percentage of time committed to the job.

Personal Characteristics. Among the personal characteristics which

were examined in relationship to roles and activities were age, teaching

experience0 Annovativeness, and skills. Skills weie assessed through a,

battery of items in the second survey of field agents, and as descri

Chapter 3, responses were reduced to three scalAs nsing, cactor analysis:

change skills, communication skills, and use-of-power skills.
1

The correlations of roles and activities,with age, teaching experi-

ence, and innovativeness are shown in Table 7-3. The.results show that

-teaching experienctrand, toa lesser extent, age--are pretiftive of the

,amount of time spent on boundary-spanning activities. That is, younger field

agents with fewer years of teaching experience are more likely to spend time

on this kind of activity. They are also more likely.to assume the role of a

generalist-coordinator. Older egentleare more likely to perform as content

specialists.

Innovativedess is negatively related to activities with teachers

and to professional development. The latter relationship is logical because

part of what makes a field agent innovative is self-reliance and original yi

thus, the fewer opportunitiel there are for profedsional developmentsinx e

field agent role, the more the agent must rely on his or her own reso ices.

Field mgents who spend time working with individual teachers have a lean'

personal profile. -111e more time that is spent on activities -with eachers,

the less the field agents percfeive themselves as innovative and ttie less

likely they are to see themselves as being skilled in any of th areas tapped

by our survey (see Table 7-4).01preover,. as 'indicated earlie , the, amount of

time spent on activities with. teachers is Negatively relate/ to the field

agents' sense of efficacy.

The most striking aspect of the anal

that there are somany,aegative relationships

and the extent to which field agents perceive

131

is presented in Table 7-4 is

t4en roles and activities

hemselves as being skilled in

at



Roles

Activities

1

S

Table 7-3

SIGNIFICANT COR4ELATIWS OF ROLES AND ACTIVITIES.
,WITH AGE, TEACHING EXPERIENCE, AND INNOVATIVENBSS

.?""
)1 ,

Age
Teaching
Experience

-

innovativeness

r Program Change Expert.

r

Content'Specialist,,

I: Generalist-Coordinator

.Boubdary Spanning

Budget !Management

Activities with Teachers
,

IP. Professional Development'

.

.30 **

-.44**-

-.28**

,

,

alto- -

-.33**

-.52**

44k

*.'.

)

.

-.20*

-.24*
..----

.

*Significanbe S .10

**Significance S .05 14-7
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Activities

Table 7-4

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS OF ROLES AND ACTIVITIES
WITH SELF-REPORTED SKILLS

kChange

.pkillm
..

Communication
Skills

'

Effective

Uire-orThwer

Program-Change Expert -.23* -.35**

Contept Specialist .20*

Generhlist-Coordinator
.

/
.

BoundarY:Spannin§ Z.36** -.43**
. ,

.

Budget Management / -.24*

Actiyities, with Teachers -,20* -.24*. ' -.24*

Professional Development
. .

*Significance :10

**Significance .05
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communication and the effective use of power. (Note that communication
* 4

skills , and the effective use of power are highly correlated, r = .86, 'sign.`

.05.) Since\the strongest 'negative relationships are with the program change

agent role and boundary-spanning activities, a conclusion one might draw from .

this analysis is that field agents who stress their communication skills and

understanding of the power structure are more likely to assume a low profile

and be more passive in theirlrelationships with sites. The factors of

age and experience may also,enter into the explanation of this finding.

Older and more experienced agents are, as we have seen, less likely to act

as boundary spanners ---and they are also morellikely to emphasize their
.

ability to communicate and use power effectively (see Table 7-8, at the end

of the chapter). Older agents may be more likely to adopt roles which

emphasize their ability to understand and work within existing social settings

than to challenge the status quo:-

However, canonical analyses of the relationships between the sets of *

roles and activities and the set of skills yieldild no significant correlations; 1

"Job Design. The percentage of time committed to the field agent

position appears to have had little bearing on the extent to which various '

rolis and activities were performed (Table 7-5). The only significant

relationship between percentage time commitment and roles or activities is
.

with the role of program change expert (r - .29, sig .10).

. The extent to which field agents perform certain roles is clearly

related to both types of marginality (Table 7 -5). In particular, the lower

the agents' local marginality scoremost typically, the closer they feel to

the host organization--the more likely they are to perform as a program

change expert. On the one hand, this appears to be reasonable, since the
. v

. .

role of program change expert is relatively intrusive one, and an agent

might be less likely to,feel comf rtable performing it without a secure

organizational base. This line of reasoning may also be used to explain the

negative relationship between boundary-spanning activities and local margin-
.

, 7 1

ality. While local marginality is negatively related to the agent's willing-

ness' to engage in the higher initiative boundary-spanning activities and

program change-ible, project marginality does not hinder this behavior. This

finding again confirms the importance of examining marginality in terms of

different sets of organizational settings in which the boundary spanner must

operate. Project marginality is, in fact, positively related to the per-
,

. .

13414-9
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Table 7-5

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS OF ROLEA AND ACTIVITIES
WITH SELF-REPORTED SKILLS

..:

.

Percentage
RDU

Project
Marginality

Local
14axgiAality

. , .
....

Program Change Expert .29* .29** -.27*

Content Specialist

il

.34**
.

.

Generalist-Coordinator
. .

' -.30*

Budget Management .

.

Activitre.; with Teachers
^

Professional Development .

*Significance .10

**Sightficance .05
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.

v ' form!!$01the4 sereg change expert role. If we synthesize the two

.

Or:- .
. At '

findings and are willin to speculate a little, it appears that, where a h gh
.. .

h/:
'initiative

-

initiative external bhange role is needed, it is important to ensurethat the
,. "T - .

,
.

Agent 1.00behched,to the hostorganization, but not so locally vested that he
.

.
or she does not idepitif;r:with the demends and requirements of the more

tant sponsoring' organization. The effective program change expert ma

ildhecesstrilk, serve two masters.

Trifling and Support. The training variables examined in reship 4

oles and activities included aggkegate measures of the e

whiciv ning was received in a number of coritent'areas, the-usefulnessof 4

the training that was received; ihelppropriateness of the amount of training .

. --

receWed in'each arda, and the tiMpliness
01,
of the training. Very few signifi-

cant correlations were fouhd, and these were quite scattered. The appropriate-
A '

nesi of the amodEt
of-trainin)

g received was negatively related Co performance
1 0 * v

as a_content specialist (r =.A.36, si,.05) ay,o the amount of time oent-

n professional development (r = -.24, sig .10). The timeliness of the
.. . .

raining was positively related,to the amount ofstime spent on boundary-spann-
,.. .

irsactivities (r = .26, sig .10). (See. Spencer and Louis; 1980 for a more

detailed 'discussion.)

The influence of various role, paitners on field agenb roles and

. act ies,,was quite strong, as shown in Table 7-6. This analysis included

weveril membet# of the field agent's support system -- project director, '

project evaluator, and immediate supervisor. Where the project director's
441,

"einfluence was relatively strong, the field agent tended towards higher levels

of performance in the roles of program change e xpert and content specialist.

The project evaluator's influence is also related to performance as a program

. change exlmrt"whi1111 le tbg supervisor's influence is related to performance as

a content specialfa;end a:generalist-coordinator.

. Thil'amount of time Ape& on boundary-spanning activities is related

to the levelp.of influence of all threembfrpkrtneis. one possible inter-
-

pretation is that higher levels of boundary- spa nning activities invglve

increased contact with role partperi at all le s, thus increasing the

opportunity for these role partners to exert a influence on the field

agent:
S

1

,
136
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Table 7-6

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATION OF ROLES AND ACTIVITIES
WITH INFLUENCE OF OUS, ROLE PARTNERS

,..m. 0.1

tProgram Change Expert

Content Specialist

Generalist- Coordinator

1-,W
Boundaiy-Spanning

Adtivitieao Budget Management

1.# AciAtities with Teachers

Professional Development

4

;>.

Project
Director

- Influence

Project
Evaluator
Influence

4

Supervisor
Influence'

.

.23*

.21*

,

.59**
1

.

.

.25**

.26**

,
.

.28**

.

.23*

..28**
.

.43**

.

.

.39** ,

411

4 *Significance - l0 p.

'**Significance .05

. I
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Bbwever, this explanation ignores the fact that most of what goes on

under the title of "boundary spanning' involves being in the field and out of

Contact with supervisors in either the host or the project. In fact, if the
. -

indicators making up the boundary-spanning role are recalled, they involVe

far more emphasis on the field than on the office: .travelling from sits. .

to site, meeting with small planning groups in the schools, promoting or

explaining the program, and organizing, preparing or delivering materials.

The only projector host-oriented components are writing reports and meeting

with project staff. Thus, it seems more likely that more intensive boundary-

spanning activities are caused 'by the exRectatiOns of local and project

supervisors than that boundary-spanning activities increase contacts with,

and thus the influence of, supervisors.

Table 7-7 shows that frequency of interaction with members of the

field agent's support system is a good predictor of field agent roles and

activities. Some differences in the pattern of relationships are North

noting. First, although the supervisor's influence is related to perfdrmance

as a content specialist and a generalist-coordinator, the frequency of

interaction with the supervisor is related to,performance as a program change
.,,

,expert. Second, the is a relatively strong negative correlation between

the amount of time spent on budget management and t e frequency of interaction

with...the project evaluatois however, this is probably an artigaat of the

delegatipn of responsibilities within projects. As expected; boundarYr

spanning activities are positively correlated with support from all levels.

Before leaving the topic of how role partners influence the agent,

we should look for the forest amidst the trees. The most significant finding

from a management perspective is that influence from all role partners
. . .

tends to be positively reinforcing. We do not find, for example, that

influence 'from the project director is positively correlated with boundary-
,

spanning activities, while influence from the host supervisor is negatively

correlated with this role. This finding extends also to the influence of

site administrators, which is positively correlated with bot boundary-'

spanning activities and activities with teacherd' Ir = .44 an .26, sig .05)

(see Table 7-8 at the end of this chapter). Althoygh we found earlier that 't

increasing influence from multiple role partners'tenda to significantly .

.

qr.

augment teported and inferred role conflict,.this does not necessarily mean

1:3.153
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Activities
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Table 7-7

OORRE!JATI S 01 ROLES Alm ACTIVITIES
WITH SUPORT51 OM VARIOUS ROLEPARTNERS

. ;
V

,

_

.

.

Project

Director
' Support

Project

Evaluator
Evaluator

Supervisor
Support

Program Change Expert
4p

=Content Specialist

il Generalist-Coordinator
, ..

t
. .-

Boundary Spanning

budget Management '

Activities.with Teachers
.

.

Professional'Oeielopment
, .

1**

.

.

.49**

.

.

.

t

.

.33**

. .,

:35**

i6.,P-m 32**

P. A

.26*

.38**

.

.26*

=

*Significance S .10

**Significance

1,7

r
. .
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tbAt role partners Are sending signals that are so opposite and mixed'that

the agent, is expected to act in entirely 'different ways.

Conclusion

...

'The major finding of the precedinglanalysis is that interpersonal .

relationships have a strong influence on what field agents o. All role

lit

partners--including members of the field agent's support sy em, as well as

site administrators--are able to influence some aspect of the field agent's

roles or activities.
v

Other factors influencing the field agent's roles and activities

include the agent's age and experience. The percentage time commitment to

the field agent positioll, although expected to have an influence, is rela-

tively unimportant. Characteristics of the field agent's training also have
.

little influence.

The direct relationships between what field agents do and the field
. -

agent's sense of efficacy and job satisfaction are relatively weak, yet the

field agent's performance of different roles and activities have a significant

effect on perceived role conflict.

Finally, although rye know that the extensiveness of.a field agent's

involvement and influence in local change efforts'is positively related

tosuccessful school change, the analyses in this chapter showed little

relationship between what field agents do and the field agent's perceptions

of, site performance and program spccess. Again, the poss bility that our

measure f ro/esand activities are too general toproduc differences in

` out omes shouldbe noted. It is also pasible that the field agents' per-

ceptions are /licit adequate measures of site outcomes.

p
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CHAPTER q

THE NORTHEAST FIELD AGENT IN ACTION: A CASE*

Beverly Loy Taylor

(
.

The bOrtheast,4eld agent seimb to typify focused energy, enthusiasm

bound'up with clearheaded thinking. One gets a sense of her straightforward -

nese, partly from the Way She looks directly at people, and partly from the

probltstsolving orientation that she brings to her work.

Work* as a cc unity organizer in the late 1960'1, the Northeast
Ne 4..

afield agent became involved in adult.education and.tflinin4, an interest

which expanded from on-the-job exploration to a master's degree in adult

education. During that time, she also grew. proficient in organitation
,A A.

development skills, which she has applied to independent consulting..

'Joining her agency in the summer of 1979, she served in two capaci-

ties, both of which'proved to be excellent training for her subsequent role
.0.

as an lum field agent. thirst, she worked as a field agent for the National

Diffusion Network State Facilitator Project. Second, she coordinated, as

well as participated in, a project Tined at helping groups of local school

administrators define their educational planning and management needs, select

a suitable inservice progiLm, and create a plan for using newly acquired

skills in their own districts.

Unlike most other field agents in the RDU program, the Northeast

agent had neVer taught in the public schools, a fact which dhe was quick to

point out to the school people with whom ,she was working, and one which she

came to regard as a plus:

All of a' work has'been with adults and small groups. I

'stressed that I was ateacher of adults, not of chi1dren.
Because I wasn't coming in as. an expert teacher of kids,
I didn't see myself as helping teachers irr that way, and
they felt comfortable knowing that I'wasn't coming in to
judge,their teaching.

*This chapter was hdapted fromBeterly Loy -Taylor, The Inside .

1 Outsiders, Andover, MA: The NETWOR4, 1980, pp. 86-126. The full report,
which contains case studies of two additional agents, may be obtained
from The NETWORK. A

, 4
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'
Furthermore,

wasn't defensive abbot not having a public school backr-
ground. my skills were in a different area, and besides,
my first year at the agency provided me with the opportu-
nity to go and work with a lot of different-schools.

4 By the time I'oi4pjoined this project, I knew a lot about
schools and how they worked.

v
Poingng to the focus of the project op working with site -level

thinning groupsitbe agent noted that one of the major attributes she

brought to the position was her extensive experience with group processes.

She mentioned in particular such activit4ts as group problem-solving, team

building, decision making, and conflict management. Another strength noted

by an observer is her range of interpersonal skills: communicating, active

listening snorting and reinforcing,, and counseling. A third strong point

injolves her knowledge of organization issues:

I know how to analyze organizations, who the key people
are and how to work with them. I'm good at understanding
people's roles ankse!
of view within an oigani on. can help people negotiate

inKi from different points

by interpreting different perspectives to them.

The one area in which she felt she needed some help was feeding theory,

since she didn't have the slightest acquaintance with'it:

Malcolm Knowles says that a process consultant doesn't_have
to know anything abouethe content/ but I disagree. During
that first year, when people were arguing about different
notions of reading, I had to know enough about it to be able
to intervene, even if it was just to know when to say
didn't understand or to make sure everybody in the group
knew what was going on. 4

Although she doesn't claim to be a reading expert now, the Northeast field

agent has learned a lot about the area through the project's training and her

own efforts, which provided her with the proper grounding. ti

The overall impression of the Northeast field agent is of an ex-

perienced, self-reliant person who took responsibility for her work at
a

her sites and for getting her own needs met. She is a self-learner and a

seeker of infdrmation when she feels she needs it.

1430
..F
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The agency in which the No;theast field agent works is a nonprofit

educational service organization that prOvides training and technical

assistance to public and non-public schools, intermediate service agencies,

colleges and universities, and funded educational projects. While historical-
.

ly a service organization, the agency has recently become involved in coordi-

nating a multi-agency research effort to study school improvement programs in.
ten states. It has the State Facilitator project, and also provides technical

assistance to model programs for the handicapped and to Title I demonstration
4

Ata

projects. The agency teems with activity on its three floors, and even the

basemept level has been.converted to work space. The ambience is cheery and

1 good-natured with mudh joking and bustling, and people pitching in during'

crunches of-activity to help each other.

The Agent's Perception of Her Role

The Northeast' ield agent regarded the major goals guiding her

work ass -

.

diffusing.R&D outcomes to local schools,

facilitating the change process, and

creating an awareness of a systematic problem-
solving process among school staff.-

Welcoming the intensive, long-term relationships with a few schools,

the field agent perceived her role in two ways. First, she considered

herself to be "manage; of the change process,' functioning in five major role
,\. "

' categories:
1

process enabler--organizing and guiding a multi-constituent
group in communicating ideas, determining needsmaking decisions,
managing conflicts, and solving problems; a%

resource. arranger -- planning and setting up train ing events and

statewide conferences, making certain that materials were available,
providipg financial help, and arranging for appropriate consultants;

'

information linker--providing needed inforiation on processes4
materials, and other resources, as well as connecting group

- members to other information givers;

coordinator -- smoothing the way for planning and implementation
activities, arranging for substitute teachers, opening communica-
tion between central administkation and school, and timing group
events to fit with district and school concerna; and

o. observearecorder--preparing group statements, writing minutes of
meetings for schwa records, keeping accurate accounts of site events.

144
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Second, she saw herself as a "consultant to managers,," meaning .

principals, focusing on organizational consulting, guiding, the process, and

helping Principals to be more effective. She viewed &itself as being engaged

in organizational interventions, and because the project had a building

focus, felt that she got maximum leverage from working most directly with

principals. She considers this a "classic OD approach, a top-down model

startling with the principal, but including participative aspects of working

witheteachers in ision making."

Within theighe planning groups, the Northeast field agent played a
.

strong focusing and initiating' role. She chaired the groups atthe sites,

led the meetings actively, purA them to do some things to get more informa-

tion, and pressed them to make decisions. She stated that she "almost always

stood back and merely facilitated group decision mAking;" though about one

site the remarked:

vi.thought they weie never going to decide, so I said
"Okay, thisis what I think ye6 should do." They said,

po, we don't want to do that." At least it helped
\' them decide what they didn't,want.

Although she never participated in the actual decision, she did her best

to push the group along to mike it. Pot example, at another site which
, .

had narrowed its choices to two programs but could not reach a decision,

she developed a comparison sheet of the pros and cona.of both programs,

'which the group then used as a basis for discussion:

She felt herself to be in control of the decision-making groups,

inasmuch as she led the meetings, and described it as "appropriate, and
. .

.

helpful for them, to have somebody outside the district play that role."- In
. ,

fact, the superintendent in one district told her: "I think you are trusted

here and perceived as objective by all papties....They belie6 that you work

in the best interests of everybody and that you are an objective outsider."_
Interestingly, this "outsider" was perceived as an."insider" by a principal

at another site late into the third year of the project. They were discussing

his idea to bring in an outside consultant to lead a staff meeting on concerns

over reassignment, early retirement, accompanying rumors, and so on. When

1the field1agent offered to lead t e meeting, the principal responded:

"You're not really an outsider dny\ire. You're seen astart of the groupt

and even though you might do a good job and I might be wrong, it doesn't feel

like having a neutral outsider.".
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At the ou tset of the project, the Northeast agentdesigned her role,
1st

basSd on the;pguida ines contained in the proposal and, later, on the mile-
.

stones as they were formulated, and operated quite independently. She

recalls that her mission'during the.first year was clear, and she knew
..

exactly what had to be done. This first-year clarity, however, began to

dissolve once the planning groups h ad passed the program selection point and

become involved tin implementation issues:'

We passed through the decision-making process, and I had -

to figure out my new role during implemen Ation. That's
a problem for process consultants involv n source

utilization - -when people start implementing, the need a
lot of specific help: rZottldn't possibly becom- an
expert in all thece programs, so I had to redefin: what
I was doing. It was d real crisis for awhile.

Her role,shifted from that of a process consultant to'a troubleshooter as
' . .

implementation got under way:

I started visiting classrooms, just as a way to keep my-
self visible in the school, but then I found that teachers
liked Lt. They felt supported. I discovered that it was
also a good way to gather.information on how things were

, going, what troubles existed.

The field aieht was able to figure out what, needed to be done, whom

to call together, what, consultants might be helpful, bow toinvolve the

principal withodt compromising teachers' positions. But, she adds:

It would have been easier op me if I didn't have to fill
up 100 percent of my time. I kept thinking, *I ahould be
doing more than I'm doing," but I couldn't figure out what.

Believing that her role definition was critical, both to her and to the

schools, she decided to involve the site ple'in the task by negotiating

with them what functions she would perform at year a fhe next. As a

result of these negotiations, she continued he bleshooting function and

"signed on for such work as providing assistance with evaluation, including

development of student and teacher surveys; aiding a principal in structur-
e

ing his new plan for establishing task forces on organizational issues like

building use and community relations; meeting monthly with the site planning

groups; and encouraging diffusion of the new programs within and beyond
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the diattict. Negotiating het role with all of her sites proved to be a,

successful strategy: it not only resolved her queitions, but it also fit

well with her piocess orientation and consultant stance. SOW much influence

the agency exerted on her interpretation of her role in the second and third

year is unclear. She sought help from seve gency people (the agency

director, her supervisor, other agents), and it may be that out of these

consultations arose the notion of her role negotiations with sites.

The Field Agent's Use of Resources C

The Northeast field agent seemed to rely on the resources provided

by the project staff and by her agency somewhat mote than any other resources

that may have been available. For instance, of the wide array of resources

made available through the central project, she mentioned the following asS
having particular value for her:

The network of field agents.' She felt herself to be a part of
a network of field agents in the project, though she confesses
not doing much to express this feeling, othpr than calling very
occasionally to talk over 'ideas. She also spoke of the "bridge"
that seemed to exist between NDN State Facilitators and RDU field
agents, noting that her network encompassed other field agents in

her agency.

Project meetings. The Northeaat field agent considered-the
training sessions, particularly those in the early portion of the

project, to be extremely useful. Mbreovel, she considered the
sharing sessions of the meetings very valuable:. "Getting together
was always wonderful. People were really good about listening to

lib

each other, engaging in each other's ems, giving advice.

That was the best part of those meetings r me.:
!

Central project personnel. The Northsast field agent used the
central. project personnel fiequently (Or bouncing ideas and
getting new ones.. Of her primary contact, she said, "le acted as

a consultant to me. I often sought,him out to talk through to

problem. He had something of a therapist mode, which was helpful,

if a bit limited at times." She tended also to/seek out the

project director, whom she described as "a real good consultant,
especially skilled at providing alternative strategies and at
helping me to think through all the issues.'

Other resources. The Northeast fieldtagent found the project's
proposal to be an invaluable guide to the tasks and the appioach

expected of field agents. NSIle :elected to the proposal as a

"blueprint," particularly for the first Veer. Other resources,

such as a collection of articles, indexed for field agents, she
alio found useful.
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The Northeast field agent also cited other types of resources
-

*provided by her home agency:
4

The agency supervisor. The Northeast field agent said of her
supervisors', wI never really used him as a consultant, because .

he's not afield person. But we would work through some things.
Be was always supportive and always made hipself available to me.
It was good for me to have that ongoing person to talk to." The
supervisor referred to himself as a "ready par" for her, noting
that the field had strong ideas about what she wanted to do.
Their regular...contact-lessened during the third year of the project,
when it seemed to consist mostly of-occasional updates and work
plan checks, --

Other agency people. The field agent felt that she had a large
s9;ble of talented-Teeple available to her, people quite skilled 1

at doing the kindof Oork she was engaged in at her sites. She
stated that she used them very frequently by structuring didcussions
with them and by informally bouncing ideas off them, and added:

-"It's really been helpful to be in an'agency where there are other .

diffusion activities going on. People know people, so it was
always easy to get good recommendations for trainers and to get
connected with other project people."

.

, .

While the field agent was Comforted by the ready availability of resources

both within her haat agency and at the project level, she gives the overall

impression of not needing much help. One tenses that it is important for her

to be self - reliant, to call upon others only when necessary. This notion

comes out clearly, in fact, in a disCussion regarding her desire to establish

an ongoing relationship with an agency supervisor, in which she stated:

I don't like to seek out help. It's-always a problem for me.
I usually wait until I'm despecite before asking for help,
unless there is some mech5Pism that encourages discussion
on a regular basis. Then I'm inclined to ask for help as
I need it. I'decided to try to head off that kind of situ-
ation by getting a regular ponnection with someone at the
agency. A

//

The Field Agent in Action

For all three years of the project, the 'Northeast field agent devoted

100 percent of her tine to the field agent position. She spent about 20

days per year at each of her four sites dutiing the first two years, less
N

during the third. The first year involved bi-Aekly meetings with the

sit _planning groups; meetings with principals, assistant principals, curd-

culum coordinators, and assistant, superintendents= training 'sessions; and
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informal chats with teachere and other district personnel. She estimated (

that documentation of her activities that year required approximately 15-20 \\J
F

percent of tier tile. '-'

She 'Second and third_years of the project called for a shift in

focus and application of her skills as the

mentation and theh routinization of their

meeting 'regularly with the planning groups

took on a neW function: troubleshooting.
.

of the second,,with,an additionarcemponen
o

a more or less permanent niche" and explor

the district. The amount of time required
r

to have deiTed to about 10-15 percent for these years.

school people moved into imple-

new programs. While she Continued

(about once a month), she also

The third year was a continuationc
t of knettlingthe program into

ing ways of diffusing it within

for documentation was judged .

Five major phases of the field agent's work (entry into the sites,

Palen identification, program selection, training and implementation,

and disengagement) provide Abe framework for lboking more closely at the

Northeast field agent's activities at two of her four sites: Bridgetown,

an elementarrschool in a small port city, and-JeffersCh, an elementary
. .
school in a'suburban community.

The Sites. Located in 'a onderthriving port city that has experienced

a strong shift from a predwinantly white working- and middle-class population

. to a black and Puerto Rican welfare.one, the Bridgetown school has been

,charactezized as one of the few remaining hopes in the midst of decline.

The city has lost hSlf.its population (now about 25,000) in the past 10

years, Mostly as a result of a great fire that swept the city, destroying
I

much ofthe middle-class residential area and the small manufac turing plants.

Half of the population now survive on welfare or Social Security. The

schools have aggressively sought,and obtained federal and state funding; as

the lacgept elementary school, Bridgeton receives a lion's share of Title I

money: it draws students from the remaining white families4as well as the

black (about 12 perdent) and Puerto Rican (25 percent; communities, split

about equally between welfare and working class, with another 10 percent from

the middle-middle class. Serving about 1300 students in K-8, Bridgetown

houdhs seventh a eighth graders in two wing , each administered by an

assistanteprinciiial, Teachers are mostly you and white, often working on a

.provisional basis, given the evetrpreAlt rest of staff cuts due to' the
A -

'shrinking tax base. They create a warm climate in the school, anteseem
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to care a lot about the kids. The new principal was brought -into the school.

in September 1976, when the previous one retired. Reading comprehension

proves to be thejtain prbblem area, made more complex by the ethnic diversity

of the students.

'Jefferson is situated in a suburban community of approximately

19,000 people, 99 percent of whom are white, and mostly working class, who

/ commute to one of the two large cities located 30 miles away. The citizens

have been described as anti-education and anti-intellectual, and are well

0* V noted for their tight hold on public spending, a fact well underscored by

their defeat of striking teachers: they refused to meet any of the teacher

demands and the court proceeded to Ail a few teachers as well. The community

has a.substastial group of Italian- and Franco-Americans. -Jefferson is the

largest of the elementary schools; its staff of 25 serve over 600 students in

an older building that was renovated several years ago to create "open space"
a

citssrooms--large, rectangdlar open areas staffed by teacher teams of three

working with about 75 students. The open space was mandated by the central

offide and doesn't sit too well with the Staff and some of the community.

The principal has teen characterized as paternalistic yet democratic, caring

and extremely Supportive. Be eats lunch with the students, sp that he can

chat with them, and he enjoys.a close working relationship with the teachers

in his building, one that persisted throughout the bitter and unsucccessful

strike. Student azhievement scores in reading were the lowest in the district,

but not severely low compared with national averages. The main need seems to

be of creating continuity in the language arts .program.

Entry The 'field agent's firsb contact with the Bridgetown site

4
occurred in-June 1976 when she inet,with the assistant superintendent and the

two assistant principals to give an overview of the project and to answer any

initial questions. A follow-pp meeting in early September included the new
IP 06.

pripeipal and consisted of a review of the project design and a discussion of

the-site plahning group--its function,, membership, 'tasks, and meeting schedule.

A lift of criteria were developed for membership of the group, and dates were

set for,a prekentatiop to the whole faculty as well as for individual inter-

views with randomly selected teachers. The field agent noted happily:
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The Bridgetown people are enthusiastic, intelligent, and
sensitive to the issues. They raised issues that I would
have had to if thley were not so skilled, like criteria for
group membership and the need for developing support for
the program in different parts of the school community.
I was impressed with the principal who summed up ideas
and at the end of the meeting asked, "What are our next
steps ?," then began outlining them. 'I'm looking fOrward
to working with these people'.

About 50 people'attended the faculty presentation in mid-September,

and the field agent said, "The toneworthe meeting was very much one of

administrative support for the program." She was pleased with the friendly

nature of the session, and noted with some admiration that the school people

had thought to invite a parent, whonms present, and wh6 had agreed to serve

on the site planning group.

The first meets ila the group' was held in late October and involved

an overview of the project and the group's role in it, as well as thetbeginn-

ings of identifying the reading problems at the school. The field agent

handed out an inventory for assessing individuals' views of the strengths and
6

weaknesses of the district's curriculum improvement effort. The meeting was

relatively short, and the agent commented:

This was an exceptionally nice group, but a little odd in its
composition. There were no parents and an awful rbt of
administrators. A few didn't seem to have much connection
with the Bridgetown school. But, I was very impreised with

the way they listened to one another and with their commitment
to the work ahead.

Membeiship was altered, to bring in more teachers and to drop the'

"extraneous" people. In this move, the Title I director appointed a Title

I teacher to take her place, which had later consequences for the program.

Two parents were added to the group. The principal, new to the district

and to the school, decided to delegate responsibility for the project to one

of the assistant principals, so that he could tend to his other duties.

Although he still attended the group's meetings, his role was of a quieter

nature, and the assistant principal took over the work of arranging.meetings

' with the field agent and carrying out the school -end logistical tasks. The

field agent came to view the principal as "not obstructive, but just not

seeing the project as his program. In his mind, he thought he was being

supportive."

I
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Entry into Jefferson was only.a bit less even than at Bridgetown. A
wi

June 1976 meeting with the principal and two reading specialists was followed

by a second overview meeting in September with the principal and the new

language arts and reading coordinator for the district, who would serve

as ttI central office representative to the site planning group. At this

meeting the nature of group membership and its fundtion were agreed upon,

as well as the type of approach the agent would take at her presentation to

the school faculty. The agent called this meeting more relaxed than the

first, noting that the principal seemed less harried and more open to the

conceprts of the CO-Nczrtium.

. The field agent gave a presentation at Jefferson similar to the

one she had given in Bridgetown. The whole staff came to this meeting,

which was held on the first day of school. The field agent noted that

the principal "introduced me by the wt Ong name" and she described the question-

and-answer period in terms of-tge few questions that were "slow in coming.

The group was not very responsive:" Later, frpm the individual interviews

she conducted with teachers, she learned that the principal is generally

thought of as 'disorganized, overwork and prone to promising things he

doesn't deliver.'

The first grOup meeting was a no-show, hwause the principal forgot

about it and failed to invite people. The field agent took this time to

have a serious talk with the principal bbout things she could do to help him

and how their working relationship might be improved, ghe pointed out that

she saw him and his school as her client and was availahle as a consgpltant to

him on broader organizational issues as well. They estabi5hed4some ground

rules, and the. agent later recorded:

Even though I was very upset about this incident, it may
turn out to be an important turning point in our relation-
ip....I am going to have to work with him on organization
d follow through.

The groucs first meeting took place in early November, and the field

agent\helped them 'to catch up' by asking the principal to distribute vies

of the curriculum improvement inventory ahead of time. She then put their

responses to the influential factors section of it on newsprint so they

could begin discussing them. The meeting went yew well, and the agent was

.pleased?and surprised to note that there was considerable agreement in their

individually written responses to what they thought was the lain problem in

reSdkng.
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Problem Identification. The Northeast field agent propelled

the groups through this phase by conducting a state-wide conference for all
.

four sites in mid-November 1976. Coming at a point in the process when

each group had met once or twice, the all-day meeting sted their initial

.entflOsiasm, connected them to Abe larger effort" of t it involvement in

a state- and national-level project, and grounded them n some techniques

for defining curricular Problems. Reporting how the state-wiqp conference

had gone, the field agent was very enthusiastic:

This day was an outstanding success! It served as a team
building session for both the school,groups and the total
group, as a trpining shssion in problem definition.. -.and as
a work session where school teams riadh progress on their
own work.

Bridgetown had already wdrked on defining their main problem by

using a worksheet with existing state and desired state categories before

going to the state-wide conference. Having diveloped rough problem state-

ment at the conference, what remained for them was to refine it, which they

did at their Decemberieeting. They then decided to get reactions to their

problem statement by distributing it to the whole Bridge own faculty. TO

energize a "draggy" group "meeting'd out" and fatigued from

the field agent schedulediet.fullIdmy retreat, away from the

concerns, for developing a final problem statement that idcorpor

oliday actipit

work-a-day

ed

responses to their draft, selecting criteria for a suitable program
« _.,/'

involving parents,.whose participatibn by this time had become negli

lty

This all-day meetingfteld in late'January 1977, resulted in inaZ

problem statement. A good start was made on selecting program criteria

through the use of a curriculum, analyzer activity calling for them to list

their preferred attributes of a good reading program and to share these

individual assessments with others in the group. The agent noted that

this activity sti excellent discussion of many of the issues. One-page

program description\S and sample materials were distributed to group members,

who were aske41 to pair off and examine one program in depth according to the

curriculum analyzer so they could report to thd whole group by the net

meeting.
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Pior:Jefferson, the state -wide conference provided the group4Oth

the groundwork that enabled th eir relatively speedy resolution of the problem

identification phase. They had developed a survey and distributed it at

the parents open house. At their November meeting, they examined the

results, most of which were positive and supportive. The field agent

suggested they use the results of the teacher survey to try fp develo

problem statement, all the while keeping student outcomes in mind. i

,proved -to'be a difficult and frustrating task boa them, but the oup managed

to produce a list of problmis that existed. Not feeling good bout the way

the meeting had gone, the agent*sought the principal's suppo and advice.

Be suggested hat she mail copies of the generated list of poblems to groupthat

members .&o the uld think about them before the next meeting. This idea

proved to be a good one. Using the problem statement worksheet from the 1

statewide conference, the agent guided the group through the problem

statement prqcess.at their next meeting in December. They were prepared fa .

,

it, engaged in the task readily, and accomplished the work. The field agent

had anticipated their success and Opened a bottle of wine which she had.
.

brought to celebrate the elent. ti

Program Selection. The field agent worked steadily with' her sites to

encobrage them to look objectively and syematically at various programs

before making a choice. At Bridgetown, when the group had difficulty

responding directly to her call for selection criteria, she conducted a

discussion of several reports on programs reviewed by pairs and listed what

appeared to her to be implicit requirements. she then pres'entedithis list.as

the beginnings of a set of selection criteria; the grdup ratified it and

added other possibilities.

The group pushed for seeing programs in action right away, having

discarded several on the basis of their analyses of program materiala.

Concerned that they 'didn't know what they need to know," the field agent,

aided t hem in developing an observation checklist to be used on site, and

suggested that they complete it before the next group meeting. She arranged

site visits to other schools, to observe the two "finalist" programs, and.

accompanied selected members on one of the trips. When visits we=e completed,

she condUCted h lengthy meeting in 'which the pros and cons of each program

were listed by the group and recorded on newsprint, a poll was taken, and the

result,was unanimous for one of them. In May 1977 a final vote was taken,'
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with three other teachers who had made site visits sitting in on the group

meeting. Once again, the vote was unanimous for ratifying their first

choice. '

In early'January 1977 the*Jefferson planning group identified criteria

for a suitable program and began to examine program descriptions with the use

of the curriculure'analyzer, to which the field agent had added some,cate-

gories. Said the agent:

4
The curriculum analyzer activity has never failed to
produce a stimulating discussion of what people think
are important elements in a curriculum* People were
really involved, anxious to share their answers and
to hear others, eager to discuss implications. I

played a. minimal facilitation role, which probably
Helped to get things going and to probe areas that
could have gotten glossed over.

The field agent coordinated a plan for pairs to examine program descriptions

th

and r port on their observations to the 4hole grout by comparing the programs

with e group's criteria. L.,

' After six .programs had been reviewed, and three eliminated, the

agent suggested the addition of another for consideration.. She delivered

actual program materials to the group for study before the next lipup

meeting, and reproduced copies of their probl em statement so they could
.A1

.look at the programs with that as a- frame of reference,- The principal

suggested a meeting "so the grouprcoild plan the school visits. I don't want

them to just look around. They should know what they're looking for and

maybe we should develop an observation instrumerft." The agent suggested that

he conduct this portionon of the meeting, while she wrote ideas op newsprint,

An arrangement that worked well and'resulted, in a good, categorized list._

The field agent made arrangements for the group to visit three

programi in action, and also had prepared a program visit report form for

their use. The group elected to takk non -group memberi.Of the faculty

with them on the visits, a move described bythe agent as a "good, first

step toward communication with the rese.of the faculty and a means of building

support as they go along." She accompanied the group on one of the visits

as well. After the visits,, one program was dropped from consideration,

the second was analyzed in a discussion of pros and cons led by field agent,

and the third was thought to require more visits by others. The field

agent was asked to make a presentation to the entire faculty on the two
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contending programs because she was "objective and had no ax to grind. Also,

as an outSider, she could catch flak." The agent says:

I presented each program in a pretty straightforward manner.
There were some questions after each and then more after_I
had finished both. I posted newsprint sheets so t they
all could see both programs' features side by side Mostly
this was an informatiofi-gathering meeting for the faculty.
I got no clear indication from them for one program 'or the
ether..

When several people started discussing a trial run of one program,

with the idea that they could drop it if it did not work out right away, the

field agent took a strong stande

You should give your choice a real shot. Though 'you.can
drop it at a suitable time you shouldn't go into it with
the idea that you can get out pretty quickly. And unless
I hear A lot of enthusiasm for the program, I would recom-
mend not choosing it because it is a difficult program
and different from what the rest of the district is using.

The planning group polled teachers later on the two programs.

At their meeting.in May, with the poll results heavily in favor of the

"difficult" program, the group began talking about training and implementa-
4

tion of it. The field agent asked if they were choosing this program, and

everyone said yes. The principal added, "It'looks like a mandate to me."

Training and Implementation.. The Northeast field Agent played

a key role atlooth_sites in negotiating adequate district commitment to the

program implementation with the central offl.ce. At Bridgetown, she was

designated by the school people as their representative to meet with the

assistant superintendent to barge for district funds to support training

costs of teachers' pay and maters s. At Jefferson, she and the principal '

met with the superintendent) the agent deserves the credit for obtaining a

commitment of $1200 to support the training effort (where there had been no

allotment previously). She was firm in her approac h and well informed on

district financial problems, but most of all, direct in saying what she

expected in funding as an expression of district c ommitment to the program.

She-reporte4:

I am thrilled at the results of this meetings The principal'
is too, and I think he's giving me a certain amount of credit
for it.

fn addition to, getting district financial commitments, the field

agent worked with the groups at both sites to sketch out elements of the
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I
implementation plan for use during the coming year.

session, which occurred in latq August 1977 and was

town and 19 Jefferson school people, as well as two

and the project's "linker support specialist." She

She arranged the training

attended by 10 Bridge- ,

representatives frbm NIE

attended the full-week

session as observer/re'corder, writing copious qices of what was done, and

focusing particularly on, areas that would call foi preparation-before imple-

mentation and on issues relating to the. program's intersection with the rest

of the school curriculum and staff.

She described her own role:

. I foundtAt wearing to be in a linking position this week.
I was answering to a number of people: all of the teachers
with their complaints' and insecurities, the administrators

\
from the schools, the NIE folks and the trainer. It was

difficult to be in a position o avi g to troubleshoRt
for so many little problems and r eiv none of the benefits.
That is, all of the glory went to the.trainer; all of the
complaints and problems came to .

t
,

.

.At Bridgetown, implementation proceeded fairly smoothly, with a

few ripples from the 'Title I d ector, who was feeling left out. ,/t was

left to the field agent to remi her of her dedision to appoint_a Title

I, teacher to represent her on the planning committee, and to calm her

by instituting regular update meetings with her. In addition, the agent

met monthly with,the prinapal to ptep him apprised of the new adoption:

Two days gere scheduled for field agent interviews with teachers regarding

their-concerns an-defier:gee the year, so tAat they Could be compared

,with. interview data obtained at the outset of the'project. The field agent

met with a slimmed downy plan g group about once a month to monitor the

implementation and correN:an emerging problems.

At Jefferson, impleme tion was interrupted by a breakdown,in

teachers'. contract negotiations in early September and a strike that followed

soon after. There was great bitterness between, teachers and the community,

during which time the Jefferson principal showed his colors in a strong

demonstration of his support and empathy w- ith his staff. Much hugging

took place on his doorstep at strike's end as teachers returned from their

, defeat at the hands of the community. Curiousl', the teachers rallied and

plunged into implementation of the-new, and needless to say, deminding ;

program.
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Implementation of the new program proceeded, and the principal

reported getting good comments from parents who were already seeing a differ-

ence in their children's reading behavior at home. The agent met monthly

with the planning,group to monitor the program, and they developed a plah for

evaluation anddfor informing parents more specifically about the pr ogram.

She wrote an article describing ity which appeared in the local newspaper,

and drafted a letter for the principal's signature that, along with copies of

the article, was sent out to parents.

Follow-up training was held at Bridgetown in late'January 1978 in

an,all-day worksho.ht the public library. The field agent believed the

workshop answered some of the questions teachers had and eased their frustra-

tions. In late March the ag ent met with five teachers to give them positive

feedback and discuss ways of helping.

Meantime, the field agent met regularly with the planning group

and decided on an evaluation plan that included examination of student
'Nor.

papers, student interviews,, and parent and teacher surveys: The agent

created the student survey herself, adapted a parent survey used else0erei

and worked with the principal in developing the teacher survey, all of

which were to be conducted in May 1978.

The field agent arranged a two-dak advanced training workshop in late

-June for nine BridgetOwn teachers and three administrators. She characterized

1-t- is "pleasant, upbeat, .for everyone," commenting on the skill of the

o trainer and the fact that it was a good time to review the first year

of implementation and solve those problems before starting the second.
.

At Jef fersob a curriculum planning day in-January 1978 was given over

to an all -day session on the new program so that people could make suggestions

for the next year. Follow-up training was arrang d for at r n-January at a
I

parent's home. In addition to the content assist nce ovid the agent
_

t

observed that it offered a much-needed social occ sion, inclu ing a pleasant

dinner. In February the agent arranged for a Bri etown teac er to visit

"Jefferson to share her expeciencext in the program d offer h p. The agent's

meetings with the planning group resulted in the decision to conduct surveys

of students (developed by the agent), teachers (developed by the agent and

, principal), and parents (adapted by the agent from one used elsewhere). In

addition, achievement test were scheduled to be administered at the end of
1.

April, and a final report to the school committee was prepared for the'June

meeting. . --
,
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The field agent planned and conduSed a state-wide conference

in'June 1978 for sharing what the four.school sites in the state had accom-

N plished during their first year of implementation. She planned an interest-

ing comparatAve activity, which involved their filling out an inventory yd

how curriculum change takes ?lace in their district, if and how people are

involved, how satisfied they are with the process, anB so on. After aitsguss-

i;g the results in the group, she then produced the same inventory, which

they had completed at the first state-wide conference in NoQember 1976 (and

hadn't remembered filling out before) and compared the results:

The discrepancy whs enormous. It was wonderful! Whereas
before they'd filled out low invoivement, lbw satisfaction,
etc., this time around everything was marked'high, and
'people said terrific things about how involved they felt.

Disengagement. The Noithearit field agent began the process of

disengagement in the fall of1978 when she started to pull back visibly

from eachtif the sites. At Bridgetown, she met with the planning group

in September to talk about goals for the year. The group decided to disband,

and the agent began meeting monthly with the district reading coordinator

to check on progress, discuss parent involvement, and.plan.dissemination

activities. She
I"
also met regularly with the new assistant superintendent

to talk about further diffusion, by school building, of the program. -She

program had already started to spread when teachers gave district presenta-
ha . 44

tions the previous year, which resulted in teachers from other schools

getting trained in implementing the program. Parent involvement remained

thin at Bridgetown, and the field agent'i efforts to get the school to

mount a full-fledged evaluation of the program met with resistance.

The program itself was running well ("things are in pretty good

Shape, they're taking care of things," she reported) with minimal assistance

needed. The agent encouraged two members of the staff to give a presentation

at an urban conference sponsor-gni-her agency and said they did a pretty

good job of it, but have not responded to her other efforts to disseminate

information about their experiences with the program. .In-June she pre red

a final report for the assistant superintendent and administrators, in

which she gave a history of the project and summed up what had resulted so

far. This report constituted a farewell, and a signal for 'the end of her

159 '7
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involvement there. She noted that she felt con dent of the program's'sta-

bility in the school and added that the only ing missing was good eyalu-

ation data and a more co opolitan approach to dissemination activities.-,

slavAt'Jefferson the fi d agent continued to meet regularly with the
. .

.... planning group and together they achieved more than Bridgetown did in the

way of evaluation and dissemination, both of which the agent considered to

be.a real part of the disengagemett phase. They worked on implementation

problems and recruited parents to volunteer help in the program. The field

agent was most impressed by the-Jefferson group's strong interest in disown-

'nation, which was marked by their, presentation at a reading conference, and,

most especially, by their readiness to train some of their teachers to be

trainers for the new program.

The field agent, having worked so closely with the principal through-

out the project, selected him as the likely candidate for continuing where

she left off. Part of her work that year, then, involved helping him to

°organize for taking over the details of keeping the program in good running

order. As with Bridgetown, the agent prepared a final reports for the admin-

istrators that summarized the project and its achievements and served as a
.

goodbye to them. She left this site with very good feelings about the

program's place in the school and predicted that it would live a long,life.

Effects of the Field Agent's Role

Th'field agent felt that her involveinent with the sites had resulted

in mostly positive effects on the schools, including: improved reading

achievement scores, an increase in teachers' knowledgeability about reading,4

4.

a commitment to the adopted programs, improved self-imoges fdr the participants,,

an improved image for the schools in the eyes of dietrict adm inistratois and

parents, an Inclination to use similar pfoblem-solving processes to address

other issues, and (in three orthe four sites) greater cohesiveness, with

teachers and principals working together as units.
4 %-

Regarding the effects of her role on her own personal and professional

development/ the field agent listed these ccmments:
.

I.think I've grown as a consultant and have 1 arned more about
long-term consulting in organizations. My se f -confidence as A.

consultant has:increased.

I learned a great deal about schools and about reading apd
language arts.

160 1 7C,
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Chad the opportunity to operate my own project relatively autonomously
and to succeed in it. I think I proved my worth to the agency and
pave since been given numerous opportunities to be on panels, to
do.Werkshops, to become a project director, to manage proposal- writing
efforts both inside and outside of the agency. '

I really like the work and the intent to work over a long period of
time with school people. It was very satisfying to me.

I learned more about the National Institute of Education and
tpderal programs, and'had the opportunity to "represent" field
agents at an NIE planning meeting.

I have had the opportunity to share my learnings throUgh workshops
in other states,. through American Educational Research Association -N....I

presentations, and through presentations at the Dissemination Forum.

When asked what was most stressful about the field agent role for

her, the field agent,replied that there were two types of stress: (1) at

times she felt isolated, ISOLA part of either the agency or the sites, and

(2) she was tense fling the transitions between stages of her work, when her

role hadcto change as a result of moving into a new phase.
fla

She noted that "this was ome of the best 4jobs in the agency, because

I had autono4 in my work, independence in determining my -role." At the s

time, though, she points out that "this kind of field position carries no

power. It's really a steppingstone' to eihigher-level job."

C
Epilogue

/ Oft

The case of the Northeast field agent provides a vivid description of 7

the variety of roles that field agents might be called upon to perform,

including most of the roles listed in our original survey questionnaire.
.

Most importantly, she berved as a process helper, retource person, dnd

coordinator. These roles were most evident during the initial stages of each

site's participation in the project. However, unlike most field agents in

the R6D program, he Northeast field agent also made a successful transition

eto a new role d tnition wren the task of leading sites through the process

of problem identifiCation and program selection was' completed. Thus,,her

role ih the second and.third years of the project included a heavy emphasis

on facilitating program implementation and elping to design and conduct
.

program evaluations. ,

(°-
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The case also pro ides ample evidence of events which AllOwed the

. agent to affect the-course .oechange in bothIiridgetown and Jefferson, and
.

bow her b4n4c roles were tailored to specific needs at specific times in the
.

.
.

two schools. For example, differentiated responses to unique school settings
......

are exemplified by the agent's proposal of a full-day "retreat" to motivate a

disinterested group at Bridgetown, and the agent's strong stand regarding a

short trial ,implementation period in Jefferson. Theip..represent not general

roles, but rather the more instinctual actions of an experienced facilitator

.--to ensure that the change process does not get off target or come to a

standstill. In sum, the data from the case suggest that the agent may have

as great an impact by, being on-the-spot with a good idea at the point when

decisions ate being made, as by baying a mell-worked through set of general

strategies which guide the broader outlines of her role and activities....-

The roles which the field agent adopted were conditioned, in part, by

her own bpc19round and training. Unlike most agents in bhg,,Rarprogram, the

Northeast field agent had'no teaching experience and no particular expertise

in basic skills instruction. She-was, instead, a specialist in organization
--

development. Thus, her role was heavily process-oriented, even in the second

and third year-s. She was never viewed as a content specialist.

During the first year, the field agent's role definition was based,
it

.

in large part, on her understanding of the project's expectations as set down

in formal:iocumentst At the outset of the project, the Northeast agent

designed her role, based on the guidelines contained in the proposal and,

later, on the milestones as they were formulated, and opeiW1 quite inde-,

peridently.' For a brief period, following the adoption of a program in each

site, heruole was more iguous and she felt some related anxiety, especially

since she had a full- me position to fill. She compensated for the lack of

a formal role defini ion.hy negotiating a new set of functions with personnel

from the sites. Thus, site personnel Were instrumental in shaping her sole

during the.second and third years of the project.

The field agent valued support from the project director,'her own

supervisor,

. "viduals exe

discussions

(
and other agency staff quite highly, yet none of these indi-

cted a major influence on her roles and activities'. Instead, her

with these individdals served mostly to clarify her own ideas.

Althargh another person night suggest some way of resolving a particular

pr&lem, the field agent was largely responsible for defining her/ownorole
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Awithin, of cdgse, thraneral project guidelines) . Ole, fiVA agent found

.

1160 " ,..., _

the tr aining.provided by the project extremely useful,
.

particularly aq it.4 / ,. .

hel to fill. in the Valls- in her oknowledge of reading (instruction. powtr ,

.
she particularly valued ehi sessions in Which field agents shared ideal and

_wt. -
P -! f .. ...

discussed 'pp lens among ttfsmselves. ' -

The. field agent's ineePendence-in designing her role.wassbased,

part, on the marginal nabdre of her pbsitio6, but also on her own tendency to

be self-reliant. While she.mentioned marginality as a source ofd job stress,,

she Was, also pleaded to have been given "the opportunity to operate my oval

project relatively autonomously and to succeed at it." Her marginality

via -a-vis the local sited,was also helpful, though it as a diaicult posi-

tion ebmaintain while also dehloping a close, collaborative relatioeship.
1 '

To one site .dministzator she was the 'objective Udder ," while to another .

4 a ../....

she Vas "not really an outsider anymore.'" -.In the 1 tter site, being too much ,.

r-OT" bn " insider." -made her ineffective in
4

ce rtt airi.eroles where the, client's
. ,

. .

percept ion .of ;objectivity was important. ;
,

.

. , .

.t In Nmmary, the field tLgent's interpersonal relabionshipd with . .4. ,-

;aembers of .the project supporit 'structure and with site personnel had Consider-
.

-.

_ aht bearine on her performande.,asa field inent i while her t3veralL1 strategies

were similar at Beth sites, het 'ape' cific.ectivi were, tailored and often.
,.0.

. , . A . ,. . . . ..,

spontanedus. In this case; it was the' agent's ingness , to .condi t ion her
., . .

behaVror to theevolving circumstaSbes a t eacti site that modt profOundly

e

affected her performance,... _
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CHAPTER NOTES

1. These categories were synthesized by the case study researcher upon hearing

the field agent discuss her roles. They, are based on categdrieq described

by Crandall (1077) as well as categories used in Abt As'Soclakes' survey

instruments.
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CHAPTER 9

REFLECTIONS ON FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE
DESIGNAND MANAGEMENT OF FIELD AGENT ROLES

S

The analyses and cases presented in previqus chapters have covered

much ground. Many relationships have been explored, bOth through statistical

analysis and through emote holistic examination of the experiences of a few

agents. The report, began witka claim that our objective was to contribute

to some degree to an improved understanding with regard to the effective :

management of field agents in education, and also to advance current theories/

about the boundary-spanning role. ;n order to reach either of these objectives,

it is necessary to step back from the complexities of our data and reflect on

, our findings in a more simplified form.

In this chapter, we first summarize our major findingryand from these

derive a tentative schema for predicting the job attitudes, behavior, and

effectiveness of educational field agents. We then point oat some of the

lications of this schema for the design and management of field agent

roles. In keeping with the exploratory nature. of this study our conclusions

sometiles go beyond the statistical findings. In some instances, we have

dared, to be speculitive; but, in general, our conclusions are based on the

accumulated evidence of not only the statistical. analyses, but. also extensive

qualitative data from case studies and interviews. Still, our conclusions

should not be taken as prescriptions for theadesign and management of field

agent roles, but rather as points to be considered both in managing such

role& and conducting further research.

Summary of Findings and Interpretations

,

Before teginnleg the summary, we should review the variable domains

covered in this volume, starting with the thgee categories of outcomes:

job-related attiter, roles and activities, and field agent effectiveness.

Job-related attitudes of the educational field agents have been a

man focus throughout this volume. These include the agents' satisfaction
v

with their jobs, their feelings pf efficacy (i.e., the extent to which they

;eel that site outcomes were dependent on their efforts), and their feelings

of job stress or role conflibt.

4 '
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P e .. ,
The second category of outcomes is the extent to which the field

agents performed certain roles and activities often attributed to external
;

change agents add others in boundary-spanning positions. Althoughpe started
A

with a longer list of roles and activities, we discovered through factor

analysis that several field agent functions. accounted foryst....of the differ-

ences among field, agents in our sample. The roles examined in subsequent

analyses include program change expert, content specialist, and gneralist-

coordinator. The activity tegories are boundary-spanning activities,

budget management, acLivitie with teachers, and professional develdpment.

The final category of outcomes includes measures of field agent
..

effectiveness. Thele include the field agents' perceptions of program success
'

-the site level (i.e., the extent to which school personnel regard the

program as a success), the agents' pyceptions of the quality of local
.. . .....

,. _

decisions and problem-solving activities (site performance), and the refponses

of teachers and principals concerning satisfaction with both their own field 11

agents and the problem-solving process through which these agents led them.

I,
.

Current madagement and role theory suggest that these outcomes might be

influenced by a variety of independent variable groups, many of which
,..

. . 0
' were examined in this report. _These include the following:

ir

Personal characteristics of field agents, including ice,
. sex, teaching experience, skills, and the extent to which

they regard themselves as innovative;
.

the design of the field agent position, esgegially the per-
centage of time committed to the job, the extent of formal-
ization of the positilon--for example, through wzittpn job

descriptions- -and positioning of the field agent with
respect to the pro ect, the host organization, and the
client schools (marginalitgp .,

(

characteristics of the training given to field agents, in-

cluding the total amount of training received, the perceived
usefulness of the aining,ithe appropriateness of the amounttikl
of training received n various categories, and the timeli-
ness of the training;

.
.

the degree of support given to the field agents,hy super7
visors and colleaghs, and the'degree to which these indi-
viduals influenced the field aghnts' role perfOrmanc4; '

the field agents' perspectives on change - -i.e !, whether
tthey believe that political systems, individual incen-
tives,or the sdcial structure of. the schools best explain
and condition theAoutcomes of school change effort's; and

. 44 .
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the characteristics of the field agents' relationships with sites,

including the field agents' influence over site activitief and
decisions, the foundations for their linfluence over the sites, and
the influence of site gdiinistratorsCn field agent activities and

'time allocations.

A tentative schematic representation of the

based on the findings in Shaptprs 3 through

This schema presents not only the direction

relationships among these variables,

8, is presented in Figure 9-1.,

haves'of relationship# as we ha

inferred them from the analysis, Out also the relative strength of these

relationships. Some of the important features of this schema are summarized

below for, each major outcome citegory.

Job-Related Attitudes. 'The most important piedictor of job-feIated

attitudes is job design--and, within that category, the key fad(ors are

marginality and time commitment 46 'the field agent position. Higher levels

of commitment to the positron and higher levels of marginality tend to reduce -

1

job stress for field agents. The support system developed by the project and

host organization is also related job attitudes, particularly levels of

job stress, but it was found that an active support system--for example,

higher levels of support and influence fro .the project director--tends to
1 . .

increase indicators of stress rather than relieving them. In other words, an

active support system for a field agent is also one that, involves multiple

significant role partners making relidemands upon the igint. Oar and more

experienced agents appear be able to cope, since they.report lower levels

of job stress. In

j6b,stress, though

dition, training increases job satisfaction and reduces

negatively related to the agentss sense of efficacy^

The analysis,I Indicates that the simplest way of reducing job stress

and improving job satisfaction (is to employ more experienced individuals and

ensure that they do not identify too strongly. with any one organization in
AO.

the network. In addition, it may be importantt,to make sure that the field

agent support system is well coordinated--to reduce conflidting demanas4on

the agents--as well as responsive to the agents' Ornperceived needs.

Field Agent Holes and' Activities. What field agehts actually do in

carrying out their lots is also a function of a variety of factors. Two

influences on role enactment are ,motet critical: the support and influince

system set up by the.sponsoring organizations, and Ateinfluence and inter-

action of the field agents with key school-level administratipis who aot.as',

gatekeepeis in defining what thp agents will do iri their districts. In sum, .
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, . Figure 9-1

TENTATIVE SCHEMA 'FOR PREDICTING

JOB ATTITUDES, BEHAVIOR, AND EFrECTIVENESS OF FIELD AGENTS
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what agents do is primarily a function of the patterns of interpersonal

influence in which they are embedded. M4st notably, higher levels of influ-
. 4 *

ence from all major role partners--the project director, project e/aluator,
5

host supervisor, and site administrator--tend to lead to more extensive

performance ot 1poundery-spanning activities," i.e., those activities through
4 .

which the agent communicates both information and influence across organize-

tional boundaries. High levels of influence from the project staff tend to

lead to a greater emphasis upon the "program change expert" role, where the

agent is actively involved in assessing the match between site pioblems and .

innovticns, implementing those innovations, and.evaluating the outcomes.

COnxersely, high levels of influence from ple host supervisor lend to lead to

an emphasis on the less intrusive "content specialist" and "generalist-coOrd=

inator" roles.

Another veaimportaat finding is that agents with high local margin-

ality are less likely- -to adopt the program change expert role and also less

likely to engage in boundary-spanning activities. If we interpret high local

marginality as low affiliation with the local hbst organization, this may in-

dicate the need fox a firm local base for boundary-spanning

Olde and more experienced field agents are less likely than other .

agents to engage ih boundary-spanning activities, wt)ich max also explain k

their tendendk to experience less job stress. The more geld agents engage

in boundary-spanning activities, the more role conflict they perceive.

Just as important as the above findings, however, is the theoretically

significant "null" finding that field agent roles and activitiesit lest es ,

we have measured them--have little bearing on other Outcomes for field'

agents, such as job satisfaction or sense of efficacy, or their client
r

effectiveness in sites.ii

Field Agent Effectiveness: In general, as we haveAust dbted, the

specific roles that field agents assume and the acti vities they perform have,

very limited impacts on measures of field agent effectemness--including

client Aatisfpction with the agent and the proc;ss, the agent's perceptions

of progra m'success, and the agent's assessment of the quality of,local sites

decisions and a ctivities. Muchmore important than the specifi6 rplis

performed by the agents are the general strategies that the agents adopt,

whips are reflective of their perspectives on change. For instance, a

political orientation,is particularly.egfective in increasing ploincipel

satisfaction, but has an opposite effect bn teachers. filth teachers, an
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overall strategy emphasizing individual needs and concerns tends to create a

more favorablq impression. The eercise of reward power and the legitimate

power pt field agents to preswite site behaviors has 4 positive effect on

success at the site level. Innovative field agent behavior has a positive

influence on program success, though it tends to lead to dissalfsfactitib

,among both teachers and principals.

Despite their critical importance, however, field agents tend not to

be explicitly aware of their overall strategieS for change. Unless forced to

.reflect upon their assumptions about how the change process proceeds in
: 1

schools, Most agents, in our experience, tend to act on intuition rather than

ibejtuse.they have some explicit game plan for dealing with a site. The

relative importance of perspectives for the agents' effectiveness with "

clients suggests that agents would profit from a support system that requires

them to clarify the assumptions and the strategies that underlie their
.

intuitively arrived .at_behavior patternsDur suggestion fs not that agents

should give up their knowledge about how best to respond to,clients in

particular settings. Rather, it may be important to urge the agents to stand

back fromthdir own behaviors and to determine how those behaviors either do
.

or do not add up to a pfrategy.that will be effective with the group they are
Nih

tryihg.to iniluence.
11%

Implications for the Design and Management of Agent Roles

Selecting Agents. The discussfOn presented in the above chapters

indicates that current data do not support a *science of selection* for the
. ,

field agent role. The only personal characteristics of agAts that emerge

as significant are agent experience, and innovativeness. :It is clear that

managers of field agenti should pike care not to put individdals ;.,iho are

highly innovative- -i.e., creative, inquiring, fdependent, eti..--into this

type of role. These individuals find a role that is *behind tfie Scenes", and

low profile to be a burden, and they tend also to annoy their clients..

Older and mote experienced persons are, on the one hand, easier to manage

because of their low 'job stress, but on the other hand", they are also less
.

likely to perform central boundar-spanning activities. Thes: individuals

may be successful in relating schools with high levels of internal support,,,. .

Or. '

and key internal change agents thong the district administrative staff, but

they will have limitations in other Settings. On the Whole"t appears that

171 :.
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many different types of individuals can move into a field agent position and
7 r

survive--even prosper--and do somet,good for their clients. .

104, aeducing.Job Stress. The sourcejf job stress for educational field

agents are, apparently, numerous., Mariy features of job design and client

relationshipp.whickmight be thought of as stress reducers are, in fact,

positively correlated with stress. For example, for a manager of field

agents to eliminate role conflict is, from our analysis, virtually impossible:

the more the agent behaves as a boundary spanner, the higher his or her role

conflict will be. More importantly, however, job stress is not necessarily

dysfunctional to job performarice. While this may not mean that managers

should ceaseito worry about stress, it does imply that /e may have placed too

e,
much emphasis on the negative

.

aspects of role conflict for agents. For some

people, the conflicts inheren t in the field agent job may be invigorating. s

Marginality by Design. Marginality--the exe ch
.

perceive themselves as not belonging to any one organization in the project

network--may be regarded as a positive feature of-the job. Insofar as

marginality is within the control of the manager,, :c)f the agent, considerable,

attention should be paid to ways of fostering-
Pa

balance between the a rent

need to have a secure local base in order Co carry out higher initiati e

roles and ctivities, and the equally important need to maintain identification

with the laarger, nonlocal organivition and goals. Marginality is, generally,
1

'good" for the individual agent--it reduces job stress in significant ways.

The, primary seal) in which the organization can influence marginality is by

locating the agent in a hospitable host, and by ensuring that the agent has a

local supervisor who takes an interest in the agent role.

The Paradox of Suppogt. The greater the lever of support from

larger numbers of role Rartners, the greater the tendency for agents to

141age in important boundary-spanning activities. Nevertheless, high levels

of suppdrt can also increase role conflict and pay eren4Sesult in annoyance

with the support system as a whole. She delicate job of'field agent manage-

tient is to.know just how much support is needed. It is important that the

level of support be responsive to the agent's needs to feel included in

the.larger orianillation and to have resources to turn to,for advice. However,-

this mist occur withoUt greatly increasing.the burdens of communication and

reporting such that the agent.feels overwhelmed with paper work. Nor should

this, support unnecessarily, increase the conflicting, demands of role partners.
/
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There are no easy solutions, except to note that too little communication and

support can be extremely debilitating to the agent, particularly at the host

organization level, but too much can have equally negative effects in terms

of role overload.

('
Learning by Doing. The data examined in this volume confi rm the

exploratory Ianalysis in Louis nd Sieber (1979), wh ich emphasized the tendency

for poorly defined roles, such as that of a field agent, to be learned

through a trial -'and- error process. The data presented here, and additional

qualitative materials, indicate that formal training has little impact upon

agents' role performance while 'tricks of the Made," which can be-shared

with peers at the appropriate point in a problem-solving setting, are one of

the few mechanisms for transmitting the craft.

Learning-by-doing implies that clients have a great influence over

what the agent finally acquires as a set of craft skills. In this demonstra-

tion program, neither agents nor their supervisors had the opportunity to

consider whether individual agents were obtaining an appropriate mix of.
. 1

clients to facilitate their own role developm ent. A manager faced with a

more rational job design situation, however, should view the allocation of

clients to agents as a decision process rather than a random one. Thus, new

agents, or experienced staff members who are making a transition into the

field agent role, might be assigned to clients who can ease them into a range

of activities and roles. This might well help to ease the job stress and

role "burnout" described by the two agents in Chapter 4.

' Agent Influence and Power. The issue 4)f influe'nce in a field agent

role is always a delicate one. Most field agents refuse to acknowledge

their role as change, agents, and often claim they do nothing other'than what

they are 3t4p. to do by their clients. 'Indeed, we find that agents who
, .

perceive themselves as Paving 1pjltimate sources of influence, or the power

to command clients, are generally less effective. The agent must exercise
.

...,influence in subtle ways.
I.

Influence is still important, however. Influence affects both

the quality of the problem-.solving process that sites go thro
lu

gh, and also

thedegfee to which the sites actually implement a significant organization-

al change program (Louis, ;1180; Louis, Rosenblum. d Molitor, 1981}., On the
sr

basis of our other analyses, we te nd to discredi the value of a field arnt

who is only responsive to client demand::
. ,
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Perhaps some of the most effective agents that we observed were quite intru-

sive at various points in the client's probleth-solving process--calling

meetings, organizing or stfucturing agendas, suggesting the need to make a

decision. What they generally did not do, however, was to define appropriate

decisions--that is, by exerci ing their own creativity. This they left to

the client organizations.

Perspectives on Change. Agents are the products of their own back-
.

grounds and training. As'noted'in Chapter 2, the agents in this study tended

to be professkionsi educators, and the perspectives which theierought to

their new roles were heavily dosed with the individualist orientation and.

humanistic psychology-which pervade the curriculum in schools of education.

While this orientation may well have made it easier for the agents to

relate to their colleagues, it also prevented them from seeing the school

system as a system of influence and power. Many of the agentsrfailed

to deal effectively with organizational gatekeepers. Pew. took the dir,ct
t
route of confronting differences in expectations head-on, and working them

out or terminating the relationship.

The data suggest that agents should be taught the value of the

political perspective on change--how organizations work as systems. of power

and influence, and how this can have positive and negative effects on a

change program. Those agents who could adopt such a perspective were parti-

cularly successful in gaining the support of principals, the ultimate key to

school-level change. .

.....,.."

Agents and Individualization. Current change theory suggests that

effective change strategies are contingent. pat works wellowith one type

,.of organization or school may be ineffective with another. Agents, in
.. .

1111

.inte, ws, constantly stressed the degree to which they tailored 61e-ix

.

activ les to sites. Overall, however, our data do not suggest high levels
. %.

.

of individualization: variance between agents is greater than variation in

an individual agent's behavior across sites.'

We believe that both the agents and the data presented in these

chapters are correct.i0.Agents probably do tailor their activities, and

make constant adjustments.in their preferred strategies in order to ac-

count for local vdriations in'capabilities, inclinations, and schedules.

However, there are two more idtpoitaiii dui overrkiding sets of varia bles

which constrain individualization. We have already mentioned the power
- /

.
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110
of agent perspectives--perspectives that do not affect the behaviors we

q

have measured here, but which probably do condition the contingent choices

of behavior at the client site. In addition, it should be noted that proj-

ect design features Affect the agents' ability to carry out even their own

preferred strategies., Project design and overall management have, in fact,

significant impacts on.how clients view the field agent and the degree to

which they respond to field agent intetvention.

The impact of project design and ianagement upon,the overall func-

tioning of the project and upon success at the school level is the topic

of another report (Rosenblum and Louis, 1981). However, it is important

to note that the analysis in this report reached similar conclusions from

a very different set of data sourceA, namely that client school reactions

to a field agent are as much a function of the organizational setting that

surrounds the individual agent as of his or her behavior. This does not,

of course, imply that policy and management should ignore the question of

what tactics are most appropriate for 'educational field agents, but only

that the organizational and political realities of the field agent role

should be given equal attention.
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4, ... 1
. A Survey of Linking Agents and Facilitators

.. %. .
June, 1978

in conjunction with the Study of the R&D Utilization Program
, .

NY

General Instructions
. .

1 Please complete this su rvey concerning your activities and relationships as an ROU ~inking nu
facilititor. For those of you who do not devote 100% of your time to an ROU project, is means
answering these questions only with respect to that peg of yOur work experience which is ceialted
to RDU.

R.

2. It is difficult to des' ign questions which capture the total essence of each possible situation. if you
have difficulty in answering any questions, please give us your best estimate or appraisal. We aiso
invite your comments and qualifications as you go along, either:in the margins or on a separate
sheet of paper.

3 'Although an identifying coda is used onhis survey, please be assured thatyour answers will be
strictly confidential. No individuals other than the research staff at Abt Associates will have access
to the completed surveys. ill reports that we compile ,will combine your answers with the answers
of others sd as to respect your privacy and the confidentiality of the data you have given us. Y Our

answers will be placed on a magnetic tape along with those 54 other respondents without yOur name.

Tke survey will take most respondents about 30 minutes to complete. When t ou are done, please
enclose the completed survey in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided and mail it
back to us by June 30, 1978.

Thank you very much for your c`ooperition!,

r

Ur

,

.
'II." . ...

k,

di

Karen Seashore Louis, Ph.D.
Principal investigator

Michael 8. Ka
Project Director

V
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I. YOUR PERCEPTIONS AND ATTITUDES ABOUT THE RN LINKING AGENT1.
FACILITATOR JOB

4
1. Linking agents do ;'variety of activities and play a variety of roles. One purpose of this survey,

is to identify some of these differences. Please briefly deicribe your -job as an RDU
facilitator What do you do?

2. Is there a written jobidescription for you as an RDU firiker/facilitatdr7

Yes No (If no, skip to question 8)

3. Did this description exist when you we fired?

Yes No

4. Who etas responsible for writing your initial job description ,Please check as many as appiy.i

a. the RDU prOject director or evalutoi

b. the head of the organization in which your office is located

c. the immediate supervisor in your office (providing your imrNeciiate supervisor is not the
head of the,organization)

d. the sites that you are expected to work with

_e. yourself
f.either (please specify)'

5. Has the description been modified since you were hired?

Yes No (If no, skip to question 7)

How?

6. Who was responsible for modifying your job description?

az the RDU project director or evaluator T

thehead ofthe organization in which your office is located.

c. the immediate supervisor in your office (providing your kmmediate supervisor is not the
head of the organization)

,c1; the sites that you are working with

e. yourself

f. other (please specify)

1
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-f4.0 01.1.,.., 3w3 y e _ --,..-t, ,:selt-; ul.,21 +f',e" A 3* 3y currently do? Please circle the appropriate
number: . ,..

I. . - _--_--,_-.

Very lie:i falrly,-.4.14. -ctr..-4i.ately.. poorly '', very poorly
. 1

-
3 2 - 1...

ri,
4. z

\

*a6.)r, to what extent4did you find the job (please

m=1 MmImMTM.

dammboTm IIT INTTI

MmMmlli

TimMTim

boring

frustrating .
well defined

easy

uncertain

highly supervised

people oriented

behindthe-scenes

a

end you- (Phase check the appropriate line for each dimen
Jp-
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.. .5-515 frustrating_ well defined

easy

uncertain

i mOMme =1. .mTmmommmo. highly supervised.
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. .
10. There a're rrlan'y different perceptions pf what linking agents/factiitators should-do.

V IIP .
1, In your opinion, to 'what extent do (a) RDA) central pralect staff, (b) staff at the local

sites with whoin yop are working, and (c) you yourself expect 'that you should be per-
fOrming the following roles as 'a linking agent?

2. To what extent do'you actually perform these roles? , .

Pleaseinsert the appropriate respOnse code in each box.

5 st to a very great extent
4 =, to a great extent

+.3 to some extent
2 = to a little extent
1 not at all

:-
'

Potential Linking Agent Roles
-

1. Extent Of Expectations 2. Extent you
Actually Per-
form Role

(a) RDU Central
roject;Staff

,

(b) Local Site
Stiff .

li(c) tugeif ;

.
.

.
an observer/historian

-- an evaluator

- an expert in assessing the
match between innovations
and problems

- a resource person

- a process trainer

- a-program im.plemento( }
,

- a counselor or hand-holder

- a basic skills/career ed. or
inservice specialist .

- a conflict resolver
t

,- a coordinator

-- other
/

7 1
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4

Please late each of the listed tasks on the importance (in your opinion) of the
as an RDU linker, facilitator and the amount of time yOU spend doing the task
job related activities.

Importance: 3= very important
2= somewhat i ant
1= of little or no lmpo sance

a. Promoting or explaining the RDU program

b. Managing budgets

c. Writing reports/filling out forms

d. Arranging, designing or conducting wOrkshiops

e. Developing yourself professionally

f. Reading-materials about R&D products

g. Organizing, preparing and delivering materials

Time spent: 3= a great, deal
2= a moderate
1= little or no

h. Designing, administering and analyzing evalua
non materials

i. Observing teachers

s.
Meetingswith small planning groups at the sites

k. General meetings with site staff

I. Meetings with the RDU central project staff

m. Working with parents or volunteers

n. Traveling from site tb site

Working with individual teachttrs

Working with individual administrators

task to your job
relative to other

of time
amount of time
time

Importance
Amount Of
time spent.

El
E:]

TI

,

12. In your view; which comes first in an effective change process? (check one

_a change in how people feel about something (values)

_a change in what p'ple know about something (information)

_a change in how people act or behave (beheyior)

4 202



1. Please describe-your career goals for" five years from now. What would you like to b.e doing
(what kind of job would you like to have in five years)?

Instrilctions. Please rate your job as a ROU linkerjacilitator by circling the appropriate response for
each of the following questions:

14 To what extent do people aroundlyou -
have different opinions about-what
you should be doing?

15. To what extent do people around you
have different opinions about how you
should be doing your job?

16. To what extent are you clear about
what people Expect you to do on your

"N job?

17 To what extent are you-expected to do
more than you are able or have time to do?

18. To what extent do people make demands
of you that are outside your job description?

19. To what extent is progress at the site
level dependent upon your own efforts?

2.0.1 To what extent are rewards like pay in-
creases, bonuses and promotions based

"on how well you do your work?

21. To what extent d doing your job well
give you a feeling f personal satisfaction?

22. To what extent do you have to go through
"red tape" to get things done?

23. To what extent is each of the following
statements about your job as a linker/ ,

facilitator true?

a. I can learn hey things, new skills.

b. It has good chances for getting ahead.

c. It uses my skills and abilities lets me
do the things I can do best.

24. On the whole, towhat extent are you
satisfied with your present job? 1

To a,
very
great
extent

To a
grist

extent

To aTo some
extent ( little

extent

blot at
all

5c 4

5 4

3 2

3 2

5 4 3

4 3..

5 4 .- 3

5 4 '3

5 4 3

5 4 3

5 4' 3.

5 - 4 3.
5 4 3

5 4 a

4 35

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

,2

2

1

a

5
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25. In general, how do yOU feel about the knowledge base of available R&D outcomes or.products
that has Been, consolidated by your RDU project? Please rate the knowledge base on the follow
ing dimensions by circling the appropriate number.

a. appropriateness of the products for the
problems,identified at your sites

b. format of the product descriptions that
are available for review by the sites

c. completeness of information that is
included in the product descripii ns
(Is there enough informatio make
sound decisions?)

d. variety of different approaches to solve
a given problem at a site

e. range of costs or reduired investment its
purchase and.implemint the R&D products

f. ease with which the R&D products can
be acquired

g. availability of technical assistance, for
adapting -the product to the site

h. availability of technical assistance
for implementing or installing a
selected product

t i. OVERALL QUALITY of the know-
ledge base _

Excel-
lent

Good Adequate Poor Very n'
poor .

...

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2\-/*. 1

5 4 3
.

2 1 '

.0

5 4 3. 2 1

5 4 3 2 1 .

. 4 3 2 ' , 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 '1

26. Do you have any other comments about the R&D knoyvledge bate and its effect on your ability
to perform your role as a linking agent? (Please insert an.additional sheet if the space below is
not adequate.)

6
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RELATIONSHIPS WITI11;ifFIER INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS

s.

' '40

.

a

Types of Individualsa,.
-

0

27. In your tole as an R,DU linker/
- facilitator, how frequent is your

actual face-to-face, te one
and written interact it

';')the individuals Usti. ,low, and
how frequently would y'ou pre:
fel to interact with them? .

.[Phase Insert the auropriate
response code in edh box.)

28. How useful has interaction with
these types'of individuals been
in helping you perform your
linker/facilitator rote? .

(Reese insert the appropriate
respOrise code in each box.)

Fre.quency of Interaction

.
5

4 daily ;
3 w'weekly
2 - less thanweeldy but

t'least oncea month ..,

1 =-less than once a month
510 Sr never

,X not ap0114ble 4

'actual' inafarld

a

FACETO-FACE1 TELOHON

RDU Central Project Staff:

i. Project Director

pat Project Eva(Jator

c, Other
ipositionl-

Organization-in which your
off LC,8 is located; a

d..Stipervisor ,

e. Others in roles similar
to your own

f. Other
(POSStiOal

Linkers/Facilitators:
.4 g. Ip same project ,

I
On other RIM praojects

Others:

i,.Gontent experts

.1 j. Process experts

It.Other -
tovition)

I.

actual pralarra ;Ai rliferred

CD

a

7.` "

p

2 0 6

Usefulness of Interaction
Performing Linking Role

very' useful
- somewhat useful
- not very useful

-X - Trapplicabre no
nteraction

5'

O

411
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2,9:, The following set of three picture-questions are designed to determine where you see yourself
in relationship to the major groups ttfat you work with as a linker,'facilitatbr. In the pictures
below, the triangle represents your RPU central project pffice, the square represents the organza
tion or unit in which your office is located,.and the circle represents the typical site with which
ydu work. The small circles represent other people. For each of the three pictures, draw a small
circle Q to represent yourself anywherein the picture. For example, for any given picture
your circle (1) might be within either organizaiion, between the,two organizations, or some-
where in the space surrounding the two organdations:

a.

b.

c.

RDU central
project office

organizatiak
in which ,

your office
is located

local sites

8
206

0 0
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30. Please answer the following questions on the chart below:

1. How much influence do each of the following individuals or groups have on the nature of
your activities as an RDU Linker /Facilitator?

2. How much influence do each of the followingedividuals or groups have on the amount of
' time you'allocate to various RDU related activities?

3. How much feedback do you receive from the following individuals or groups abouit how
you are performing your job?

Please insert the appropriate response code in each box.

4 is a ,great deal
3 - a moderate amount
2 II a little
1 21 none x.

MM.

. , .
' Type of Individual or Group, 1. Influence on Ac

tivities Engaged In
Z. Influence on
Time Allocated

3. Amount of Feed
back Received ,

a, the director of your R&D Utilization Project

b. th ee<oali't.la ion Iirector of your R&D Utilize.
tion Project

C. your immediate supervisor in the organize-
tion in which your office is located

d. other staff members in the organization in
which you are located

,

e. other linkers

f. the administrators in the sites that you work
with

g. other specify) ,,,

.

rti
l'''

N.

i

/

,

A

. ,

1 _

-

,
-

1

17 1--,
1

'

'__.-J

ni
i

El
,--1
L____I

El
L-,)please

..
1

4. Looking back at the list above, now please circle the letter identifying the individual or group
who has the greatest influence on the way in which you carry out your job.

V
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31. Are there .any procedures for receiving formal job assessments or evaluations from your PEW
project directo?? h.

.: r-- 4 -.z.

a. Yes AO
. ---A-- *

b. If Yes: How`frequently do these occur?
of times per year

32. Are there any procacIures for receiving formal job assessments or evaluations from your super
.c.visor in the organizatiOri in which. your office is !prized?

*
No

\\a. _ Yes '__ ...o
b. If Yes: How frequently do thesir?

..; - # of times per year. ,..z . .

c. If No. Do other peOple it a pinilar level in this organization receive formal job assessments
or evaluations? 0

0, 4,_ Yes 17_, No
II

. 33. Does anyone else perform formal.job assessments or evaluations of your work?

a. _ Yes No

b. If Yes: Please specify the ifi dual's title and organizational affiliation

44.

,,
34. If feder al funding to support your linker illtator role were to be discontinued in the near II

future, how likely isot that the organization which your office is located v.tould attempt to
retain you?. they would definitely keep me on staff

they would prate* keepme on staff
it is uricler46thexher they would keep me on staff

they woultitry to keep me on staff, Out it is unlikely. that they would be able to fund a
position for me

they would be unlikely to keep me on staff

oo a ,*%

35. If federal funding to support your linker/facilitator role were to be discontinued in the near
future, how, likely is it that thcorganization irt which your office is located would continue to
engage in liriklog activities similar to those you now perform?.

they would definitely continue linking activities

they woolOcobably continue linking activities
it is unclear whether they would continua or discontinue linking activities

they,5vcitild probably discontinue linking activities

they would definitely discontinue linking activities
.1C

:208
s
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

I

38. What,,percentage of your working, time do tpu devote to RDU project activities?

37. What percentageof your salary comes from RDU project support?
a

38. How marry months have you been employed as an RDU linkedfacilitator?

39. With bow may sites do you presently work? sites

40. What is your year of birth?

months

41. What was the size of the community in which you spent the largest portion of your di up
to the, time you finished high school? (check one)

ayural area

a sntall town in the country

a spburban town near a city

a small city (less tha4i.100,000 people)

= a large city (More than 100,000 people)
.1.

42. in what state did you spend most of your early years through high school?
a

43. Please indicate your formal educational experience beyond high school.
.

I.

.

In:Arian and Lgiation

'
Field

. of
Study

Degree or
Certificate
Program

dlinEnrolle,

Degree ots
Certificate
Attained ,

.

a.
. . ...,, /

b.
.

.,

.

)
0

.
.

d.

. .
.

,

44. Describe any other formal training (workshops, preservice, in-service, etc.) you had prior to
your involvement with RDU which is relevant to your linking activities:

.

209a
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45,. Prior to ylur RDU experience, did yOu have work experience in any of thesenireas [give number
bf years; indicate "0" if none):

a. teaching

b. school administration/staff

c. district level administrStion/staff

d. state or regional educational' units
or associations

Number of Years

46. In the jobs you held before undertaking your current RDU responsibilities were you ever directly
involved with R&D outcomes.Prodycts, other linking activities, or other federally funded pro
grams?

a. R&D outcomes/products No _ Yes _]`Please describe

V

b. Other "linking" activities No_ Yes P-Please describe

c. Other federally funded programs No_ Yes_ P-Please describe

47. is the organization in which your office is located the same one in which'you were employed
immediately prior to undertaking your RDU linker/facilitator position?

No Yes

ar.

4a Briefly describe the 'job (position and acti itiei yOu held immediately 5re undertaking your
RDU responsibilities. If you still hol is jos in addition to your RDU responsibilities, please
check here_ and skip to queitio 4

-

12 42/
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49. Do you presently have responsibilities in the organization in which your office is located in
addition to those associated With your role as an RDU linker/facilitator?

No Yes Please describe

50 Please list the professional organizations to which you belong.

a. c.

b. d.

51. Is there anything else about your background or experience that has had a significant influence
on your approach to linkingifacilitating activities? Please. describe here and on additional
pages, if necessary).

1

I O

13
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APPENDIX B

LINKER SURVEY #2
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A Survey of Linking Agents and Facilitators
January, 1979

in conjunction with the Study of the R&D Utilization Program

This is the second of three surveys of LiAking Agents and Facilitators in
conjunction with,the Sttdy of the R and D Utilization Program (RDU). The
first survey concerned your activities, background and relationships as an
RDU linking agent/facilitator. This survey is composed of three parts.

. further perceptions of your role, activities and skills, linker/facilitator
strategies and assumptions about change, and the support and tretinIngd4hat nas
been provided to you in your linker/facilitator job. For those of you rho
do not devote 100% of your time to an RDU project, please answer the ques-
tions only with respect to that part of, your work which is related to U.

It Is difficult to design questions which capture tie tootal essence of each
possible situation. If you have difficulty in answering any questions, please
give us your best estimate or appraisal. We also invite your comments and
qualifications as you go along, either in the margins or on a separate saeet
of paper.

4
Although an identifying code is used on this survey, please be assured that
your answers will be strlictIy confidential. No individuals other than the
res&arch staff at Abt Associates will have access to the completed surveys.
All reportsthat we compile will combine Your answers with the answers of
others so as to respect your privacy and the confidentiality of the data you
have given as. Your answers will be placed on a magnetic tape along with
those of other, respondents without your name.

.1
The survey will take mast respondents about 45 minutes to complete. When
you are done, please enclose the completed survey in die self-iddxessed and
stamped envelope provided and'mail it back to us by JanuAry IS, 1979.

Thank you very much for your cooperation!

.

Karen Seashore &is, Ph.D.
1 Principal Inv stiTaor

Mi el B. Kane, Ed.D
Proitect DireCtor

'213
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/

. How would you currently describe your job? (Please check the appropri-
ate line for each dimension.)

ti

a. exciting boring

b. satisfying frustrating

c. ambiguous well defined

d. challenging easy

e. predictbles uncertain

f. on- your -own f L highly
supervised )

g. task oriented people
I oriented

h. visible' behind-the--.
scenes

.

2. Listed below are several pairs of adjectives. In each case both of the,
adjectives might be descriptive of a good linker/facilitator. For each
pair, circle the one adjective of each pair that is most descriptive of
yourself. The selection may be difficult, since you may possess both
qualities. Please make a selection, however, even though the choice is ,

close.

Circle one for each pair:

inquiring original . ,original

. cooperative dependable industrious

N

self-reliant original flexible industrious

self-reliant

dependable

stable stable > stable inquiring

cooperative inquiring cooperative , self-reliant
. .

flexible dependable original cooperative

inquiring flexible self eliant ile ible

(r
stable industrious 'Indus d endable

215
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3. Conditions at different-Sites may vary and consequently linkers/
facilitators ay perfoim aspects of the linking agent role in different
ways with different sites. Please rate the extent to which you perform
the listed potential roles in each of three sites with which you
work. Where possible, we have ,named two of the sites for which we
are asking *your responses. They sites have been chosen randomly from
among those with which you work.. If you work with more than two sites,
please add the name of a third site, selecting if possible one with
whic4 you behave differently from how you behave with one or both of
the other sites. If you work with just one or two sites, leave the
remaining columns blank.

Response Code: S -to a very great extent

Salto a great extent

3 -to some extent
2-to a little extent
limnot at all

Potential,Lipking Agent Role

- - an observer/historian

- an evaluator

- an expert in assessing the
match between innovations
and cloblems

- a resource person

Extent you perform these roles with.

Name of Site Name of Site Name of Site

- a resOurce fifider/information
giver

- a process helper,

, - a program implementor

- 1NcounselOr or hand-holder

1
- a basic skills, career-ed. or

inservice specialist

r a conflict resolver

- a coordinator

s a trainer

a budget manager, adminis-
trator

(Please insert the appropriate response code
in each box)

,

a
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0
Most linkertifacilitators have some direct or indirect influence over the RDU reiated
activities and decisions that are made in the schools and districts with which they
work. The extent of such influence may be affected by the way clients view the
linker role. We would like you to indicate the extent to which you'feel you
actually have influenCe over the activities and decisions in your sites, d the
extentAo which you feel that your influence is affected by the following

/: possibleviews of your role. Please respond for each of the sites used in the pre ous
question. . .

Response Code: Sato a very great extent
Olto a great extent
3mito some extent

2,mto a little extent
lunot at all

k' 4

Extent and Reasonv for
Influence

Name of Site Name of site Name of Site

4

Extent to which I have influence
over decisions and activities at
this site.

I have influence at this s.t.ti

.because:

I am viewed as a friend whom
they would like to please.

I am viewed as someone who can

/". help them raise the image and
performance of the district.

N

I am viewed as an expert whose
opinions are worth listening to.

am viewelTasrsomeonb who has a
right to influence their deci-
sions because of my position in
the RDU program.

I am viewed as someone who hap
the experience and background
to be able to provide them witsc
help in solving their problems.

I am viewed as someone who can
influence whether or not R1U
funds ace allocated to the site.

I am viewed as someone that they
will have to work with fora long
time, so I do things for them find
they do things for me.

(Please insert the appropriate response code
in each box) '

A

a Yo .

.0
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I am viewed as someone who can
influence whether or not the
site continues ilthe RDU,
activities.
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5. There are a variety of potential skills required for an effective Linkez/Facilitatoz
.... role: In your opinion, whai,are.your own strengths and weaknesses in the following.., ..

skilX areas;
coi

0

. ) * , s
_ .

ti

-.4
-r

,

. Skill Areas Very Weak 'Adequate Very Strong
(Circle One)

High tolerance. for ambiguity

Your Own
*Behavior

do

,Tnterper- Oral cof nication - '

openness

Ability to live a low profile;
little need to be visible

Ability to organize myself.
and others

.

Ability to write at appropriate
level (memos, letters, meeting
notes, formal documents)

Listening and understanding

Counse ing '

sonal
Behavior

Interviewing .N°

... Influan through supportive ..,

A reinfortement. , .

.P bonfronta-influencing phrough
tive and advocative methods

/ r
Goal setting

. - .

Group team building .
Small

. Group Group problem solving
Skills'

Conflict resOluti

..1

4 Process help

Gainingdaccep*nce at 411 'levels
of the systemic

$

s 4 Effective use of formal4and ,
.1' . .4nforMal power, structure

.

.

Change
Skills

. Skills "in SIblutionselection'

. .Pacilitating implementation

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 e 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5
$

6 4,

1 2 fili .4 5 6

1 1 3 4 5 6

SP
1 2 3 4 5 6 .

I
.

3 4 , 5' 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5' 6
1 2 3 4

.

5 6_

1 2 3 4 $ 6

1 2 3 4. 5 .,'.6

1 2 3 , 4 5 6

. ..

4 2 3 4 5 6

'1 2 3 4 5 6

ii $

n'probiem identexation 5

- 1 2 3 4 5 6w

* 2 3 4 4 5 .6

4 '
.14k.

4 5 6

Im,4

1, 2 3 4. 5

evaluation/follow up 1.

ntent Skills in content area (reading',

Skills eta.)

z,

a

-7

7

7

7

7

7

7'

7

7

7

7

V

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

.60
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Eu There are many 'hews of what characterizes a successful linker /facilitator. Based
o y experience in the RDU orogrem, to what extent are the following statements
ch eristic of successful linkers/facilitators? You may agree that all are im-..
po t, but please check the four most important and the ford least Impertant,from
this list of statements. Then put a second check next to the single most =portant
ttateient and the single least important statement.

Statements of Most important
Linker/Facilitator (please check 4,
- Characteristics and double check

most important

1. Having the ability to communicate ideas
in a clear, concise and persuasive manner.

Y. Bein44spontaneoussaying and doing
things that seem natural on the spur
of the moment.

3. Doing thengs by the book"--for.example,
following each stage in the probam-
solving process.

4. Having many unusual and creative approaches
to problems.

5. Being sensitive to other people's moods and
feelings.

6. Being carefultaking pains to make
sure everything is just right.

7. Being a leader--providing direction,to
the.sites,

8. Having the ability to accept criticism
without reacting defensively or with-
drawing.

.9. Having the ability to deal with group

conflict.

. 10. Having the ability to/p/ilydiererit roles
4 .,;with differentp4opke.

11: Having a high level of aspiration for

4,

the sites.

12. .Analyzing a situation carefully before
acting; working out a course of action
in detail before embarking on it.

13. Being a good discussion leader»drawing
group Members into discussion.

14. Having the ability to evaluate possible
.solutions critically.

15. Having the ability to get help when

needed.

16. ,having the ability to'worX in different

ways with different sites.

221
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-,Least Important
(please check 4,
-and double check
least import-am-%
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7. Instructions:.

4 ,

The followin7 arela series 4f paired
assumptions about the process of change.
In most casesYypi.iare likely to agree

.with Soth assumptions. However, please
check the one whiCh you agree with the
most or which best reflects your view
or opinion. -. ti

e m

5

d. Check'only one:

Effective change in schools
requires that individuals
internalize the need for than

or

Effective change in schools
requires oritical evaluation
of existing roles and activi-
ties.

a- Check only one:

Companion between qntirest
groups" in schools is.a major
barrier to change/1"

or

Lack of individual skills and
-knowledge appropriatOo the
new innovation.is a major
bier to change.

r.

e. Check only one:

Tha first step in developing a
change strategy for'ichools is
to assess the current coalitions
in order to mobilize positive
support and anticipate possible
_backlash from poweiful groups.

or

The first step in developing a
change strategy for schools is
to assess the level of school -
wide-resources, such as group
problem solving skills.

b- Check only one:'

'.Understanding the actual power
stiacture of the _school is the
key to, designing successful
ctlange efforts.

or

Understanding the individual
needs and concerus of stiff
mezheit who may be affected
4s the !veleta designing

successful change efforts.

f. Check only, one:

If an innovation can be made to
appeal to the most powerful
individuals or groups in the
schools, then change will occur.11

or

If the way in which jobs and
responsibilities are defined in
a school can be made supportive
of a new innovation, then change
-will occur.

c. Check only one:,

Resistance tO change by indi-
viduals is the major reason for
tailures'of most change programs
'in schOols:,

or

Poor management and c ordinatiori
is the mos6 *Port= ier to
-affective change in schools.

g. Check only one:

2.22.

Effective change usually occurs
from the "top clown."

or

Effective Change usually occurs
when'teachers are heavily in-
volved in decision making.
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8. Linking agents/facilitators may vary in the strategies which they use in
working with theil client groups.' In the remainder of this section we
describe several, hypothetical situations which Linkers/facilitators may

encounter. For each situation, please check the response which is most

like what you would do.

(Check

.a) Your RDU project views change as a multi-stage process., In carrying

.out,your &Mies, you are expected to guide the local sites through

each of the stages, but people in a particular site axe not convinced

of the value of each stage would like to mom" ahead as rapidly as

possible. Which of the foll ing is most Like what you would dot

Only One)

1) I would attempt e sure that thessite has understood
the need to successfully complete each stage before proceeding

on, even if this proves frustrating for short periods of time.

i) I would attempt to ensure that all stages are eventually
covered, but would encourage the site to proceed in the way

that will create"the most enthusiasm and interest. If, for

7:le; they wa9t to look at a range of 'products before

begin to definaitheir problem, that's alright with

3) I would letthe site use a sequence og stages or a process

that emerged from the group.

fr

b) gne of your sites is implementing a product that has a large number of

parts. .Althoug0 the produces developer emphasizes fidelity to the core
module of the custiculum package, teachers feel that it is ton cumbersome
and want to make substantial modifications in it. You agree with the
developez that the module is; both important and very effective. In general,

you support local. adaptations of R&D eructs, but you doubt that the
school ptaff will produce a module. of comparable quality. How do yo$'

think that you would act?

(Check Only One)

4

1) I would try
module more

ft 2) I would let
without any

to influence the teachers to accdpt the developer's
or less.as it is, and make, at most, minor modifications.,

the teachers make---t odifications that they desire
attempt to influence them away from the activity.

223
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c) You are Beginning to work with a new site and are anxious to establish
the RDU program. You have met with the suferintendept and the principal,
and have learned that there is no existing structure, such as a planning
committee, that could serve-as a group responsible for the internal
school managebent of the RDU program, but that all of the teachers are
very eager to get started. Your first activities in the scfiodl would be

(Caeck,Only One)

1), I would meet on several occasions with the entire staff, and-
meet informally with:teachers in the lounge and after school
in order to get a better 'feel for the problems,, concerns and
climate of the school.

2) I would ibrk witloftthe principal in seleCting a group of teachers
and/or adminis/trators who comprise the "natural leaders" of the
building to serve as a task force to coordinate the work of the

", RDU program in the site.
4

3) I would meet more extensively with the principal and/or the
superintendent to ensure that I fully understand their expec-
tations and desires aboueprograms and school needs.

d) youare beginning to work with a new site, and are trying to establish
the ways in which you,will be in contact wit's the site., which of the
following best describes your preference?

((Check Only One) %.r

1
'1) I would prefer, to have a regular schedule ior.visiting the site,

with scheduled meetings that I would attend. while I would visit
' the site on a non-scheduled date, normally most contact between

visits would occur by phone, and with a pre-established person.

2) I would prefer to adopt a more irregular schedule, gpere would
frequently during periods of high activity at de site, and

infrequently when things are moving more slowly. I would indicate
my intention to attend most meetings, and would ask them to keep
me informed sufficiently in advalice co that I can work it into
my schedule.

3) Lwould prefer to v.sit the site infrequently, with most inter-
action occurring by telephone or by mail.

e) Members of youx'"local action team" (the sit e committee with which
A

you ,are working) unable to decide between two similar products.
Although the commit has functioned well and relations are sound,
you believe that the ent indecisiveness is detrimental to ,the
school's progress. Which of, these alternatives is most like what
you would do? .

(Check Only One)

1)

2)

imfm1111WMM

h

I would help'the group to develop a more extensive set of
criteria for making a choife.

I would develdp a presentation summarizing the pros and cons
of eichalieinative anA encourage them to use the information
rlb make a decision, and get the group moving again.

3) I would encourage the group to work on developing a tolution
to their difficulty, and be supportive of their efforts.

J
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9. When you need as sistance or advice in various activities making up yuur 'Lae 41111 process helper, how frequently.
do you turn to the following individuals ox. organizations? Wow useful has that assistance been to you?

, t

(Please insert the ap&opriate response code in each box.) - ..
. e '4..

Frequency 3 = frequently
Assilktance 2 = occasionally
is Sought rare)y

N
= never

Usefulness 3 =, very useful

' of 2 I somewhat useful . i
i

Assistance 1 = not very useful . .-

0 = not applicable (no assistance sought)

O./

- .

,
_....1

.

Activities

/

/

. SOURCE OF ASSISTANCE 4'
.

.

.I-
i

: MU/Central
Project Staff

Staff in Organ-
ization in,
which your
office is
located

,

.

Other Linkers/
Facilitators

-

Outside
Consultant

and/or
Regional Labs

Other:

.

'

(pleasd spitbity*)

Fre- Useful-
quench

Fre- 'Useful-

quency ness

Fre- Useful-
quency ness

Fre?.. Useful-
quency ness'

_

Fre- Useful-
quency._ ness

1. Assessing needs, //
JO.

2. Assessing match between
innovation and problem

3. Organizing clients
,...

into work groups,

4. Training groups in "
the problem solving
process \.

..,,,. Resolving conflict

6. Assisting implementa-
tion

7. Assisting evaluatiod
'

,8. Other:

0 0
.(::] 0

'ness

El C.:3 ,. 0
a0 CI

,., 4

.

IN 1::),
.

"'"'.......

El El

El C.:I

. 'Q=] 'Iv El Q.

1:::] , p
AP 0

,o ni0 0
. .

0 I=

[3 . EJ U

El IN 0 0
.

0. El
CD 0'

a s
'D

.

El o
El 1;1

a n*
CJ

,

) (please specify)

_ -...,

0
111 111 111 111 1:=1 0 II.

,For example: local site staff, written terials and their sourpe, etc.

A . .



10. When you need assistance oradvice in various activities making up your role as a reaourcd finder/informationgiver, how frequently do you turn to the following individuals or How useful has that assistancebeen to you?

,Frequency

Assistance
is Sought

. 4
(Pleade insert the appropriate response code in.each box.)

3 is frequently

2 A. ocbasionally

1 =A rarely

0 J. never
,y

Usefulness
of

Assistance

3 very useful
2 .g somewhat useful

1 A. not very useful

0 - not applicable (no assistance ws sought,

/

Activities \

.

SOURCE OF ASSISTANCE

1.

. P::(JIZTIrt:lif

J

Staff in Organ-
ization in
which your
office is
located

.

Other Linkers/
Facilitatorp

Outside
Consultant

and/or
Ngional Labs

,

Other:
.

/
(please specifri!

,

Fre- Useful-
quency ness'

/

1:::1 E:f
.

El
.

Fre- Useful-
quency nese

E:1 ED

Fre- Useful-
quency nese

Fre- Useful-
quency nese

Q'. CI
*Fre- USeful-
quency ness

17.] ID
1. Conduct literature/

information search

2. Organizg and analyze
information

,
3. Identify and obtain

NW products

4. Find demonstration-.

sites

r

5. Arrange consultations,
itraining

6. Other:

III 1::::I

.

-T::] El .[:-.1 Ill

Ei r El El
7

El ED'
%

li
.

',4

El ED
.

ED ED
6 1

, *

El E3

.

0 .ED
f

.

1:::1 [::]

Ils

Nil E::)'
.

[::] III
.

, ED .

IR i El . NI 11:1 um El
, ,, .(please sp,Cify)

6

,'For example: local site staff, written materials and their sources, etc.

-228
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Flew angwa; the falowie9 illieettnne about the ttatntn9 and atia4attun that waa px0vidnd by you RDU Prcaltmt,
(i.e., through the Central. Project Office or Central Project Staff.)

For each type or,content of training, to what extent:

1) Did you actually receive training or orientation?
2) Was the training useful and relevant to you in your Kook?
3) Was the training provided at the appropriate tine?

4) Was the amount of training that was provided appropriate to your needs?

Pleahe use the appropriate response codes in each box.

9

_

Type or Content
of Training

.

5 is to a very great extent
4 n to a great extent
3 . to some extent
2 le to a little extent .

1 not at all

3 s too.late
2 me appropriate

time .

1 mi too early .

3 s would prefer
more

2 Ps right amount
1 a prefer less

-

1) Training was

Received 1

2) Training

was useful
3)

.

Appropriateness
of Timing

.4) appropriateness
of Amount

1. Information or skills related
* to the problem solving process

,

El

El
.

-

.

. ip
.

.

.

.

'"N.,
.

5%

.

.

'k101e

El

EI-1

.

.

III
(needs assessment, solution
selection, etc.)

2. Information or skills related
to interpersonal or group

-

El

El

ET

E--]

0
dynamics (team building, con-

'flict resolution, motivation)

3. Information or skills related
to the use and availabillty ill iii
of the %knowledge base

4. Information or skills related
to the administration of the, '

III 111
nnu project (record keeping

ET

forms, logs, etc.)
.,.

5. InformatiOn targeted to the
clarification of yopr role

III
as a Linker/Facilitator

f

"I*

4 I
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42, .cross the chart )plow aro presented four contont areal' of traintng orlentatioa. For egch yenta re4.4n which
you actually received training, please check the !potting in which training took place, the techniques and materials
that were used, and tho providers of the traininq. For each item that you chock, please indicate as well how
useful you perceived each to be. Usefulness Codes 4 a to a grew; oxtent '

3 0 to some extant
2 to a It extent

at a

1----

ri you did not receive any training in or or soil
of the "content areae," please so indicate and
skip to the next column. ,,

.
.

1)8.

1 not

CONTENT AREA OF TRAINING OR ORIENTATIONINFORMATION OM SKILLS RELATED
4 The Problem Solving

Process

(noas assessment,
solution soleetiOn)

"(If none,

check oro )

Interpersonal
or.

Group Dynamics

(If none,

check here ),

"Use or Availability

of tho
KnoUledge Base

I
lnistration
of the

RDU Program

(If.none, (If none;

check her )e check here)

.00

Setting of training:

Confikce or Wodshop
M

Small Groups Within
Larger Confereqce

One-on-One with TraineL
fin parson or by phone)

.Informal "Get Together."

-Other

(oxplarigo

Techniques or Materials

Group discussions

Lectures/Demonstrations

. Films

/

(Check all Useful-

.that apply) ss

..

.Rolo Playing, Simulations

Written Guidilines, Hand -5.

Urook, "tool kit", etc.

Memoranda

Other

Provider:

Project Staff Member

. Consultant

Othir Linter/Facillator

Oder '

*

232 I

ti

1.0111.

(Check all Useful-

that apply) 'nes,

0

ci

a

mEEMEI

(Check all
that apply)

D

4.

sefulr (Chia all Useful-
ness that apply) :less

efo0 2 0
) Ei
0 _lb El0 C

fb D
D

0

iG

a

o0

r

-4-

9

a
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13. Listed across they chort are various information or skills which may be required by Linkers/Facilitators. Listeddown the chart are various types of training settings, techniques and materials, and providers. Based upon your
' experiences and insights, please design an "ideal" training program. First rate the degree to_which trainingshould be devoted to each information/skill. Then rate the degree to which you feel training for each skill

would be. best provided in terms of setting, techniqu(, an51 provider. RESPONSE CODE: 4 a to a gr'eat degree

3 = to some degree
2 a to i small degree
1 a not at all

CONTENT AREA OF TRAINING OR ORIENTATION-- INFORMATION ON SKILLS RELATED TO:
'Interpersonal Use or Availability Administration

or of the of the
Group Dynamics Knowledge Base RDU Program

The Problem Solving
Process

)(needs assessment,

solution selection)

1. Degree to which training should
include the content area

L.
Setting 6f training:

Conference or Workshop
mall Groups Within
Larger Conference
One-on-One with Trainer
(in person or by phone)

Informal "Get Togdthers"
Other .

(explain)
3. Techniques or Materials

Group Discussihns

Lectures/Demonstrations

Films

Role Playing, Simulations

Written Guidelines, Hand-
book, tool kit," etc.
Memoranda

34 Other

4. Provider:

Project Staff Member
.Consultant

Other Linker/Facilitator

Other -

.(please explain)

.

0

0
.

0

PA'

:

0

. -
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14. Please describe any formal training (workshops, in-service, confer-
ences, etc.) that have been prodded by the organization in which
your office is located which'is relevant to your linking activities.
(If none, please so state.)

.

Please include the content of such training, the amount of time -

involved in the efforts, and the degree to which it has been useful
to you.

3

15. Please describe any other formal.training that you have received
since you beta a Linking Agent on this project (for example,
university-based seminars conducted by professional organizations,
.etc.) (Ifane, please so state.)

Please include the content of such training, the amount of time
involved in the efforts, and the degree to which it has been useful
to you.

4
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A Survey of Linking Agents and Facidrititors

in the R&D Utilization Program

(April, 1979)

d and last survey of Linking Agents and Facilitators in
11th the Study of the Research and Development Utilization

). This survey is composed of two parts. Part 1 is a single
'questions about your perceptions of your RDU project head-
e., NEA, Northwest Reading Consortium, Network Consortium,
ISS, Pennsylvania S.I.P., Georgia R.D.U.P. or Florida L.S.).
four-pagecserieg of gueAtions about one specific sit?4ith
ve worked. For most of you, we have enclosed two or three ;

2 forms in order that you nay respond specifically about more
ite.

Although identifying code is used on this survey, please oe assured
that you.., answers will be strictly ponlidential.i No ir.aividuals other
than the research staff at Ab Associates will have access to .the completed

/surveys.1 All reports that w comp,ile will combine your' answers 41th the
answers of Others so as to -espect your privacy and the confidentiality of

- the data:you.have given us. .--/.

,7

This survey will take most respondents about 20 minutes to complete. You
should find this survey much less time consuming than either of the previous
pro surveys. When you are done, please enclose the completed survey (Part I
and all completed Part 2s) in the self-addressed and stamned env lope provided
and mail it back to us by May 15, 1979.

In order that we may shaie with you reports that we prepare based on
information gathered from these,surveys, please keep us informed of any
change of address you might have during the next year and a half. We
appreciate very much your support in this documentation effort and wish
you 'success in your future endeavors.

ICSLASS:tsm

Karen Seashore'Louis"

V'r(-2-C?"1
Gregor7;. SPAceri
Linking Agent Study
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Part 1. Perceptions of your Rip Proje eadquarters \ .

I
The following questions pertain to y ur relationships with your RO U project headquarters. Please
give your opinion for.each of the lowing questions by circling the most appropriate i esponse.

\'

. ie i

1. In general, to what extent have you been
satisfied with the services/support pro-

.. vided by the headquarters raff1R DU
project director, project evaluator, efc.)?

2. TO wnat extent was the headquarters
.staff knowledgeable about your needs
as an ROU linker/facilitator? ..

. .
3. To what extentdid the headquarters

. . ' staff provide assistance to. you in a
timely manner?

.

4:' To what extent did you have contact
with the other organizations within
your ROU project (i.e., technical
assistance agencies), if any, in con-

, jungtrem with:

knowledge base activities

ijiing activities
.

5. Tq what extent haze you been satis-
fied with the contacts with these
organizations?

knowledge bise activities

- training activities 4

a

t

.

5 4 3 2 1' 0 7

5 7

'

5
t4

3 2 1 0 7

5 4 3 2 1 0 , ?

5 4 3 2' 1

. .

4 3 2 1 0 ? '-

5 4 3 .1 0 ?

3 233.
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Part 2. Informatjon About One Specific RDU Site\

1: Site name Or identification code

2. What is the distance of this site in miles from your 'office? chiles

3. What percent of your coral working time (not just yOUr time as an RDL.1iinkeri has oeen spent
kith this site. Please include time spent 'off site" as well as. that yS direct contact with the school.

j' or district? .0 .
4. Of the total time spent on this site, vvrtat percent was spenton each of the following stats?

(e.g., the answe'rs to parts a through.d should sum to 100%)
. .

it problem identification do c. planning for implementation
t3. solution selection 4 d. imfrmeination %

S. What s /our perception of the-main
(Cheek only one)

reason that this site became a participant in the aRDu eribrt?

they were fold to- (e.g., by the district)

triey wanted to solve an existing problem
.0-*or relationship with project staff (inforrhaI "networking")

they wantedaccess to additional dollars

tine, and "volunteer for everything"

4

I
..

other (specify)
,

. .
.

6. In your role as a linking agent'facilitator, you have probaoly had occasion to work with otner
content or cutRculum specialists in this school, in the district office and -tip the organization.
where-your office s located. Please indicate, in the appropriate boxes teiow, the response that
best describes your relationship with these spec.alirs. i if you worked with more than one. special-
ist in any of these categories, please respond based on the inchvidel who had the most signjfi-
ant impact on your own work.) .

I
.1 There wericno specialist employed in this organization.

2 There were specialise, but I had lithe contact with them.

3 I frequently felt a sense of tcnflia or competition with thasespeoaiist. our work
was not complementary. 4

4 My role was to support me work of aspec:alit. pe/she took a more acive role
than I in coordinatingthe RDU project

a, The specialist's role was to suppormirrork, he/she took 3 ten active role than
I in coordinating the RDU-project.

6 Theeecialist and I worked closely as a team, we were equally acme in this school
in coordinating the RDU project

Please ente,r the appropriate number in each box below.
'a. Specialist based in this school

b. Specialist based in the'diraict office

c. Speciali ased in the organization where my office is located('

240
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Please give i.ouropinion for each of the foro-wing questions by oircling the most appropriate response.
A

A '

-7. To dm extent has the'general_climate
of the site teen open tO change and
innovation?

.
, 8. To what extent was the sip effective

fir) using a rational approach to accom-
plishing each of the following project-,

related activities?

Ia. problem identification

/ b. solution selection

c. planning for implemen\atibr:

d. implementation

9. To what e)$tent were you important
to the accomplishments achieved, during
each of the following activities?

a. problem identification

b. solution selection

c. planning for implementation

d. implementation

io..To what extent were the following
individuals or groups supportive of
the RDU eff'o'rt during each phase
of the prograr;-?

p..afthe entry of the program .

b. during problem identification

c..during solution selection

d. during implementation ."

a. at the entry of the.program

b. during problem identification

c. &ring solution selection

d. during implementation

a. at.:Ir entry of the program

b. during problem identification

c. during solution selection

d. during implementation

Dinner
Lave,
Administration

Staff on the
planning team:

Staff not
arrthe planning
taxer:

o,

0.,

a. at the entry of the program

b. duringproblem identificalion

c, during solution selection '
Y,

d. during implementation'

24!!

4

4

04

4 1 0

4 '3 0

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 '1 0

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1

5 4* 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 (1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 A 3 2 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 -Q
5 4 3 1 a-
5 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 1 0

4

?
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11. in your opinion,to wnat extent would
'each of the following individuals or
groups rate the FlOtiprbgram in this
site a success?

a. distr(clevel,administrators

b. site principal(s)

c. teachers on the pla ing team

d. teachers not 6n the planning team .
...

12. To what extent was the problem identi-
fied complex, requiring a number of
`things to change?

. -

13. To what extent was the problem Wend-
: fied a central issue at this site, i.e.,

mote important than any other problem?

14. To what extent does the solution
selected "fit" the problem identi-
fied (the criteria generated)?

15. To what extent has the solution
selected solved the problem identified?

16. To what extent is the solution
that has been implemented likely
to continue to be used?

11. mmImml

17. At the beginning of your involve-
ment with this site, to what extent
did the local site personnel have
kndwlebge and skills in effective
problem solving?

18. To what extent do local site
personnel now have knowledge and
skills in effective problem solving?

19. To what extent has the problem
solving process been incorporated

t` into the site,iimplying an ability
and willingness to apply the pro-
cess to future problems?

20. To what extent did unresolvid ten- -4*--/
sion and conflict come to exibetween
you and administrators in the shirr

21. To what extent did unresolved ten-
sion and conflict come to exist
between you and teachers in the site?

5
P

5

5

5

.

4

4
4

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

?

7

7

?

t

5 4 3. 2.

.

1 0 7

4..
5 4 3 2 1 0 ?

.

,--
2 .

5 4 3 2 1 Q ?

I -..--..."........

0 7

?.
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2.2. In yo;;r opinion, what have been the overall imps
RDU program at this site?

.
. Positive impacts or effects: I

C

Negative impacts or effects:

or effects, bothpositive negative, of the

2:43
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APPENDIX D
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SELECTED ITEMS FROM
PRINCIPAL AND TEACHER SURVEYS
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P loat Teaciteriirvey

13. A major feature of NRC is that it attempts to engage School staff in Problem solving activities. Inyour
opinion, did She following activities take the appropriate amount of time? (Please circle one response for
each activity listed)

_

a. Identifying the most
important oblem(s) or

SHORT
TOO TOO

LONG

ABOUT'
THE
RIGHT
AMOUNT.

DID NOT
OCCUR

DON
DON

KNOW/
RECALL7

need(s) 1 2 3 , N/A

b. Establishin criteria for
4

selecting olution . .

c. Searching for an R&D se
based program or

1 v. 2 3 N/A

materials

d. Selection of an R&D
based program or .

1 2 3 N/A ?

materials <

e. Planning for implementa-

1 2 3 r N/A

. tion of the R&D based
program 1 2 3 N/A

En,

a

a

245..
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23. If you hive Is'adItoy contact with the lihkire agent, plea,e ratehlm/her on the following items. Remember that no

individual can perforiis all aspects of his/her rok equally well, and,please try to discriminate.between his/her
performance in the'different areas. (Circle one response for each activity or attribute listed.)

ill 0:0"N v; LINKING AGEHT 4.
.

I .
ATTgIUTES ' t

., P. PR A IVITIES POOR

"--.........-_, a. Ability to explain clearly .
4 f the purposes an7Nservicei-of .

the NRC
7 I 2 .3 4 5

-, b. Helpfulness in specifying, .

t:i analyzing and diagnosing -

, A. our particular probltms or. ...._,
..- .

nee:11
me

G .-
1 2 3 4 5 >31% N/A (

-:c . Helpfulness in developing ,,.. .
.. criteria foralecting the .

solution best suited to ' w 4

our needs I( : 2 3
.-

4 5 N/A ?1 .. e . .., 1

d. lielpfuiRss in locating .

'. altetnative solution,' to our. t
probleps ) ; I `' ..2......4.4 4 5 N/A

* cf' e. Helpfulnest in finding the .
best match between our f 4

problem and a solution... 1 , 2" 3 4 5 N/A ?

Car

'EXCELLENT
DID NOT
OCCUR

DON'T
REtALL

'I

.
f. Ability to help us under-,

stand how the R&D pro-
gyain or materials could
be used : ....... 1

g..Helpfidness in adapting the
it&tprogram or materials
to our school or school
district 1 2 3 +

h. Helpfulness in implementing
the new program or
materials : ..... ...... 1 2 3 4 5 N/A ? . '

L Assistancein locating - ,
additional technical resource . -
.Pers905 . 1 1 ; .3 4 5 N/A ? .

I. Avail:6114634p when (ye
need to talk to him/her... 1 2 3 .. 4 5 N/A ?

.Y : ak Athiity to revive Conflicts
,r. .. . .

fairly 1 2 ------vk 4 ' 5 NIA ? ,.A
I. Skills as in organizer or .. -

coordinator 1: itk 4 : 5 . N/A
m. Assistance in evaluating our \ .-

Program a .-' 1 2 4 5 N/A ?

2 3 . '"4

4,

F. 246



Frain Principal Survey

,it

16. overall, how would you describe your attitude toward the kind of problem solving activities that the team inyour school ordistrict engaged in?

VERY VERY
UNFAVORABLE FAVORABLE

1 2 3 4 5

.
17 As part of your school's involvement in the RDU erogram you may have had contact with a number of sources

of assistansapupport of your efforts. Ove7,11, how satisfied wereyou with the assistance, services or support
prrtvided bid% following individualror groups in the program? (Circle one on each line.)

NOT VERY NOT DONT
SATISFIED SATISFIED OCCUR KNOW

DID

r

a. Th4local school team. 37 s2. 3 4 5 NA .?.

b. The linking agent 1 2 3 4 5 *NA
?

c. The RDU project staff r
(excluding the linker) , 1 - 2 3 4 5 NA 4

d. Developers of R&D based
programs or materials. 1 2 3 4 5 NA ? ilt

IP

40
le.

Other.organizations or con- .
sultants from outside your
school or district. 1 2 3 " 4 5 NA $ ?

Nov; much contact have you personally had with the linking agent? W you had contact with more than one
' lidi(ng agent, please answer this question and questions 19 and 20 for the individual with whom you bad the

m&t contact.) (Check one.)
4

A lot
..4

Some -

.. Little

None

.

24 7

If None,
skip to Q. 20

d
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Fr= prilickoal Survey

19. If you had any contact with the linking agent please rate him/her on the following Items. Remember that no
. Individual can performall aspects of his/her role equally well, and please try to discriminate between his/her per

formance In different areas. Wide one on each line.)

AM=

a. Ability to explain clearly the pur-
poses and services of the RDU
program.

. b. Helpfulness in specifying, ana-
lyzing, and diagnosing our panic-
ulg problems or needs.

c. Helpfulness in developing
criteria for selecting the solu-
tion best suited to our needs.

d. Helpfulness in locating alterna-
tive solutions to our problems.

e. Helpfulness in linding the best
match between our problem and
a solution.

f. Ability to help us understand
how the R&D based program
or rnatidathould be used.

g. Helpfulness in adapting the
R&D producfto our school or
school district.

h. Helpfulness in implementing the
new program or materials.

L Assistance in locating additional
technical resource persons.

. j. Availability to us when we need

POOR EXCELLENT

CAN'T
JUDGE!
DID NOT
OCCUR

CAN'T
s RECALL

1 2 3 .:14 5 NA

1 2 3 4 -5 NA

1 2 3 4 5 ;"'"'" NA

1 2 3 4 5 NA

tN. 2 3 4 5 NA

1 2 3 4 5 NA

to, talk to him/her.

k. Ability to resolve conflicts fairly.
..

I. Skills as an organizer or . .

coordinator. .

m. Assistance in evaluating our
program.

1 2 3 4 5
t

NA

2 3 4 5 NA

2 3 4 5 NA

1. 2 3 4 5 NA

1 2 3 4 5 NA ?

1 2 -3 4 5 NA ? ra

1 2 4 5 NA

6

4

0


